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P re face 
This text has been written and used during the spring of 199-'i for a course on 
flexural mechanics of beams and piates at Aalborg Univcrsity. The idea has been 
to concentrate on basic principles of the theories, which are of importance to the 
modern structural engineer. Today's structural engineer must be acquainted with 
the elassic beam and plate theories, when reading manuals and using modern soft-
ware tools such as the finite element method. Each chapter ineludes supplementary 
theory and derivations enabling consultation of the notes also at a later stage of 
stud y. 
A preliminary chapter introduces the modern notation used in textbooks and 
in research today. It further gives an introduetion to three-dimensional continuum 
mechanics of elastic bodies and the related principles of virtual work. The ideais to 
give the students a basic understanding of the stresses and strains, the equilibrium 
equations and the principle of virtual work. 
The chapters of this text present the elassic flexural beam theories and the 
stability theory for columns. For analysis of continuous beam and frame structures 
the flexibi li ty method for statically indeterminate beam structures is presented. 
Plastic hinge analysis of beam structures is presented and ineludes both upper and 
lower-bound solution techniques. The remaining chapters are devoted to plates. 
The elassic elastic plate theories are presented. The plastic yield line theory for 
piates is presentcd including both upper and lower-bound techniques. 
The text serves as a proposal for a renewal in the line of presentaLion and it 
is used in structural mechanics at the Department of Building Technology and 
Structural Engineering at Aalborg University. Furthermore, it also serves as a 
proposal for a unified line of presentation within the Danish educational network 
for structural engineers, KONM.\T. The text is to be used within the KONMAT 
framework for a post-graduate course in the autumn of 1995. The idea has been to 
use an advanced and modern notation from the beginning, and to use the principle 
of virtual work to derive the theories in a kinematic manner. 
The presentation is greatly enhanced by the illustrations drawn by Mrs. Norma 
Hornung and by the language corrections performed by Mrs. Kirsten Aakjær. 
Aalborg, July 31, 1993 
.Jeppe Jonsson 
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Chapter l 
Preliminaries 
This chapter introduces the notation used in modern textbooks and in research 
today. Index notation used in cernbination with Einstein's summation convention 
enables a short and clear presentaLion of multi-dimensional problems, especially 
when we deal with scalar fields, vector fields and tensars in Cartesian coordinate 
systems. The index notation is used for flexural beam theory in order to avoid 
having to repeat equations of the two planes (later it is used to decouple the flex-
ural equations) . In plate theory it is used for the two in-plane directions. The 
chapter also gives an introduetion to three-dimensional continuum mechanics of 
elastic bodies and the related principle of virtual work. This enables a clear and 
straightforward explanation of the assumptions in flexural beam and plate theories. 
1.1 Index Notation and Cartesian Tensors 
Thc notation intoduced by Einstein in his development of the Theory of RelativiLy 
simpl ifics the prcsentation of many equations and expressions. A more detailed 
introduelion to index notation of Cartesian tensars and tensor analysis can be 
found in Simmands [1], Kay [2] or Synge & Shield [3]. Index notation is often used 
for thc components of vectors, matrices or tensors. Taking the dot produet between 
two vcctors a and b having three components each, a; and b;, where t he index t 
assumes the values from l to 3, the expression can be written as 
3 
a· b = a1b1 + a2b2 + a3b3 =L a;b;. ( 1.1) 
i= l 
Instea.d of using the sum mation symbol L: the strategy is to use the repeated index 
(here i) as a summation index. The dot produet can thus simply be \vritten as 
Ein9tein summation uscd jo1· the dot produel 
a· b = a;b; ( 1.2) 
Einstein summation convwtion 
A repeated index within a term is a summation index 
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which is indeed much shorter and just as clear as the dot product. All indices 
should have the same range unless otherwise stated. 
Dummy and Free Indices 
I t is necessary to emphasize that i t is a repeated index, which acts as a summation 
index. An index can thus only appear twice in the same term and the two indices 
are called dummy indices or just the dummy index. Other indices are called free 
indices. The expression a;jbk does not indicate summation, i t has three free indices, 
but both a;;bj and a;;bj indicate different sums with one free index. 
• Example 1.1 Expansion of dummy indices. 
Assuming the range of i to b e l ... 3 the two terms discussed above expand as 
follows: 
It should be clear that the use of i as the notation for the repeated index is in· 
significant. The expression a;; is equivalent to akk· 
Multiple Sums 
An expression may involve multiple summation indices. For example a;jbi j or 
a;jbicj. If an expression involves two summation (dummy) indices with the range 
l ... n , there will be n 2 terms in the sum. 
• Example 1.2 Expansion of a double sum. 
The result of the latter expression a;jb;cj can be evaluated by expanding first thc 
dummy index i , t hen the dummy index j. Assuming the range to be l ... 3, thc 
result is 
Ut j btCj + U2jb2Cj + U3jb3C; 
allbtC! + a21b2cl + UJtb3C! 
+a12b1c2 + a2j b2c2 + a32b3c2 
+a13b1 c3 + a23b2c3 + a33b3C3 
The result is the same i f we sum over j, and t hen over i. 
The Kronecker Delta 
A symbol used to extract the "diagonal" terms tn a double summation and to 
change indices is the Kronecker delta defined as 
The J(ronechr ddta 
{ 
l jf i = j 
811 = S; ; = O if i ::J j (1.3) 
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The trace of the components a;; of a matrix (a tensor) can be found by multiplying 
i t by Kronecker 's delta. If the range is l ... 3 we find 
(1.4) 
It is seen that the trace has been found as the sum of the diagonal components. It 
can be seen that the symbol can also change the index. For example, the term a;; 
changes index j to k, when multiplied by 5k; or 5;k 
(1.5) 
which can be seen by using the faet that the delta has the value l only w hen k =j. 
Notice that the free indices are i and k, meaning that the result is a ;k and NOT 
aij· 
The Permutation Symbol 
The permutation symbol is a symbol which can be used in connedion with cross 
produets between two vectors, but it has many other applications. The symbol can 
be used in different dimensions with a corresponding number of indices. With a 
range of l ... 2 for indices a and p the symbol eap is defined as 
1 
+l for a, f3 in an e Yen permutation 
eaø = - l for a, f3 in an odd permutation 
O otherwise 
(1.6) 
Thus the evenpermutation results in e 12 = l and the odd in e21 = -l. The symbol 
can be used to describP- differences in sign between behaviour in the two coordinate 
directions. This can be used in the kinematic description of the torsional behaviour 
of beams. 
by 
With a range of l ... 3 for indices i, j and k the permutation symbol is defined 
1 
+l for i, j, k in an e ven permutation 
e;;k = -l for i, j, k in an odd permutation 
O otherwise 
(1.7) 
The e\·en permutations are e 123, e312, e231 and the odd ones are e321, e 132, e213 . The 
components of the vector cross produet c = a x b can be written as 
(1.8) 
Interchange of the order of the vectors a and b changes the sign and thereby the 
direction of the vector cross product. 
Comma Notation for Partial Derivatives 
When using the Einstein summation convention it is convenient also to introduc<> 
the comma as a symbol for parti al derivatives. The approach is that all indices fol-
lowing the comma are partial derivativesin the corresponding coordinate direction 
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Fig. 1.1 : Cartesian components of a vector. 
x; (where the three coordinate directions are xi> x 2 and x 3) 
Partial derivatives by use of comma index 
Examples 
~ =() " 
å " ·' x, 
~ ( ) ,ij 
åx;åxi 
82() 
( ),i3 
åx; x3 
• Example 1.3 The gradient of a scalar 
(1.9) 
(1.10) 
(1.11) 
The gradient o f a scalar a is a vector \a with the parti al derivativOO's as the com-
ponrnts. It could be written in component form as %:, = a,i· 
Expanded Concept 
For convenience in the present text lower case Greek indices a, (J,/, 11 have thc 
two-dimensional range l .. . 2 and lower case Latin indices i, j, k, l have the three-
dimensional range l ... 3. Upper <'ase ind ices are not summation indices. If olher 
ranges are used it will be explicitly noted. 
Mathematica! Operators 
Tb e index notation with Einstein 's summation convention al so simplifies mathemat-
ical manipulations and can be of great help to the trained user of the matematical 
operators. Let us work with a Cartesian (orthonormal) coordinate system wilh thc 
base Yectors ii and t he relaled coordinales x; . A vector v = Vjij is thus deserihed 
by ils components V j, as show n in fig. l. l. T he gradient operator is dcfirwd by 
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Th e gradient operator 
(1.1 2) 
Since the operator is a vector we use a boldface type to illustrate this. Denoting a 
scalar function by s = s(xi) and a vector quantity by v = v(x;) some well-known 
operations are decomposed in the foliowing for the three-dimensional space. The 
operators and the index notation easily degenerate to two-dimensional space. The 
gradient of a scalar field is 
grad s V s 
ås . ås. ås . 
- 11 + - 12 + -13 
åx1 åx2 ax3 
ås . 
- I 
åx; 1 
S,j l j ( 1.13) 
It is scen t hat thc gradient opera tor applied to a scala r results in a vector, since 
thc gradient operator is a vcctor. Thc divcrgence of a vector is just applying thc 
gradi<'n t opcri\tor to avector through a scalar (dot) product, which results in a 
scalar. 
= Vj,j (1.14) 
lnstead of a.pplying t he gradient operator to a vector through the scalar (dot) 
produet !els us use the cross product. Thisis the rotation or curl of the vector field 
defined hy 
rot v curl v = V x v 
( a. å. å.) ( ... l -a IJ + ~12 +-a l 3 X VJIJ + V2l2 + V3l3 
X1 OX2 X3 
(
av3 av2 ). ( av1 åv3). ( åv2 åv1 ). 
--- lj + - - - 12+ --- l J 
ax2 a.1:3 åx3 ax1 ax1 ax2 
åv;. 
-Cijk~lk 
U Xj 
-Cijk Vi,j j k (l. L5) 
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It is seen that the permutation symbol has many applications, since it is used in 
the description of rotations. The LapJacian operator also enters many mechanical 
equations. The LapJacian of a scalar is given by 
div(grad s) 
S,jj (1.16) 
Notice that the LapJacian symbol \72 is not a boldface symbol, since it works like 
a scalar. The LapJacian of avector field is gi,·en by 
grad(div v) \72v = V(V ·v) 
82v 82v 82v -+ - +-
02X1 å2xz å2x3 
V ,jj 
Vi,jjji ( 1.17) 
Since the Laplacian operator works as a scalar the LapJacian of a vector is a vector 
and the LapJacian of a scalar is a scalar. 
Another important mathematical tool is the divergence theorem wh ich has a 
few alternate names in litera.ture, it is also referencedas the Gauss theorem or the 
Green theorem. In vector notation the theorem is written 
f di v v dV = f n· v dA lv lav (1.18) 
where n is the surface normal and av is the boundary of the continuum volume as 
shown in fig. 1.2. In component form the divergence theorem takes the form : 
The divergence theorem 
f v;,; dV = f n; v; dA lv lav ( 1.19) 
In mechanics the divergence theorem can be used to transform differential fJeld 
equations, (strong form ), into a virtual work equation (weak form) involving lower 
order of the partial derivat ives. 
Cartesian Coordinate Transformation 
Analysis often simplifies if performed in a Cartesian coordinate system, which has 
been rotated compared to the original system. This con·esponds to a change of 
base vectors from an original base i1 to a new base lj. The components of a vector 
v can be given in the original base 
(l. 20) 
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Fig. 1.2: Volume V, surface 8V, Yector field Y and infinitesimal su rface 
a r ea dA wit h t he n ormal n. 
or in the new base 
y V) Il + ii2I2 + ii3I3 
iijl j (1.21) 
TransformaLions beLween Lhe Lwo CarLcsian coordinate systems are defined in Lhe 
following. The new base vecLors i 1 can be expressed by components in the original 
base, where the components are the projections of t he new base onto the original 
base: 
i1 (I1 · i !) i1 + (IJ · i2) i2 + (11 · i3) i3 
e11 i1 + e12i2 + e;3h 
e;kh (1.22) 
in which the direction cosineshave been introduced as e;k = lj. i k = cos(L I;, ik)· 
Note L haL the direction cosines are not symmetric, i.e. l;k f- eki. For example the 
firsL new base vecLor 11 is given hy: 
e11 i1 + e12 i2 + e13i3 
e !k i k ( 1.23) 
The opposite t ransformation from the "new" Ik to the "original" base i1 is given by 
i1 (i;. rk) rk = (Ik . i1) rk 
( 1.24) 
in which Lhe indices of the direction cosines have changed places, corresponding to 
transpoRing a matrix. 
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The direction cosirres [jk can be thought of as the components of a direction 
cosirre matrix L, which can be transposed LT or inverted L - 1 . Since Cartesian 
coordinate systems are orthonormal the inverse of the direction cosirre matrix is 
equal to its transpose, i.e. L - 1 = Lr, and the components of the inverse direction 
cosirre matrix are thus given by: 
(1.25) 
in which the arder of the indices must be noted. This is in agreement with the 
transformations derived above. 
Let us turn to the transformation of vector components. Transformation from 
components in the original base to components in the newbase is given by: 
Vkf;klj = V;lj 
Cjk Vk ( 1.26) 
and transformation from the new base to the original base is given by 
vkfkjjj = V;l; 
hiv k (1 .27) 
It is seen that the vector components transform in the same manncr as the base 
vectors . To summarize we have: 
Cartesian tmnsformations 
(1.28) 
where the direction cosine matrix componwts a Te [j k =l j· i k = cos( L l j , i k) . Thc 
componwts o j the inve1·se di Teetion Cosine matrix a1·e jo und by fjk1 = tJk = f kj . 
These transformations are extensively used in analytical mechanics. 
• Example 1.4 Rotated two-dimensional base. 
Let u s find the direction cosines of the transformation matrix from an original base 
icr to a new base lø, which is rotated by an angle B, as shown in fig . 1.3. In this 
two-dimensionaJ case the direction cosine matrix and its components are: 
cos B 
- sin B 
sin B J 
cos B 
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Fig. 1.3: Rotated two-dimensional base. 
Cartesian Tensors 
The mathematical modeiling of mechanical systems often involves components , 
which depend on directions in space, and a specific choice of coordinate system. 
However, other choices may be convenient in part of the mathematical analysis. 
Tensor analysis deals with the change of coordinate systems and the related trans-
formations of the direction dependent components of the mathematical model. Our 
main interest is related to the t ransformations between different Cartesian coordi-
nate systems. 
An N'th order tensor is a mathematical quantity which has components that 
rcfer to N choices o f coordinate systems ( which most often are chosen to be the 
same). Cartesian tensors are defined by the manner in which they transform from 
one Cartesian coordinate system to another. More extensive defini tions that int ro-
duce covariant, contravariant and mixed tensors can be found in [1], [2] or [3], but 
the foliowing definition will be sufficient in the present text. 
Cartcsian tensors (Cartesian transformation: l i = f1k ik) 
A first order tenso1· t = t1 ii with components t1 in the Cariesian base i i zs a 
quantity, whose components transform to a new Cariesian base l j by: 
(1.29) 
A second order tensor t = tik ij ik with components tik in the Cariesian base ii 
is a quantity, whose components transform to a new Cariesian base lj by: 
( 1.30) 
A n N 'ih orde r t en9or t = lj ... n i i ... in with components l j ... n in the Cartesia n 
base ii is a quantity, whose components transf orm to a new Cariesian base lj 
by: 
(1.31) 
A zc1·o o1·der tensor has one component t which do es not change when the base 
is changed, i. e. i t is a scalar. 
Vectors are thus first order Cartesian tensors, since they transform m the same 
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manner. An example of a zero order tensor is the temperature, which is scalar. 
The temperature is typically a field variable, which is a furretion of the posit ion , 
but has no direction components. The t emperature component is the same in all 
coordinate systems, whereas a velocity field is a first order tensor, which has a 
direction and has components which are dependent on the coordinate system used. 
The highest order Cartesian tensor used in the present work is a fourth order and 
the most used are second order tensors. The second order tensors have much in 
common with the matrix concept. Originally it was the mechanical concept of 
stress, which has led to the introduetion of tensor analysis (tension in French is 
"tenseur"). It is important to notethat the three-dimensional Latin indices can be 
replaced by the two-dimensonal Greek indices. 
• Example 1.5 The tensor of inertia 
In mechanics the tensor of inertiais a second ord er Cartesian tensar defined as 
where .1:" are the Cartesian coordinates , Ca is the point about which the inertia is 
sought and the small area dA = dx 1dx2. lt can be written in a matrix format as: 
To verify that this is a tensor let us seek the components in a rotated Cartesian 
base. We can just transform the coordinates independently: 
lv-r i (iv - cv)(i-y - c-y) dtl 
i fvaf-y ø (Xa - c .... )(xp - cø) dA 
Cvo:f-y/3 i (x<>- c<>)(xø - ep) dA 
f v" C-r ;J T a~ 
TllUs it is seen t hat the inert ia quantities are components of a second order tensor. 
In a rotated coordinate system thc tensar components can be found by lv-y 
lvrxf-yplcx". For an angle of rotation B the direction cosine components writ ten 1n 
matrix format can be found as: 
L = (Ca~)= [~~~:B:~:~ ] = [~s ~l 
where c = cos B and s = sin B have been introduced, see exarnple 1.4. J n thc rotated 
Cartesian coordinate system the moments of inertia cari thus be found . In matrix 
not ation the calculation procedure becomes: 
~12 ] 
I n 
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By use of the index notation and ! 12 = !21 it is ea.sy to show that the resulting 
components are: 
ll<>ll~fo!J 
l2<>l2~Iafl 
C1al2tJI<>tJ 
121 
c
2 
III + 2csl12 + s2 I22 
s2 I11 - 2csJ12 + c2 !22 
-csln + (c2 - s2 )I12 + csJ22 
It is now possible to find an angle of rotation (} which diagonalizes t he tensor of 
inertia by solving the equation !12 =O which takes the form: 
sin 20 
(h2 - Iu)-
2
- + I12 cos20 o j). 
2112 
Jll - [ 22 
tan2(} = 
The mechanical system simplifies when rotated by (} since 112 = O. The related 
axes are called the principal axes. In a foliowing s u bsection i t i~ shown t hat t he 
principal axes can be found by solving an eigenvalue problem. 
Isotropie and Deviatoric Tensors 
An isot ropie tensor is a tensor, whose components are the same in any coordinate 
system. A scalar is for example a zero order tensor, which is isotropic. It can be 
show n t hat sccond order isotropie tensors are of the form pO;j, where p is a scalar. 
A tensor may inelude an isotropie part and a remaining non-isotropie part. The 
isotropie part of a second order tensor t;i is determined by its trace a.s 
l 
p = - t ;; 
3 
( 1.32) 
A deviatoric tensor is a tensor without an isotropie part. A deviatoric second order 
tensor Sij is a tensor, whose trace is zero in all coordinate systems, i.e. s;; =O. Thc 
non-isotropie part of a second order t ensor, which deviates from isotropy, is the 
dev iatoric part. T hus a second order tensor t;j can always be decomposed into an 
isotropie part pO;j with p = ~t;; and a deviatoric part s;i a.s follows: 
(1.33) 
and the deviatoric part S;j may thus be found by: 
(1.3-1) 
This decompo~ition is sametimes used in the mechanical description of (pressure) , 
stress and strai n. 
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Quaciratic Forms 
This subsection is just to remind the reader about the mathematical concepts re-
lated to analysis of quaciratic forms. From analytic geometry and matbernatics it 
is known that quaciratic forms can be brought into a canonical form by coOI·di-
nate transformation. Syrnruetric second order C'artesian tensors t;i = ti; appear in 
quaciratic forms, where they are multiplied twice by a first order tensor: 
( 1.35) 
By rotation o f coordinate axis thi s quaciratic form can b e cast in to a canonical form, 
where the second arder tensar is diagonalized. In this rotated system the quaciratic 
form thus takes the foliowing canonical form 
(1.36) 
where the transformed second ord er tensor t;1 = f.;kf.iltkl is diagonal and i: i = f.1kxk 
are the transformed components of the first order tensor. The diagonal components 
tn, t22 , and [33 are the principal components and the associated axes lj are the 
principal axes. Sametimes the principal components are written with just one 
index [11 = t(l)> [ 22 = l(2), and l33 = l(3)· To find the principal directions thc 
related eigenvalue problem is solved . The eigenvalue problem results in eigenvalues, 
which are the principal components, and in eigenvectors, which are the principal 
directions. 
Principal Axes and lnvariants 
Principal axes are the coordinate axes, which diagonal ize symmetric second order 
tensors. The principal axes and the principal components are of interest w hen deal-
ing with symmetric second order tensors, wether or not they appear in a quaciratic 
form. The mechanical analysis is eased and the theoretical derivations can be en-
hanced by the use of principal axes. 
Let us assume that the unit d irection vector (tensor) n = n 1ii is in one of 
the three principal directions l(n), i.e. the direction 1 1, 12 o r !3 . The index n in 
parenthesis refers to the principal direction l, 2 o r 3, and the parenthesis states 
that it is not a summation index. Let us further assume that the unit direction 
\·ector m = m;i; is also directed in any one of the three principal directions l( m )· 
According to equation (1.22) the components of the direction tensors aregiven by 
the direction cosirres of the rotated principal axes as ni = f(n)j, since l(n ) = i (n)jij, 
and m ; = [(m)i, since l(m) = e(m )ii;. 
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A first order tensor 1'; is given by the produet of the second order tensor tii and 
the unit direction tensor ni as follows: 
(1.37) 
The components of V; in one of the three principal directions m; can then be found 
by the projection produet m;v;, which takes the form 
ifm=n 
ifmfn 
(1.38) 
This shows us that the first order tensor v; only has a component t(n) in the chosen 
direction n;: 
(1.39) 
where A = t(n) has been introduced, since we do not yet know the principal value 
l(n)· To find the principal directions we use the equality given by equation (1.37) 
and (l .39) as follows: 
t;ini An; ~ 
t;ini- An; o ~ 
(t;i- AD;i) ni o (1.40) 
This is a linear eigenvaluc problem, which has three solutions corresponding to 
three eigenvalues An and three normalized eigenvectors n(n)i· The three eigenvalues 
correspond to the three principal components of the diagonalized tensor t(n) = A(n) 
and thc three eigeuvectors give us the three orthonormal principal directions n(n)i = 
f(n)i. The eigenvalues and thereby the principal components t(n) are invariants. since 
they arc the same no matter, which Cartesian coordinate system is used. Other 
invariants can be found by algebraic combinations of these eigenvalues. 
The eigcnvalue problem only has non-trivial solutions when the determinant of 
thc codficicnts vanishes, i.e. when 
!t;i- Ao;i! o ~ 
t11 -), t12 t13 
121 t22 - ), t23 o (1.41) 
t31 t32 t33-), 
The determinant can bc writtcn in the form of a so-called charactcristic equation: 
( 1.42) 
which must bc invariant siuce the solutions are invariants. Thus, the coefficients 
/ 1, /2 and /3 a.re also im·ariants. The invariant coefficients are 
( 1.43) 
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I2 'ln l23' +l t u lt31+1tll lt2' l ( 1.44) = t22 = ;;_(t;;t;;- t;;l;;) 
132 133 t31 133 t21 
l n 112 it3 
13 = t21 t n t23 = !t;; l = det (t;;) ( 1.45) 
131 132 t33 
Using t he diagonalized teJ.sor components tn = t(n) the invariants take the form 
t.+ l2 + t3 
t2l3 + t1t3 + lt t2 
t l t2t3 
( 1.46) 
( 1.4 7) 
( 1.48) 
In somc problems of mechanics it is the deviatoric part of a tensar which is of 
interest. In this connection it should be noted that the principal d irections of a 
tensar l;j and its deviatoric part s;; are the same. To show t his we just introduce thc 
deearnposition of the tensor t;; into its isotropie part po;; = ~l;; and its deviatoric 
part Sij as follows: 
(t;;- >.8;;) n; o JJ 
(Sij- (>.- p)o;;) n; o JJ 
(s;;- .Åo;1 ) ni = o (1.19) 
which is just a shifted eigenvaluc problem with the eigenvalues shifted by thC' 
isotropie component .Å = >.-p and with thi:' same eigenvectors n;. 
P rincipal Axes in Two-Dimensio nal Proble ms 
In two-dimensional problems , where t hc principal directions arc needed , t.he eigcn-
value problem simplifies a little, sincc we just need to solve a quacirati c cqua-
tion. Let us find the pri ncipal components and d irections of thc tcnsor l ,.,fl with 
l12 = l21 =F O by salving the eigenvalue problem: 
[ 
t •• -). 
lt2 
o 
( 1..50) 
T he non- t r ivial solutionsexist when the determinant of thc coefficients van ishes: 
( 1.51) 
where the invariants a re /1 = t<><> = lu + ln and /2 = llofll = t 11 t 22 - t~2 . Thc two 
eigenvalucs are thus given by 
>. ~ (1. ± )1~-112) 
~ (t 11 + ln ± J(t11- tn)2 - 4lt2) ( 1.52) 
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By as:,uming that the eigenvalues are real, the eigenvectors may be found as follows. 
The components of the eigenvector must differ from zero since t 12 =/= O, let us then 
take the value of the first component as n 1 = cos 8. The direction vector should be 
a unit vector and we can thus take the second component as n2 =sin 8. The angle 
8 is found by inserting the direction vector into the eigenvalue problem: 
(t 11 -A)cos8+tt2sin8 O 
t12 cos8 +(t22 -A)sin8 = O 
These equations result in the foliowing two formulas: 
tane 
A - t 11 
= 
tl2 
cote 
A- t22 
tl2 
( 1.53) 
(1.54) 
Both of these equations may be used with the two eigenvalues A(t) and A(2)· How-
e\er, subtracting the second equation from the first equation we get one equation 
for e, which is independent of A 
tan 2e = ( 1.55) 
Wherc e is the angle with the principal coordinate system in which the tensar tap 
bPcomcs diagonal. The same equation was derived in example 1.5. 
• Problem 1.1 
Usc thc summation convention to writc the foliowing systems in a more campaet 
form . State which indices are free and which aredummy indices: 
(a) CJlXt + Ct2X2 + C13X3 = d1 
C2tXt + C22X2 + C23X3 = d2 
C31X1 + C32X2 + C33X3 = d3 
(b) CuXt + C21X2 + C31X3 = dt 
CJ2Xt + C22X2 + C32X3 = d2 
CJJXJ + C23X2 + C33X3 = d3 
\Vritc the equations in matrix/vector format. 
• Problem 1.2 
!f a;j are constants, calculate the partial derivative 
Use that ~ = (),k and that the Krorrecker delta can change thP indices. Note 
that the number of frcc indices should remain the same. 
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• Problem 1.3 
Expand the foliowing terms into a sum of the individual components 
(a) a;1keijk 
(b) Ocxøe<>ø 
Remember that e,1k and ecxfJ are permutation symbols. 
• Problem 1.4 
The equation O"cxø,cx + qø = O is not only one equation but two equations. I t has onc 
free index .6 and a dummy ind('X a. Greek indices have the range l . .. 2. Expand 
the two equations (they are equilibrium equations for a plane continuum). 
• Problem 1.5 
The Laplace equation in Cartesian coordinates has the (strong) form S,ii = O wherc 
the scalar s( x;) is a function of the coordinates . The equation is multiplied by an 
arbitrary scalar function a( x;) andintegratedover the volume. This in tegral is also 
zero: l as,;;dV =O in the valurne V ( 1.56) 
Use the divcrgence equation to transform this equation into a weak form, which 
ineludes only single derivatives a,;, s,; and an area. integral f&v ... dA over the 
surface of the volurne. To dothis use the rules for taking dcri\·atives in a produet 
(as,;),; = a,,s,; +as,;;. Write the derivation first using index notation and then the 
gradient operator ( vector) notation. 
1.2 Continuum Mechanics 
This s<~ction gives an introduetion to continuum mechanics of clastic solids. Con-
tinutim mcchanics is concerned with problems such as motion, deformation and 
equilibrium of continuous bodies. The main emphasis is put on a pictoria l and 
intuitional understanding of strain and stress in deforming t h ree-dimensional bod-
ies. A geometrical de rivation and description of the deformation of a cuhc lcads 
to the non-l inear Lagrange definition of strains. The non-l inear strain definition 
is needed for a comple tc description of stabi lity. The strains a rc lineari:-~cd for thc 
theory of smal! strains and smal! rotations. The stresses arc introduced as t rac-
tion vcctors on a cube with surfaces parallel to the Cartcsian coordinate axes. To 
clarify that all components are inelucled in this description a tetrahedral element 
is also considered. The elastic theory can then be completed hy introducing the 
constitu ti\'e relation between stresses and strains (sometirnes referencedas Hooke 's 
la.w ). The section is completed by the principle of virtual work and potential en-
ergy. The book by Washizu [4] gives a thorough treaLment of energy principles and 
Yariational methods used in mechanics . Thc manuscript by Krcnk [.'>]for a hook on 
three-dimensional elastic bearn thcory ineludes chaptcrs on continuum mechanics 
and encrgy prin ci ples rclated to bearn theories. Mal \'ern [6] gives a unified and 
t horough presenta lion of concepts and principles of modem continuurn m<~di an ­
ics inc luding both solid and Huid mechanics. For further studies one may consult 
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Fig. 1.4: Initial configuration with orthonormal base vectors ii . 
Fliigg<' [7], who gives an advanced trealment of tensor analysis and continuum 
mcchanics involving s kew coordinalcs, (covariant and cont ravariant properties). 
Kinematics - Displacements, Rotations and Strains 
F<>llowing Washit~u [1] a Ca1"lcsian coordinate syst.em with orthogonal unit hase 
vn-tors i~, i ·l, i:1 is introduced . ll.s shown in fig. l .'l the material poin ts arc deseribed 
in t}l(' unddormc~d configuration by their position vector 
(1.57) 
Thc: componc:at.s (.T 1, x2, J:3) of thc position vector can be writien in a convenient 
form using index nolat ioa as Xj, whereby t he coordinatc decornposition of the 
mat.crial VC'c:l.or in c:quation ( 1.57) takcs t.hc form 
( 1.58) 
J ·~<tch mat.c:rial coordinat.e Xj dcfincs a particlc position in the initial undeformed 
configumtion. Ld 11s usc: a Lagrangian deformation dcscription. Each rnat eri a l 
part.i clc~ is di splaced from its in itial conflguration to its deformPd position Zj by a 
d isplac:c~nwnt. vect.or u( .r.1 ). The dispiacement vcctor is a function of the particlc 
position. T hc: eleforrned partide posit.ion is thus given by 
(1.59) 
lf wc• consider a m atm·ia l poin t. wc can dcscribe a particle using a local orthonormal 
set of h<tse \'c:ct.ors i , which we attatch to the material point.s. ll.s thc body deforms 
thc~ pa rti el<' also ckforrns and tlw initial orthonormal matcrial ba.~<' is no longe r 
orthogonal nor of unit lcngt.h . Thc d<'fornl('d matcrial ba.~c : vect.ors Ti arc detcrmined 
by t.lw gracli<'nls of t.lw componciii.s of t.IH: riC'W position vcctor 
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Fig. 1.5: Lagrangian deformation description. 
Dejorrned base vector· 
. oz å ( . ) åzj. 
lk OXk = OXk Zjl; = OXk 11 
Zj,k j j 
(x j+ Uj),kiJ 
( 8jk + lLj,k}ij ( 1.60) 
since Xj,k = ~ = Djk· Pigure 1.5 shows that the original cube spanned by t.he 
undeformed material base vectors has now been translated, rotated and eleforrned 
into a parallelepiped, where the side lengths and the angles between base vedors 
are altered. The res u l t in equation ( 1.60) is clarified by expanding thc ddormcd 
first. base vector: 
(l.Gl) 
The eomponcnts are shown in fig. J .6. Thc extensions of the material hase vedors 
are measures of the axial strains, and thc ehanges in angles bctwecn thc material 
base vectors are measures of the shear strains. Let us see how this knowlcdgc can 
be used . 
The geornct.ry of any parallelepiped ean be deseribed by scalar produets of its 
tlnee edge vectors. The sealar produet of two d illerent vcctors is d irccUy related 
to the angle between thcm and the sealar produet of a vector by itself is related 
to its length . So let us take the scalar produets of the initial undeformed material 
base and order them in a geometric second order tcnsor 9iJ as follows 
9ii l j. l j 
8;j ( 1.62) 
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Fig. 1.6: The components of the deformed base vector i 1 • 
which shows that the initial maleri al base vectars are arthanarm al. The geametry af 
the parallelepiped spanned by the defarmed material base vectars is fully deseribed 
by thc gcometric second ordcr tensar g;i as follows 
_qij i;. ij 
( Zk,i ik) · ( Zt)t) 
= Zk,iZt,jOkt 
Zk,i;;k,j 
(oki + uk,i)(okj + uk,j) 
8ki0kj + OkiUk,j + 8kjUk,i + Uk,ill.k,J 
Ojj + Ui,j + ll. j,i + Uk,iUk,j ( 1.63) 
This was ra.thcr tedions index work hul let us pick the fruits. !t is seen that by 
taking the differ<!nce hctween thc two geometric secand order tensars g;j - 9ii wc 
car1 gel a strain mcasure. Hawever, engineercs define the axial strains of linearized 
theory as lhc axial dcrivativcs af axial dispiacements and it is thus necessary to 
dividc the difference by 2. T hc Lagrangian strain tensor is thereby defincd as 
Lagrange strain tensor 
e;, = ~(g;i- 9ii ) 
l 
2(Ui,j + Uj,i + Uk,iUk,j) 
(Finite strains} 
( 1.64) 
Tilis is a non-linear strain measure with the non- linearity in the last term. Due 
to thc sym metry of indices t.here are only six independent strain measures. The 
Lagrangian strain t.ensor is used in theories involving finile displacernents. For 
infinilc!sirnal st rains wc can lineari:.~c this definition and obtain the conventional 
linC'ar s t.rain mcasu re. l f all displaccm<'nt derivatives Ui,j « l it justifies the use of 
the foliowing linearir,ed strain definition 
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Fig. 1.7: Axial strain component t: 11 . 
/,inear s/min l cnsor (lnfinilcsima/ slrains} 
(J.()!)) 
Thus Lh<' diagonal st.rain rom poncnL c 11 illustrat.c:d in fig. 1.7 is found aH 
l 
- (1t11 +u11) 2 . ' 
( I.GG) 
which is just Liw a.xi<ti dPrivat.ive of t.lw axial displn.ccmcnt. 'l'hc: "off-diagona.l" 
shear st.min componc:nt.s arc c:xc:mplificd by 
( l .G7) 
Thc physical int.crpr<'Lat.ion follows from consideration of t.he angle 0 1 ~ hdwcC'n t.hc: 
de formcd 1nat.erial hase vc:ctors T1 and T2 n.s fig. 1.8 shows 
(l. GB) 
For infinitesimal displa.ccmc:nt dcrivat.ivcs, u ,,j « l, wc ran ncgl<:ct. t.hc ax ia l <·Ion-
gat. ion of t.hc hase· vcctors and usc t.lH: Taylor cxpansion of cos(012) n.bout Jr/2, t.h is 
\'ic:lds cos(012) = Jr/2- 012 + .. . ::::: /12, whcre 112 is Lhc convcntional <:ngincc:ring 
siH:a.r sLrctin a.ngl<:, slwwn in fig. 1.8. 
/12 i l . i2 
?i!2 
:lc12 ( l 'ti~)) 
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Fig. 1.8: Shear deformation, angles and strains c: 12 • 
!t is irnportant to notice the factor 2 between the shear strain c: 12 and the engineering 
shcar strain angle 1 12 = tt 1,2 + u 2,1 = 2c:12. Som e textbooks use a different notation! 
Wc postulatcd that thc components had contributions from strain and rotation. 
This can now bc shown for the theory of in fi nitesimal strains and rotations, i.e. 
u;,; <.( l. In thc romponent.s of the deforrned base equation (1.60), wc can rew ri te 
thc gradicnts of thc dispiacement components u;,k as follows 
l l 
Uj,k Z(Uj,k + Uk,j) + Z(Uj,k- Uk,j) 
C:jk + Wjk ( 1.70) 
whcrc• tlw rotion tcnsor Wkj has been defined a.5 follows: 
Linear mlation tr.nsor (Infinitesimal rotations J 
l 
W·k = -(U ·k-Uk) ) 2 J, ,] ( 1.71) 
l n rncchanics i t is sometirncs convenient to work witharotation vector. The relation 
bctwccn thc second ordcr rotation tensor and the rotation vector bccorncs clear, 
whcn wc introduce thc tensor componcnts as follows: 
wo2l -WJ (l. 72) 
in which wc have introduced the components of the vector of rotation wkik as half 
th c rotation of the dispiacement vector field w = ~ rot u = ~ V x u, see equation 
( l.lf\ ), 
(l. 73) 
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Fig. 1.9: The rotation w3 = w2 1 
vector rotations u2,1 a nd - ul,2· 
Hu2,1 - u1,2) ts the mean of the base 
H u3,2 - u2,3) 
Hut,3- u3,t) 
~(u2,1- U1,2) 
The deformed base vector can then be rewritten as 
DeJorrned base vector for infinitesimal strain and rotation 
(1.74) 
(1.75) 
The rotation component w 3 = w2 1 is illustrated in fig. 1.9. The figure shows that 
the rotation components are the mean rotations of the base vectors. This explains 
why the rotation components are defined as half of the rotation of the dispiacement 
vector field , i.e. w= ~ rot u 
It is important to note that the strain components are not completely indepcn-
dent nor are the rotation components. The strains and rotations must fulfil the 
so-called compatibility equations, i f t hey arc to be integrated to give the displacc-
ments. This corresponds to requiring that the related differentials are exact. A 
di fferential form dF = ~F dx; = F;dx; is exact in a continuous continuum without vx, l 
holes i f the cross differentials are equal, i.e. o 82[ = a~28F or with comma notation uX1oX) "") X 1 
F,;i = F, ji· Supplementary conditions are needed, if there are holes. 
To find the d ispiacement field u; and the rotation field w;i from a gi\'cn strain 
field t:;i and given boundary conditions for dispiacements u?= u;( x~) and rotat ions 
wfi = W;j(x~), we fi rst. find the rotation field. Let us show that the derivativcs of 
the rotations (1.71) can be found by the derivatives of the strains as follows: 
l 
W;1,k 2( Ui,Jk + Uj,ik) 
l J 
2(-Ui,jk + Uk,ij ) - 2 ( U;,ik + Uk,ij) 
l l 
2(Ui,k + Uk,i),j - 2(Uj,k + Uk,J),i 
( 1.76) 
The rotations can t hus be found by integration along any in ternal curve C from .r;: 
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to the internal point Xp as follows: 
w;; wf; + fc dw;; 
wi; +fe .-.lij,k dxk 
w?;+ fc (t:ik,j- t:;k,i) dxk ( 1.77) 
if the differential dw;; is exact. Let us return to this later. Having found the 
rota t ions we can find the dispiacements by integrating the dispiacement differential 
du.; == u.;,;dxk along an internal curve C as follows: 
U.; u.~ + fc du.; 
u.~ + k u.;,; dx i 
u.~+ fc(t:;;+ w;;)dx; (1.78) 
Once again the differential du.; must be exact. lt is thus clear t hat the strains must 
fulfil certain conditions that make the differential forms exact. Let us first check the 
cross dcrivatives of the displacements, i.e. u.;,3k == U.i,kj, which expressed by strains 
gives us: 
(t:;;+w;;),k == (t:;k+w;k),; .ij. 
t:;j,k + t:;k,j - t:jk,i t:;k,j + t:;j,k - t:kj,i .ij. 
-t:;k,i -t:k),i (1.79) 
which is fu lfilled by the symmet ry of the strains t:1k == t:ki· Let us next check thc 
cross derivatives of thc tensor of rotation, i.e. w;;,kl == w;;,lk, which gives us: 
Compatibility f:quations 
t:;k,jl - €jk,il == t:il,jk - t:;t,ik ( 1.80) 
In two-dimensional problems the equations are similar: 
( 1.81) 
This compatibility equation and the symmetry of the strain tensor ensures that 
the dispiacem ents found arc compatib le in the whole continuum. Note that the 
compatibility equations are fu lfilled automaticly, if the strains are derived from a 
gcomet.ricly possible dispiacement fie ld . 
This concludes our journey into the kinematics of a continuum and we turn lo 
t hc dcscription of the stresses in a continuum and the equilibrium equations. 
Stress and Equilibrium 
Retween neighbouring paritide points of a continuum there will be action and 
reaction forces. Thcse internal forces can be measured per area as force intensities 
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i2 r22 
------5'21 
<TI:._ t CT12 ldx, t~ll 
<T12 
il 
i3 az12 
dx1 
Fig. 1.10: Cartesian stress components Uij· 
o r stresses. However, t he intern al surface dA has an arientalion with a surface 
normal. In a material point it is possi ble to make three orthogonal cuts each 
corresponding to an internal surface dA with a coordinate direction i ; as normal. 
Taking t ; as the stress vectors on each of the three surfaces of equal area dA and 
dF; as the corresponding three internal forces we can define the stress vectors on 
t he surfaces with normal i; by 
dF; 
t ·- -
' - dA 
( 1.82) 
The stress vector acting on a surfacc, which has the first base vector i 1 as normal, 
can be decomposed along the undeformed material base vectors as 
( 1.83) 
where O"J j arc the three components of the vector t 1• The decomposition of all 
thrce stress vectors t; = [t 1 , t 2 , t 3] using t he force vectors F; = [F h F 2 , F 3] in the 
undeformed material base directions ij can be written as 
t; = 
<Tjj = 
d F; i 
dA 
dF;j. 
=--J · 
dA 1 
( 1.81) 
It is seen that cr;1 is thc component j of the force per surface area which has the base 
vector i; as its normal. T he Cartesian stress components are shown in fig. 1.10. 
This definition of thc stress is acceptable for infinitesimal strains and rotations 
Ui,j <e:: l , but not for infinitesimal strains, t:;1 « l , with moderate (infin itesimal) 
rotations, Eij « w;1 <.....<::: l, or with fin i te rotations. We shall consider thi s later, bu t 
it should be nlC'ntioned hcre that wc could dccompose the stress vectors along tlw 
dr.formed maleri al basr. Ti . 
The stress tensar <Tij has ninc components. Let us consider an infinitesimal 
matcrial cub<> as our partide and t hen sr!e if wc can obtain torsional equilibrium. 
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Fig. 1.11: Traction stress vectors on an infinitesimal parallelepiped. 
For the sake of simplicity we just consider the plane spanned by the base vectors 
ia as inelucled on thc righi-band side of fig. 1.10. The torsional equilibrium gives 
o ~ 
az1 ( 1.85) 
Thus, the stress tensor only has six independent components due to the symmetry 
l7jj = l7ji ( 1.86) 
It is worth empha.sizing that the first index i in the stress tensor l7ij corresponds to 
the normal direction of the surface and the second index j to the directions of the 
local components of the stress vector acting on the surface. 
Equilibrium equations can be found by use of the infinitesimal cube (or par-
allelepiped) shown in fig. 1.11. Thc cube is loaded by a volume load vector q. 
Equilibrium can be expressed in vector format as 
(-t1 + t1 + t1,1dxJ) dxzdx3 
+( - tz + tz + tz,zdxz) dx1dx3 
+( -t3 + t3 + t3,3dx3) dx1dxz +q dx1dxzdx3 = O ( 1.87) 
By cancellation of terms and division by the infinitesimal volume, dx1dx2dx3 , t he 
equilibrium equation becomes 
tl,l + t2,2 + t3,3 +q 
t;,; +q 
o ~ 
o (1.88) 
This vector equation can be decomposed in the undeformed material base ii for 
infinitesimal strain and rotation theory yielding the equi librium equations in com-
ponent form as 
(1.89) 
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Fig. 1.12: Tetrahedral element with surface areas dA; and dA. 
Thus, the equilibrium equations in component form are 
Linear· equilibrium equalions (Jnfinilesimal slrains and rotations) 
( 1.90) 
The equilibrium equations are linear in the dispiacements if the stresses are linear 
fundions of the displacements. Let us expand the equilibrium equation to clairify 
the number of terms and equat ions 
O'J1,1 + 0'21,2 + 0'31,3 + Q1 o 
0'12,1 + 0'22,2 + 0'32,3 + Q2 = o 
0'13,1 + 0'23,2 + 0'33,3 + Q3 o ( 1.91) 
Sometimes the symbol T is used for the shear stress com ponents, for example 
a 12 = T12 introducing these and using the conventional part,ial derivative symbol 
the equilibrium equations become 
( 1.92) 
To clairify that wc are able to find the stress components for any surface using 
the six indepPndent stress r.omponents, we consider the equilibrium of an infinites-
imal tctrahedral shown in fig. 1.12. The surface areas of the coordinate planes are 
denoted dA; and the inclined surface area dA with its normal \·eclor n = n, i; (of 
cosinc direction components). The areas are thus related by 
n; dA= dA; (1.93) 
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The stress traction vectors acting on the coordinate planes are t; and on the inclined 
surface just t. Equilibrium of the tetrahedral requires that 
t dA 
t dA 
t 
= t; dA; 
t; ni dA 
n; t; 
JJ 
JJ 
( 1.94) 
Introducing the strain components in the undeformed base of t as ti and the compo-
nents of t; as O'ij the tractions of any in elined surface with normal vector components 
n; can be found by 
Tractions (Infinitesimal strains and rotations} 
( 1.95) 
W hen the rotations are fin i te o r moderate the equilibrium equation ( 1.88) and 
the stress tractions (1.94) must be resolved in the deformedbase Ti since they follow 
(translate and rotate wit~) the material surface. This corresponds to equilibrium 
in the deformed state, which is necessary if stability is to be inelucled in the theory. 
Thc rclated stresses O'ij are called Piola Kirchhoff stresses and they are illustrated 
in fig. 1.13. The first index is a reference to the undeformed material surface with 
normal i; and the second index is referred to the deformed material base Ti. lt is 
thus assumed that the strains are so smal! , that the initial infinitesimalareais an 
adcquate approximation to the deformed infinitesimal area, for example Ei j « l. 
Wc assumc that the volume forces maintain their original directions (as gravity 
forces). Decomposing the equilibrium equation (1.88) in thc deformed material 
base and using equation ( 1.60) result in 
t;,i + q 
( O';.ik},i + q;i; 
(O'ik(Ojk + Uj,k)) ,i i}+ Qjij 
o JJ 
o JJ 
o ( 1.96) 
Thesc are equilibrium equations for a continuum in the deformed case using Piola 
Kirchhoff stress components. If the stresses are fundions of the dispiacements then 
thc cquilibrium equations arenon-linear in the displacements. In component form 
we get: 
Non-linear· equilibrium equations (Smal! stmin and finite rotations} 
( 1.97) 
The strains should be so small t hat an original infinitesimal area is an acceptable 
approximation for t he deformed infinitesimal area. The traction stress vector (1.94) 
takcs thc foliowing form w hen the tractions t; arc resoh·ed in the deformed material 
base 
t (1.98) 
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Fig. 1.13: Piola Kirchhoff stress components. 
The components of the original surface normal n; in equaiion (1.94) remains un-
changed since ihey are the area ratios, which are assumcd unehanged for srnall 
strains. In compouent form we just wriie: 
Pio/a Kirchhoff tmctions (Small strain and finile mtations) 
( 1.99) 
The Piola Kirchhoff stress components are illustraicd in fig. 1.13 for a beam ~f!C· 
tion. !f Lhe strains in ihc bcam arc small thc cross-section docs not deform in its 
own plane and Lhe deformed maierial base will hc approximaicly orihonormal. lt 
is Lhus clear thai the Piola Kirchhoff stress components arf! cssentially ihe usual 
stress component.s except for heing cxprcs~C<.l in the dcforrncd base. 
E lasticity 
The previous sections have defined sirains and stresses in a deforrning continuurn 
hody. A simple maternatical model which enablesus to approximatc the real mate-
rial behaviour is a linear model, as Hooke's law for springs (F= ku). Our intuition 
t ells us that Lherc must. he a functional relationsship hetween stress IJi.i and strai11 
e;j, which will enable us to find the dispiacement response o f a continuum bod y 
when forces arc applied to it. The linear relationship is called Hookc's law for linear 
elastic matcrials. Thc linear theory of elastici ty is a classic subject deseribed by 
many. Some classic references are Love [8] and Timoshen ko & Goodier [9]. 
For simplicity we assume tha.t ihe undeformed roniinuum is unsiressed and 
wiihout any imperfections, whereh.r thc most general linear constiiutivc r!!lation 
becornes 
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Generallinear elastic constitutive relation 
( 1.100) 
where aijkl are the 34 = 92 = 81 elasticity constants in the form of a fourth order 
tensor. However, since both the stress and strain tensors are symmetric with six 
independent components each then the number is reduced to 62 = 36 elasticity 
constants for a general material. This implies that also the elasticity tensor aijkl 
has symmetry properties. For materiais that are orthotropic materials, which have 
different propperties in the three orthogonal coordinate directions, the number of 
constants reduces to 9. If the material is isotropie it can be shown that only two 
constants remain. The isotropie fourth order elasticity tensor can be \vritten as 
(1.101) 
where E is Young's modulus of elasticity and v is Poisson's ratio. The linear 
relationship can also be expressed directly as 
(1.102) 
( 1.1 03) 
where A and Jl. are the Lame constants, defined as 
A = E v (1.104) 
(1 - 2v)(l +v) 
G= E 
2(1 + v) (1.105) 
The Lame konstant Jl. is in faet the shear modulus G. ThP. linear relationship is 
f urther clarilied by introducing the component relationship throughavector format, 
which is also used in the computational finite element method: 
( "'' J 
1 -v v " o o o 
( '" J 
0'22 v 1-v v o o o En 
0'33 E v v 1 -v o o o E33 ( 1.106) = (l+v}(J-2v) o o o l - 2v o o 2E23 0'23 -2-
O' JJ o o o o 1-211 o 2EJ3 -2-
O' J 2 o o o o o 1-2&1 2EJ2 -2-
The shear stress and strain components are t hus related directly through the elastic 
shear modulus G by 
a23 2Gt:23 = G123 
a13 2Gt:l3 = G/t3 
( 1.107) 
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Fig. 1.14: Strains in a uniaxial stress situation. 
The constitutive relations can be illustrated by a uniaxial stress situation and a 
pure shear stress situation. The axial strains c:11 and transverse axial strains c:22 
and e;33 for a uniaxial stress situation a 11 f. O are shown in fig. 1.14 and the uniform 
shear stress-strain situation is shown in fig. 1.15. 
The classic beam and plate theories often negleet the transverse contraction 
associated with Poisson's ratio v and it is then convenient to consider just the 
elastic modulus E and the shear modulus G. The simplest theories only use the 
elastic modulus E. 
Virtual Work 
The energy principles and the principle of virtual work are the basis of many me-
chanical derivations. They can be used for theoretical derivations and for analysis 
of engineering structures. T he principles are related to scalar fundionais which 
hold information about mechanical systems of for examplc force and dispiacement 
vectors. The scalar form makes the principles independent of particular coordinatc 
systems. This independence makes the principles suitable for formulation of ap-
proximate theories for structural elements, such as beams and plates. The modern 
approaches to the principle of virtual work and related energy principles ran be 
found in Washizu [4] and Lanczos [13]. 
The equilibrium equation (1.88) is expressed in terms of vectors. The left-hand 
side expresses the force "resultant" F on the infinitesimal cube or rather material 
points. Let us make an imaginary experiment and assume a ,·irtual (not real) 
dispiacement vector field hu, where the h symbolizes the virtual concept, and let 
the force "resultant" F work through these displacements. Then by integrating the 
work over the volume we get the total virtual work hW = fv F · hu dV, which 
should be zero, hW = O, if t he cubc is in equil ibrium. This is in faet the basic 
principle o[ virtual work. 
Let us assurne infini tesimal strains, infinitesimal rotations and work with <1lincar 
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Fig. 1.15: Strains in a pure shear stress sit uation. 
theory. The equili brium equat ions ( 1.90) are multiplied by kinematicly admissible 
,·irtual dispiacements ou; and integratedover the volume V of the continuum, thus 
giving 
(1.108) 
Kincmaticly admissible virtual dispiacements ou; are virtual dispiacements t hat 
satisfy the (kinernatic) dispiacement boundary conditions. If thisis not done it is 
necessary to inelude the work of the reactions , which are probably unknown at the 
time of making virtual variations in the displacements. llsing the rules for taking 
partial derivat.ives of factorR 
(1 .109) 
it is possi ble to rewritc the equation (1.108) and get 
l ( O"jj o u;).; dV -l O" j j OUj,i d V +l q; o u; d V = o (1.110) 
Using thc divergence theorem, see equation (1.19), on the firs t term introduces the 
components n; o[ the vecior normal to the surface of the continuum (u se v; = u;; o u; 
in equat.ion (1.19)). Since the s tress tensor u;; is symmetric we might as well write 
8u;,i a.~ the virtual strain tensor oc:;; = H ou;,i + ou;,;). Introducing this the virtual 
work equation becomes: 
(1. 111) 
Rearranging thf' terms and introducing equa.tion (1.95) t; = nw;; the virtual work 
cquation is revealed as 
j O" j . oc:; dv = j q. o u. dv + r t. ou. dA v 1 J v 1 J l av 1 J (J. 112) 
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On the left-hand side stresses are performing internal work through the virtual 
strains and on the right-hand side volume loads and boundary tractions are per-
forming external work through the virtual displacements. A vi rtua.l work func-
tional oW can thus be defined as the internal work minus the external work 
b W = oWint - oWert as follows: 
The virtual work functional 
The princip/e of virtual w01·k 
oW =O ~ Equilibrium state 
J( inemat ic/y admissible virtual dispiacements 
Virtual dispiacements must satisfy 
kinematic boundary conditions 
(1.113) 
(1.114) 
In an equilibrium state the virtual work must be zero oW = O or we would not 
have equi librium. The stabi lity of the equilibrium state is discussed in the section 
on potential cnergy. 
It can bc shown, by use of base vector manipulation, that the virtual work 
cquation for the Piola Kirchhoff stresses and the non-linear Lagrangian strains are 
written as 6W in (1.113). The virtual strains Of.j; are, however, quite complicated 
in this non-linear case with (small) Lagrangian strains and finite rotations: 
l 
O f. j i = 2( OUj,i + liu;,i + uk,i ouk,i + Uk,i 6uk,1 ) (1.115) 
lt is seen that the real and virtual kinematic quantities do not separate. 
• Example 1.6 A sprung mass. 
A mass m is suspended by a spring with the spring stiffness k. An ex ternal load 
P is app!ied to the mass. The in ternaJ spring force is F = k U, where U is the end 
dispiacement of the spring. A virtual work functional can then be defined for a. 
static situation as tbe internal virtual work minus the external virtual work: 
6W 8Wint - 8Wert 
F8U - P8U 
The principle of virtual work 8W = O leads to 
F6U- P6U o J). 
F p 
which is in faet the force equilibrium equation. Tf we introduce our knowledge 
a.bout thc internal force F'= kU the dispiacement eau be found as 
p 
(f = 
k 
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If the externalload is the gravity force P = mg, where g is the gravity constant, 
then we find the elongation of the spring due to the mass as U = T· Since the 
example is very simple, let us emphasize that the main point is that the equilibrium 
equation, F= P, was derived directly from the principle of virtual work. 
• Example l. 7 An elastic rod. 
A rod has the cross-sectional area A, its materialis linear elastic with the elasticity 
modulus E and the length L. The coordinate z is used in the axial direction. The 
rod is fixed at z = O, i.e. u(z =O) = O and at the other end it is free with the 
dispiacement u( L) = L'. The free end is load ed by an external load P. The rod 
could be t he spring in the prcvious example 1.6 and we could ju~t introduce the 
spring stiffnPss as k = El, but let us instead use in ternaJ stresses and strains. 
The axial stress is a and the internal axial force is given as N = Aa. T he virtual 
dispiacements b u leåd to virtual strains CE = cv.'' where the prime corresponds to 
differentiation with respect to the axial coordinate, i.e. ( )' = !!j}. The virtual work 
functional takes t he foliowing form: 
bW oW;n, - bWert 
= l (J DE dV- Pc U 
laL Aa 6E dz- P c U 
laL NbEdz-P6U 
Using the principle of vi rtual work oW = O and introducing the virtual strains as 
CE = 6v.' lead to: 
( J 
Jo Nbu'dz-PW O 
[Nbu]~- foL N'oudz-PbU O 
- foL N'bu d;; + (N(L ) - P)bU = O 
in which we have used partial intPgration. This equation is very informative, since 
wc can use any kinematicly admissible virtual dispiacements ov.. Since the equation 
must be satisfied for any local internal virtual dispiacement cv. the integral term 
must a]so vanish: 
N' = O 
Thisis t he differen tial equilibrium equation for the axial force in the truss without 
clistributed axialload. The condusion is that the axial force is constant. Next let 
u~ use a local virtual end dispiacement 6U op O and internally for z E]O, L[ we have 
tha.t ov. = O. The equation is only satisfied if: 
N(L) = P 
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which is a boundary condition for the differential equilibrium equation. Thus t hc 
solution of the differential equilibrium equation is 
N = p 
Let us introduce the constitutive relation N = Aa = E At: and the strain definition 
t: = u' into the solution for the axial force. Then let us integrate the equation as 
follows: 
EAu' 
u 
Inserting z = L we find U = :~, which corresponds to the spring solution with 
k = El· Note again that the differential equilibrium equation and its boundary 
condition were derived directly by use of the principle of virtual work. 
Complementary Virtual Work 
A complementary principle of virtual work can be derived by the samP. principles 
as the virtual work. The idea is to use a virtual stress field Oa;j, which salisfies 
tbe eyuilibrium eyuations (1.90) or (1.97). Typically the homogeneotis equations 
(without virtual valurne loads, oq =O) are usecl to find a statically aclrnissible ~tress 
field that can be used as the field of variation. The kinernatic conditions usecl are 
the strain definitions· and the kinernatic boundary conditions. The linear strain 
equation is written in the form 
l 
l:;j- 2(u;,j + ui,i) =O (1.116) 
and thP. boundary conditions as 
(1.117) 
where Uj are the preseribed boundary conditions. These equations are multiplied 
by the virtual strP.ss field O!Tji and the virtual boundary tra.ctions Otj = n ; liiT;j, 
respectively. This virtual work density is integrated over the valurne and by use of 
the divergence theorem we can derive the cornplernentary virtual work functional 
for the linear stress and strain as 
The complemenlary virtual work Junelianal 
The princip/e of complemcntary vir-tual work 
Equilibriurn state 
S iatically adrnissible vi1"lual stress fie/d 
Virtual stresses and virtual loads must satisfy 
the equilibrium equations DIT;j,i + oq1 = O 
(1.11 8) 
(1.119) 
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U se of the Lagrangian strain definition and the Piola Kirchhoff stress definition 
al so leads to the same complementary virtual work functional. (For other non-linear 
strain measures the strain and stress must be complementary measures so that in 
combinabon they give exactly this virtual work and complementary virtual work) 
Potential Energy 
Irrespecti ve o f the constitutive relations of the mater i al the virtual work equation 
(1.11 3) holds, and the forces need not be conservative. However, assuming that the 
material is elastic and that the forces are conservative, a potential energy exists. 
This energy can be integrated from the virtual work 6W in (1.113). 
With an elastic constitutive relation we assume that a strain energy density 
A(c:;1 ) exists and t hat an infinitesimal change in strain dc:;i leading to a change in 
the internal energy density is given by 
(1.120) 
The left-hand side is the change in internal energy density found using the work 
o f t. h e stresses l7ij through the strain increment dc:;j, and the right-han d side is the 
change in internal energy density found using the assumed strain energy densi ty. 
The relation defines the stress 111 terms of the partial derivative of the internal 
energy density 
å A 
(7••- --
•J - åc.;i (1.121) 
For a linear elastic material the constitutive equation l7ij = aijktC.kt can be intro-
duced into (1.121) and the equation integrated . This gives the the strain energy 
density for a linear elastic materialas 
A = ( 1.122) 
The resemblance with the linear elastic springwithapotential energy ~ku2 = ~ uku 
is pleasant. The extensional potential energy per length of a truss ~EAt:2 is quite 
similar. 
With conservative volume loads and traction forces and with a strain energy 
density for linear elastic materials the potential energy is given by 
Potential r.nergy 
( 1.123) 
In an equilibrium position the potential energy will be at a minimum. Let us 
analyse thc variation of the potential energy if we make a virtual variation in the 
dispiacements Ott, when the current dispiacements are u;. Taylor expansion about 
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the current dispiacement position gives 
L':.V = 
(1.124) 
when" 8V = 
8
8 v bu; is the first variation and 82V = -
2
1 
8°28v bu; bu j is the second u, u, U.; 
variation of the potential energy. Note that the virtual strains are determined by 
the virtual dispiacements as OE.ij = ~ (8u;,1 + buj,i) = ~ ((8u;),; + (8uj).;) and t hat 
~v bu; therefore also implies 
8
8 v Ocij · I t should also be noted that the first variation 
Utit ~IJ 
of the potential energy is equal to the virtual work functional: 
8V=8W (1.125) 
For minimum of the potential energy the first variation must vanish 8V = 8W = O. 
This is only a necessary condition for a minimum, but if the second variation is 
positive, i.e. 82 F > O, it is sufficient. For linear elastic materiais and linear strains 
E.;j « l the second variation is a lways positive since 
(1 .126) 
in which a;jkl is positive definite. The second variation does not necessarily re-
mai n positive for non-linear variations in the displacf'mt>nts leading to instability 
sit uations. The sect.ion on initial stress is concerned with approximate stability 
analysis. 
If the first variat ion of the potential energy is zero 8V = O, then the potential 
Pnergy is stationary and the st.ructure is in equilibrium . However , th is equilibriurn 
position must be stable. Stability is ensured if the second variation is positi ve 
o2V > o. 
• Example 1.8 A loaded spring. 
In the previous sprung mass ex arnpie 1.6 we used the virtual work f unetianaJ and thc 
principle of virtual work to derive the equilibrium equations, but in this cxample 
we show that it is possible to start by using the potential energy. The internat 
clastic spring energy is Vint = ~kU2 , where the spring stiffnf'ss is determincd by 
F = k l'. The potential o f the ex tern al load is Vext = PU, which is wcll-known for 
the gravity Iie! d where P = mg and t hus Vext = mg U. The total potential cnergy 
is tlws given as 
V Vin! ~ Vext 
~kU2 ~ PU 
2 
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Let us make a smal! virtual dispiacement variation and find the first variation of 
the potential energy oV as follows: 
av.su 
au 
= kUoU -PoU 
A necessary condition for a minimum of the potential energy is that the first vari-
ation vanishes 6V = O, which gives us the equilibrium equation: 
kU P .U. 
F p 
The first variation of the potential energy is equal to the virtual work functional 
from example 1.6, if we insert kU = F into 6V. Thus, forthis linear elastic spring 
we can make exactly the same derivations using the virtual work functional or the 
potential energy. The second variation of the potential energy is 
since the spring stiffness is positive k > O. 
• Example 1.9 An elastic rod. 
Let us continue example 1.7. Thc potential energy of the rod is given by: 
v = f !E&dV- PU lv 2 
-EAE2 dz- PU 1& l o 2 
The first variation of the potential energy is: 
0V = lo& EAdE dz- Po U 
by inserting the constitutive relation EAE = Aa = N it is clear that the first 
variation of the potential energy is equal to the virtual work functional oV = oW 
and the same derivations can be made as in the previous example 1.7. The second 
variation of the potential energy is 
sincc the produet of the modulus of elasticity and the areais positive EA >O. 
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C omplementary Potential Energy 
As we could define a complementary virtual work equation we can also define a 
complementary potential energy. The arguments follow the same route as fo r the 
potent ial energy derivation. If we assume linear elasticity the constitutive relat ion 
(1.100) can be inverted to yield an alternative linear elastic constitutive equat ion 
(1.127) 
A stress energy density can then be derived 
(1.128) 
The complementary energy can then be defined as 
Complcmentary potential energy 
( 1.129) 
Stationarity of the complementary energy bVc = O implies thai the structure 
is in an equi librium state. The first variation OVe in the complementary potential 
energy is equivalent to the complementary virtual work funct ional, oVc = oWc . 
T hese complementary work and energy functionals can be used to analyse statically 
indeterminate bearn structures. It can further be seen that the potential energy 
and the complementary potential energy are closely related since A = E;jaijktEkt = 
cr;1Eji = CT;jbijktCTkt = B. This relation will not be discussed further. 
Initial Stress and Stability 
As we ha\'e just seen, the second variation of the potentia l energy is always positive 
for infinitesimal st.rains and rotations. This implies t hat the eq uilibrium found by 
use of the virtual work equation oW = O is always a stable equilibrium position. 
Howe,·er, through t h e u se o[ initial stress ( v:ithou t initial strains and dispiacements) 
it is possible to consider the stabi lity of structures within a linear framework. The 
initial stress method is often called the Euler method of linearized stability analysis, 
see Washizu [4]. The stability problems which can be treated by this mcthod are 
socalled buekling problems, where the st.ructure suddenly !oses its stability and its 
mode of deformation is altered completely. Typical problems are flexural stability 
of columns, lateral stabi lity of beams and stabi lity of piates i11 cornpression. 
The basic idea of linearized stabil ity analysis is first to sol ve an initial problem, 
for example the compression of a column , and find thc stress distribution . T hcn 
use this stress as an initial (strain and dispiacement frce) stress d istribution crfj to 
sol\'e an eigcn,·altw problem, wh<;re the cigcnvalue is a scaling factor deterrnining the 
critical buekling load (or siability load). The linearized stabil ity analysis thus has 
L\·;o basic steps. Fi rs t the initial stress field has to be found and then an eigenva.lue 
problem has to bc solved . This will be considered furthcr in later chaptcrs. 
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In this section a linear equilibrium equation including initial stress a~ will be 
derived and the additional contributions to the virtual work functional and potential 
energy will be given. This will enable the solution of the secondary problem. 
The initial stress field a~ has to satisfy the equilibrium equations (1.90). For 
our study we assume that the linear equilibrium equations will be adequate 
(1.130) 
The continuum with the initial stress field a?; and load qJ now deforms under the 
action of conservative loads q;. At a material point the total stress af; and total 
load qJ are 
(1.131) 
To inelude the influence of initial stress we need to define equilibrium in t he de-
formed position. The equilibrium equat ion for the deformed position (1.97) gives 
O'tk,;(Ojk + u;,k) + O'fkui,ki + qj 
af; .• + O'Jk,iui,k + O'fku),ki + qj 
o JJ 
o (1.132) 
Introducing the total stress and load from equation (1.131) and linearizing (the 
initial stresses are constants), the equi librium equation t akes the form 
(1.133) 
Combining the two ini tial stress terms into one and using the initial stress equi-
librium (J .130) yield the final equilib rium equat ion for a linearized initial stress 
problem: 
Linear equilibrium with initial stress 
( 1.134) 
This is the basic equilibrium equation, which can be used for linearized stability 
analysis. It is worth writing it in an alLernalive manner which makes comparison 
with the beam theory more direct 
(1.135) 
Thc tractions in an initial stress problem a re found in the same manner: We 
introduce t he total stress components af; from equation (1.131) andusethat the 
initial tractions t1 = n;a~ satisfy the boundary conditions and Iinally we linearize 
the equation . Thf' boundary tractions including initial stress are 
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Tractions with initial stress in linea1· theory 
(1.136) 
Let us turn to the virtual work formulation of this problem. We will just out-
line how to find the virtual work. The linearized equations (1.134) are multiplied 
by virtual displacemnts c5u1 , integrated over the volume and t hen the equation is 
transformed by use of the divergence theorem. This gives the virtual work including 
the effect of initial stress. The modified virtual work functional is: 
Virtual work functional including initial stress 
(1.137) 
A related potential energy is found by "integration" 
Potential entrgy including initial stress 
(1.138) 
It is worth noting the similarity of the linear elastic contribution and the ini tial 
strPss contribution. The first term in the potential energy ~Eij a;jkl Ekl holds the 
elastic energy of the st.ructure and the second term ~uk,iO"?juk,i holds the geomet.ric 
energy of the initial stresses. It is clear that the potential energy is reduced for 
compression o-fi < O thus reducing the stiffness of the structure. For large compres-
sion stresses the geometric energy can thus lead to instability. This conducles the 
treatment of in itial stress in this section. 
Initial Strain 
Strains are not only produced by stresses, but also by material shrinkage or ex-
pansion, which can be caused for example by temperature variations, moisturc 
variations, plastic strain and other mechanical or chemical processes. The present 
section only considers the influence of isotropie expansion and we will present the 
equations for isotropie thermal expansion. 
In the case of a temperature change 6T, where the material is completely frec 
to expand t.he thermal strains are: 
Isotropie the1·ma/ expansion strain 
( 1. 139) 
where t he coefficient of thcrrr1al expansion /J has been introduccd. The Kro-
necker delta gives the isotropie cxpansion. Sincc the geometric strain measure 
Ekl = ~ (uk,l + ul.'<) is the total strain, the thermal expansion with initially positive 
strains will rcducc t he total strain. This gives the foliowing modified linear elast ic 
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constitutive relation 
Modified linear elastic constitutive relation 
(1.140) 
Thermal problems can be converted into initial stress problems. 
lmperfections 
Most structures are impcrfect and sametimes it is necessary to analyse if the im-
perfections are such thai they should be taken into account. The disagreement 
betwcen theoretical and expcrimental buekling loads, is mainly caused by smal! 
deviations from the assumed initial shape of the structure. The imperfection in the 
present analysis is introduced as a stress free imperfection (or initial) dispiacement 
field u1 . The total dispiacements u j can t hus b e defined as 
(1.141) 
Wc subst.itute thc displac:emcnts ui in thc non- linear equili brium equations (1.97) 
for t h<' total dispiacements uj and then linearize the equations. This linearized 
equilibrium equation including an impcrfection dispiacement field is given as 
(1.142) 
which looks t.hc same as thc non-linear equation, but it is quitf' different since we 
know the irn perfections. The tractions are found in the same manner 
(1.113) 
)t. is scen t.hat thc imperfections entcr the equations as a correction factor, which 
is a f undion o f thc position o f ih e material point. 
Th(• major in ierest in impcrfections is within stability analysis. lmperfections 
reducc the huekling capacity of columns, beam columns and plates. As mentioned, 
lincariz.cd stability analysis is often performed by an initial stress method. In 
the fo liowing bot.h iuitial st ress and imperfections will be included. It is assumed 
that thc initial stress satisfies the linear equilibrium equations with imperfections 
( 1.142). The !.o tal stress, the total loads (1.131) and total dispiacements (1.141) are 
substit.uted for the equivalent parameters in the non-linear equilibrium equation 
( 1.97). Thi s equation is modified by the faet thai the initial stress field is in 
equilibriu m with the initialloads in thc imperfect state. Furthermore, we Iinearize 
the cquation to 
Linr·ar cquilibrium with initial stress and impr...rfections 
( 1.144) 
The tractions can also be found by thc same procedure 
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Tractions with initial stress and imperfections for linear theory 
(1.145) 
The virtual work equation can also bederived in this case. 
ViTtua/ work functional including initial stress and imperfections 
A related potential energy is found by integration 
Potential energy including initial stress and impcrfections 
Not ice again that initial imperfections destabilize the structure in compression, if 
the imperfection dispiacement mode is of the same form as the buekling mode. 
• Problem 1.6 
Expand the Lagrangian strain tensar for plane strain, which is given by 
• Problem l. 7 
\Vhat are the equilibrium cquations for plane stress situations with infinitesimal 
strains and rotations . Plane stress a013 is a situation where the three stresses <TJj 
corresponding to the th ird coordinate direction are zcro <TJj = O. Try dra.wing an 
infinitesimal rectangle, add the in-plane stress components and a load term q13 and 
find the three equilibrium equations. 
• Problem 1.8 
Sta.te six independent stress components. 
• Problem 1.9 
How many independent stress components are found in plane stress? 
• Problem 1.10 
Why do infinitesimal strains Eij ~ l not antomaticly imply infinitesimal rotations? 
• Problem 1.11 
In beam theory with the bcam axis along thc third a.xis i3 we simplify thc contin-
uum description by assuming that the transverse stress components a0 13 = O a.rc 
r-ero and introdure a simplified stress notation hy setting a = a33 and r0 = <T:~<> · 1\ 
similar notation is introduced for th~ strains E = €33 and lo = /3o = 2 t:3:> · !'ro-
pose a linea r elastic con stitutive relation for the beam stresses and strains , using 
the inverse s tress st ra.in relationship for general isotropie linear elastic ma.terials. 
Chapter 2 
Flexural Beam Theories 
A beam is a continuum with one primary dimension, the length, which is consid-
erably larger than thf' other two cross-sectional dimensions. Bearos are used as 
structural elements mainly to carry transverse loads and, when doing this, they 
deform in a socalled flexural mode. In this chapter the two classical flexural beam 
theories are derived in a consistent way using the principle of virtual work. Simple 
kinematic modes of deformation, socalled shape functions, are introduced as ap-
proximations to the kinematics of the three-dimensional continuum. The theories 
are developed by inserting the assumed shape functions into the linear strain defini-
tions, Lhen the linear elastic constitutive law is evaluated and finally the principle of 
virtual work is usf'd to close the formulation bydelivering the equilibrium equations. 
This approach has been chosen since it clarifies the definition of the elastic centre 
and the decoupling of differential equilibrium equations. The approach is also the 
basic approach used in the development of modern computational approximation 
methods such as the finite element method. 
The theories of bearos have roots back to the in vestigations of st rengt h of mate-
ri al s by Galileo in 1638 and the investigations of springs and ene-dimensional elastic 
bodies by Hooke in 1678. The assumption of plane sections remaining plane and 
perpendicular to thc deflection curve was made by Bernoulli in 1694. In spite of an 
erroneous assumption regarding the neutral axis ( elastic centre) made by Bernoulli 
it wa~ possible for Euler in 1744 to formulate a ene-dimensional beam theory and 
Lo find the well-known Euler formula for column buckling, which will be treated 
in the ncxt chapter. Later in 1826 Navier formulated the beam theory including 
moments of inertia as we know today. Later in our century (1921) Timoshenko 
induded shear deformation in a modified Euler-Bernoulli theory. The history of 
strength of materials and the people behind has been deseribed by Timoshenko 
[lO). 
Cartesian Reference 
To use the power of index notation we assume that the beam axis is parallel to 
the Lhird ba~e direction i3 , see fig. 2.1, and for ('Onvenience the material coordinate 
along Lhc bearn axis is introduced as z = .1:3 . The material points within a cross-
13 
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Fig . 2.1: Cartesian reference a n d the p oint of intersection Ca· 
section of the beam are thus deseribed by the two fi rst coordinates Xa. The exact 
position of a material point is referenced by the components (xa, z). The Cartesian 
reference frame is introduced in the cross-scction of the beam with a given sta rting 
position along the beam axis z = O. The derivatives in the axial directions will 
some piaces be written expl icitly as ~' ~ or just denoted by an upper prime 
index as ( )' for the sake of elarity. 
2.1 Formulation of Flexural B eam Theories 
Even though Euler-Bernoulli theory was developed first it is thought that thc nat-
ura! way to present t he theories with the approach used is in thc opposite order. 
However, all assumptions made a lso pertain to the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, 
which just ineludesone ext ra assumption implying t hat thc shear effccts can bc 
neglected. T herefore, the common assumptions , definitions and for mulations arc 
presented in this section in a common format including shea.rs. Theo t hc dctails 
are treatcd in specific sections on Timoshenko theorv and Euler-Bernoulli theory. 
The Timoshenko bearn theory ineludes the effects of shear deformations, which 
are important for "short" beams, for example as a rule of thumb for bcams of 
isotropie material with cross-sectional depth d to !eng t h L ratios o f t > fs. T hc 
shear effects wcre inelucled by Timoshenko in 1921 by relaxing t he assumptions 
made b) Euler and Bernoulli. Euler-Bernoulli t heory is well suited for "long" 
beams, for example as a rule of t humb for bearos of isotropie material with cross-
sectional depth d to length L ratios of t < fs. However, shear effecls can also 
be important in long bearos with large transverse loads near the supports. Bcam 
theories also only pertain to structural elements with a depth to length ratio of 
about f < ~· The shorter the beam the poorer thc beam assumptions made in tlw 
following. In onc of the problems foliowing the first section an cxpl icit cxpression 
is found, which rnakes i t possible to deri ve thc abovc lirnit of about fs. T hc t.ypical 
beam dept h to length ratios f vary from to to ;Jo depending on cross-scctional type 
and material. 
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F ig. 2. 2: T he shap e functions of simple beam theories (l, x1 - c1 , x2 - c2 ). 
Beam Kinematics 
The theories of beams are derived on the basis of assumed dispiacement fields 
u;( x,, z) . The mainideais to separate the axial dispiacements from the in-plane 
cross-sectional dispiacements u; == f(xø)g;(z). Thisis like separation of variables 
used in solution of differential equations. The dispiacements arenot only separatcd 
in fundions of Xø and functions of z, they are also expanded in a sum of separated 
products. 
u;(x1"z) = 'L,Jk(xp)l(z) (2. 1) 
k 
For lwarn theories the f~wcst possible numl>er of terms is included. Some simple 
shapc f u netions are show n in fig. 2.2 and inelude thc linear functions J0 (xfl) == l, 
f 1 (xø) == x 1 - c 1 and j2(xø) == x2- c2, where r, has been introdut..ed as the point 
of intcrseclion for the lwo in elined shape fundions jl and j2, so we do not make 
the same mi~take as Bernoulli and Euler. (lt will later be shown that an intelli-
gent choice of the intersection point cfJ is the elastic centre). Since thc geomctric 
assumptions made are important let us introducc one as~umption at a time. Con-
cerning the geometric form of the cross-section thc followiug assumption is made. 
A ssumption l: 
C ross-sections do not distort within t heir own plane 
This mcans that the form of the cross-section is not altered by the deformation and 
WC tbcrcby Conc]ude that on)y the shape function r := l is necdcd to describe the 
transv(•rse dispiacements of the cross-sections, as shown in fig. 2.3. Concerning t.he 
axial dispiacements the foliowing assumption is made 
Jh5umption J: 
Cross-sections remain p lane during deformation 
This Iirnils the shape functions in t he axial direction to the linear ones already 
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Fig. 2.3: Transverse dispiacements using the shape function f" = l. 
introduced and with the dispiacement modes directiy shown in fig. 2.2. The kine-
matic approximations made so far deterrnine the dispiacement field of the beam 
as: 
1Lt(x,,z) 
uz(x13 ,z) 
j 0 ( Xø)WJ (Z) 
j 0(x 13 )wz(z) 
f 0 (xø)t'(z) + .rt(x")at(z) + / 2(x1,) a2( z) 
v( z)+ (.-r 1 - cJ)at(z) + (x2- Cz)az(z) 
(2.2) 
(2.:l) 
(2.-1) 
Whcre tr.,(z) are the transvcrsc dispiacements (of all points in the cross-scction), 
v(.: ) is the axiai dispiacement of the intersection point c13 , and a"(z) are the in-
clinations a iong the cross-sectional axes with c13 a.~ the intersection point. Thc~ 
dispiacements can be written in the compact form as 
Assumed displacemcnls 
wherc ih c jive unknown kinemalic functions an' 
v(z), w13(z), atJ (z) 
(2 .. ')) 
(2.G) 
These dispiacements are illustrated in fig. 2.4 in a common coordina te view for x p , 
where we can just substitute j3 = l or (3 = 2. 
Using the linear strain definition ( 1.65) w e find thc foliowing non-vandting 
strain components 
Du J 
f :l3 = åz 
dv da , 
-d +(x~ - c")-d 
.z z 
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Cp +---- -- -----+--------., 
Fig. 2.4: The kinematic dispiacement functions. 
v'+ (x ø- c,, )Q~ 
t+ (x~ - cø)"-ø 
8u3 8uf! 
l(J /3{J = -8 + -:l 
X p uz 
dwp 
Qø+dz 
= Q/J+ w~ 
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(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where lhe axial sl rain e: = t•' al c,l> lhe eurvalures "-fJ = Q~ and the engineering shear 
strain /ø have been introdueed including lhe adopted notation for the axial strain 
e: = €:33 and the shear strain /ø = /J,J = Qø +w~ at any point. (In Euler-Bernoull i 
theory il is assumed that the shear strains ean be negleeled /ø = QfJ + w~ = O, 
whieh implies lhat the intensi ty of the eross-seetion inelirration is delermirred by 
QfJ = -w~. The assumption is deseribed in detail in the Euler-Bernoull i seetion). 
The axial strain is 
e: =t + (xp- Cp)Kø 
in which the axial strain t at c11 and the curvatures "-ø are defined as 
, dv 
e:=v =-
dz 
Thr cnginccring shear slminb in Timoshenko the01·y are 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
( In 8ultr-1Jernoulli tlnm·y ')ø= O, whenby K- 1 =o~= -w~=-~ . ) 
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.------------------.----- v 
Cp+ - - -- ---- - - - +----------------t-, 
w' {3 
Fig. 2.5: The shear strain /v in Timosheko beams. 
The shcar strain deformat ion is visualized in fig. 2.5. This conrludes the subseclion 
on the beam kinematics, which will be sufficient for Timoshen ko theory. For Euler-
Bernoulli theory the assumption leading to t he negleetion of shear strains is to bc 
formulated in a later section on Euler-Bernoulli the01·y. 
The Constitutive R elations 
The kinematic assumptions lead to transverse strain components tap, which are all 
zero. Thisis actually not the case in a real beam , since the material will expand or 
contt·act due to the Poisson effect. To derive an intell igent constitut ive relation for 
the beam strains we need a third assumption. In beams the transverse loads will 
produce smal! stresses a 11 or a 22. I·Jowerver, experience shows that thesc stresses 
are very smal! cornpared to the axial stress due to bearn moments as shown in fig . 
2.6. This can be used to deri ve the constitutive relation from the threc-dimcnsionai 
linear elast ic constitutive relation. 
Assumption 8: 
The transverse stress components are neglig ible 
O']] = 1722 = o (2.12) 
Using the invc~rsc constitutive equation (1.103) it is possiblc, see problem 1.11 , t.o 
derive the foliowi ng const itu t.ive relations 
0'~3 (2. I:l) 
(2. 11) 
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Fig. 2.6: Negligible transverse stress u11 • 
In terms of beam strains defined in (2.9) and (2.11) the constitutive relations are 
introduced. W e f urther introduce the notation u( x p, z) for the axial stress and 
T13(x.,., z) for the shec~.r stress 
Axial beam stress 
O' E c: 
E (t+ (x 13 - cø)Kø) (2.15) 
Tran.wersc beam shear stress in Timoshenko theory 
T, = c 1ø (2.16) 
Sametimes il is also convenient to u se the axial beam stress (2.15) in avector format 
as follows: 
O' (2.17) 
In the given constitutive relations w e did not u se t hat the kinematic assumptions 
resul t in zero transverse strains c 11 = en = O, instead we have used the third 
assumption of zero transverse stress u 11 = u22 = O. Due to this the section is 
not constitutively constrc~.ined. If we had constrained the section not only in the 
kinematics but a lso in the constitutive equations extra stresses would be induced, 
since wc constrain the Poisson effect, and the theory would be very inaccurate. It 
is wort.h noting that the three-dimensional linear elastic constitutive relation has 
been developed later in time than the beam theory and therefore incoorporates the 
elasticity modulus E and the shear modulus G in such a convenient way for beam 
theories. IL must be mentianed that the shear determined by the beam theory is 
conslant over the section. Thisis not correct and is only an approximatiou. When 
performing displarement analysis on specific sections a corrcction factor is often 
introduced into the shear term. (The factor can be found by use of Grashof's stalic 
m<'lhod for determining shear stress as deseribed later). 
Let us integratc the stresses u and r1" shown in fig. 2.7, over the cross-sectional 
arca and ddine the generalized internal forces (as the resultants of thc cross· 
sertional stress components, sametimes referred to a~ the stress resultants). W e 
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z 
Fig. 2. 7: Cross-sectional stress components. 
z 
Fig. 2.8: The internat forces in a beam. 
define the internat bending moments Mø as the moments of the stress distribution 
about the intersection point c.,, the internal ax ial force (or just the axial force) N 
as the resultant of the stress d istribution acting at. the point c0 (in thc direction of 
the normal) and the internat shear force Q ø as the resultant of the shear stn~sses as 
shown in fig. 2.8 . Let us make the unnessesary, but a littie sirnplifying, assurnption 
t hat the rnaterial parameters E and G areconslant throughout the heam, t hen wc 
g et 
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Axial force Constant E and G 
N = i a dA = i E (t+ (x 11 - c11 )K11) dA 
E At+ ESøK11 
Bending moments 
/118 i (x 11 - c.)a dA = i (x 11 - cø)E (t+ (x ø - cø)Kp) dA 
(2.18) 
E Sø t + E IapKa (2.19) 
Shear forces in Timoshenko theory 
i TødA 
GA-yø 
1 G-yødA A 
(2.20) 
wherc the cross-sectional area, first moments and second moments of area are 
A= i l dA 
SJ =l (x 11 - c11 ) dA 
lap= l (x., - ca)(x" - cø) dA 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
13c awa.rc of thc definition of the second moments of area also called moments of 
inertia. The definition varies with the naming convention for the reference coor-
dinates. The notation used here is in agreement wi th the index notation. The 
transition equations for the first and second order geometric moments are easily 
derived as: 
Sø= i (x,, - c11) dA = i xø dA - c"A 
'""=i (xa- c")(x~- Cø) dA = i XaXø dA- CaSø- cøSa + CaCpA (2.24) 
These transition equations are often used to perform a transition of geometric 
moments about one set of axes to another set of axes. 
The shear force definition is sometimes modified by the factors 1/;0 11 , see the last 
scction of this chapter on stresses in beams. The constitutive relations (2.18) and 
(2.19) can also be written in t he foliowing informative matrix format 
(2.25) 
With known st.atic ,·alues (N, M11 ) it is possible to invert theabove equat ion and 
use thc! axial bearn stress equation (2.17) to find the stresses. 
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rt can be seen that the constitutivP equations for the intern al forces will simplify 
considerably if S, = O and if 112 = 121 = O. If we use the elastic centre as the 
intersection point c." then Sø = O, and if the coordinate system can be rotated until 
the principal axes are obtained then 112 = O. For single symmetric sections we can 
use the symmetry axis for one of the cross-sectional axes and obtain 112 = O. The 
elast ic centre can be defined as follows 
The elastic centre is defined as the point c" which satisfies 
(2.26) 
For c1·oss-sections with conslant E modulus wc find 
(2.27) 
lt should be noticed that if wc use thc elastic centre as the origin of our Cattesian 
reference system we will have that c13 = O. As mentianed the transition equations 
(2.24) can be used in this process. 
If the elastic modulus Yaries within the cross-section it is a function of thc 
cross-sectional coordinat.es x". Let u s therefore denote i t by E(xv ) and u se E as a 
referencial elastic modulus. The definition of the cross-sectional parameters must 
then be altered as follows: 
Definition of cros:,-sectional pammelers, when the elastic modulus varic.s within 
the cross-section. 
A= l T) dA 
Sø = l T) (x 13 - c,;) dA 
lo!! = l T) (x" - c")(xø- ep) dA 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
in which ih c variation o f the elastic modulus E(xv) is introduced through the usc 
of a nfe1·ence modulus E by the variation function 
1'f = (2.3 1) 
These cross-sectional parameters aresametimes referred to as the transformed cross-
sectional parameters. 
Potential Energy and Virtual Work 
lnscrti n g thc bcam strain equations (2.9) and (2.1 J) in to the potcntia.J cncrgy func-
tion for a thro:-dimensional continuurn given in equation (1.123) and using til<' 
constitut ive equa.t ions (2.1.5) and (2.16) result in the foliowing reduced potential 
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energy, see Washizu [4], 
Note ihat the potential e nergy is only a function of ihe dispiacement functions 
(v, W v, Ctv ), since the sirE'sses are functions o f the strains , which in turn are functions 
of the dispiacement functions. Integrating over the cross-sect ional area and using 
the constitutive relations in equations (2 .1 8),(2.19) and (2.20) we find the potential 
energy for a beam: 
Potential energy 
(L ] l l 
Jo (2Nt + 2MpKfJ + 2QtJrfJ 
-pv- PøWø - møcr11) dz 
- [Nv + Møa• + QpwfJ]~ (2.33) 
whcrr. the internal beam forces N , Mp and Qø aregiven by {2.18},{2.19) and 
(2.20) as functions of the displacements. Furthermor·e, axial, transverse and 
moment Loads are 
(2.34) 
and the boundary forces are 
(2.35) 
Th c first variation of the potential energy functional with respect to all the unknown 
disp iacement variables yiclds the virtual work functional. As menticned previously 
thc fi rst mriation can be thoughi of as the changc in potentia l energy w hen making 
s m all variations in thc unknown dispiacements ( 6v, Owp, O av). The firs t variation 
of thc potential <)nergy can thus bc found as: 
av av av -a ov + -a owø + -a oap 
V Wp Ctø 
(2.36) 
(For Euler-Bernoulli theory CXø does not vary independently, since cxfJ = -w~ , but. 
thc total varia tion (2.36) remains correct if we insert ap = -w~). 
l lsing i hat the variation of the potential energy with respect to the kinernatic 
qua.ntities is cqua.l t.o thc \'irtural work 6W = 6V and that the internal forces are 
fund ions of thc d ispiacements (N(c, K,, )) , M(t , K"), Q(ifJ)) we find: 
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~'irtualwork functional for· beams 
8W = laL (N 8t +Mø OK~ + Q ø 81ø 
- p 8v- Pø Owø- mø b'c:tø) dz 
- [N 8v + lvlø 8o.ø +Q ø ow",J~ (2 .37) 
The potential energy functional is equal to the complementary potential energy 
functional, if we inelude distributcd loacis and rewrite the functional in generalized 
stresses. This means that we can find the variation of the complementary potential 
energy functional with respect to the static quantities and find the complementary 
virtual work functional as: 
Complemcntary virtual work functional for beams 
8Wc = l' (c; ON +Kp DM ø+ / ,• 8Qø 
- v Op- Wø Opø - O. ø Omø) dz 
- [u o N+ o.~ 5Mø + 1vø oQ .• ]~ (2.38) 
When using the complernentary \'irtual work functional, i t is common to take virtual 
variations of the internal forces which are in equilibrium without virtual loaels 
(bp, bpø, 8m ff )· The virtual internal forces must satisfy the cquilibr ium equation, 
which will be derived in the next section. 
It should be noted tha.t both the virt.ua.l work and complernentary \'irt.ua.l 
work functionals can be derived e\·en if thc elastic potential cloes not. exist (non-
conservat ive forces, plast.i( encrgy dissipation) . 
• Problem 2_1 
A p lane cantilever beam with the length L = 6 m and depth d = l m has the 
foliowing kinematic dispiacement functions (let us usc thc wordinates (x 1 , z)): 
l 
o.J(z) =O WJ(z) = 3z 
a) Oraw the displaccd beam showing a few cross-sections along the bcam . 
b) Calculate the shear strain 'Y t and thc curvature K. t = a;. 
c) !t shou ld be <:lear that this is a pure shear deformation mode. !f thf~ beam is 
rectangular with a width of b = l m, the elasticity modulus is t: = l N/ m2 
and thc shear modulus G' = ~E, what is thc shear energy density ~Qn1 along 
the beam and w hat is the total shcar energy foL ~Q 1 -y1 d z '! 
• Problem 2.2 
The plane cantilever bcam with the length L= 6 m, rectangular cross-section with 
depth d= l m , width b= l m, elastic modu lus E= l N/m 2 and shear modu lus 
G' = ~E has the following kinematic dispiacement fnnctions 
2 z l z2 
Ot(Z) = --- 1V1(z) = ;--
3 [, .l /, 
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a) Draw the displaced beam showing a few cross-sections along the beam. 
b) Calculate the shear strain -y1 and the curvature ~~;1 = a~. 
c) It should be clear that this is a pure bending deformation mode, i.e. 
pure ben ding. W hat is the bending energy density ~ M 1 ~~; 1 along the beam 
and what is the total bending energy foL !MtK1 dz? 
d) The cantilever beamin this and the previous problem has a tip dispiacement 
of 2 m (it must be a sponge to be so flexible). Compare the two total en-
ergy terms. What is the conclusion? Which energy is the !argest? Will the 
dispiacements of a cantilever beam with a point load at the tip mainly dis-
place in a bending mode or in a shear mode? (a combination, but which is 
governing)? 
• Problem 2 .3 
A plane simply supported beam has a length of L = 6m, a rectangular cross-section 
with depth d= l m, width b= l m, elastic modulus E= l N /m2 and shear modulus 
G= ~E. 
a) Draw the displaccd beam showing a few cross-sections along the beam, if thc 
displaccm<'nt functions are: 
z z 
w1(z) = 4(1- -)-
L 6 
Also, find the curvature ~~; 1 = a~ and the shear strain -y1 along the beam. 
b) Draw thc displ aced beam showing a few cross-scctions along t h <> beam, i f thc 
dispiacement functions arc 
2 z 
UJ(z) =--(J - 2-) 
3 /, 
/\)so, find Lhe cu rvat.ure KJ = a~ and thc shear strain -y1 along the bcam. 
c) Draw the displac:ed bcam showing a few cross-sections along the bcam, if the 
dispiacement fun ctions arc 
2 z 
a1(z) = - - (1- 2-) 
3 L 
Also, find thc curvaturc KJ =a~ and the shear strain ')'J along the beam. 
d) Which load can accomplish the dispiacements given in c) and w hat is its 
magnit ude? 
• Problem 2.4 
A plane simply supported beam has the length L, rectangular cross-sPction with 
thc depth d, the width b, thc elastic modulus E and the shear modulus G= ~E. 
Thc bcam is loaded by a un iform transverse load PI· 
a) Find an explicit value for the total bending energy VK = foL !M1K 1 dz 
h) Find an cxplicit value for the total shear cnergy V"~= foL ~Qn1 dz, including 
a c:orrcction term of t;'JJ = ~for thc constitutive relation QJ = 1/JJ 1GA-y1 . 
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c) Find the numerical value of the ratio r = ~ ( in per cent) between shear 
energy and bending energy if the cross-sectional depth to beam length ratios 
are f = to and fri. 
Since the energy terms are based on the square of the dispiacement quantities, 
we can also use the square root of this ratio, Jr, to estimate the dispiacement 
~ 
ratios ~ between t he shear dispiacement component and the bending dispiacement w, 
component 
~ 
d) Find an estimate of the dispiacement ratios ~ of the shear component and w, 
the bending component for the depth to length ratios of f = to and i'a· For 
cngineering problems wc are usually content with an error margin of 5-10%. 
In which case is it necessary to take shear deformation into account 
• Problem 2.5 
Derive the virtual work functional for bearos (2.37) by taking the first variation 
of the potential energy functional (2.33). Use thc general consti tu tive cquations 
(2.18) , (2.19) and (2.20) to express everything in strain measurcs. Take independen t 
variations with respect to O[, OK.p, lY"( v, oafl and 6wø and add them toget the total 
variation. Thisis possible since 8t = ov', OKs= 6a~, and Otv = oafl +w~. End up 
by using the constitutive relations to reenter the intcrnal forces N, Mp , and Qfl. 
2. 2 Timoshenko Beam Theo ry 
The beam theory is based on the assumptions l to 3 and the formulations of dis-
piacements and strains made in the previous section. In this section the virtual work 
equation for Timoshenko beams and thc cquilibrium cquations will be formulatcd. 
In the firs t chapter we derived the cquilibri um equations for a continuum by 
considering eq uilibrium of an infinitesimal cube. We will also in thc last. part 
of this section use this method to derivc the equili briurn equations for a bcam. 
IIowerver, to illustrat e t he value of the energy and work fundionais in complicakcl 
problems wc start by using t hese to deri\·e the equili brium equations. For vcry 
complex structural systems it is much easier to define thc equil ibrium equations 
through the usc of stationarity of virtual work, as in modern computational finitc 
element methods for analysing complex strudures. This approach also validales 
the consistcnce of the assumptions made in the formulation of the theory. 
Let us continue directly from the virtual work functional for beams (2.37) and 
introduce the virtual kinematic quantities ot = ov', OK.ø = oa~ and 01~ = oafl+ow:,. 
The virtural work cquation fo r a Timoshenko beam thus takes the form 
Vi?'tual work functional for Timoshenko beams 
oW = foL (N ov' +M" oa~ +Q~ (oo , + ow~) 
-p ov - Pfl ow, - m,, bo ø) dz 
- [Rov + M,, oa" + Qø ow"j~ (2.39) 
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t.Tsing partial integration we can rewrite the virtual work. It is in faet easy to re-
member the rulefor partial integration by using the rulefor derivatives of produets 
for example (Mø Oetø)' = M~ OC:tø +Mø Oet~ is rearranged to the form Mfl Oet~ = 
-M; Oetø +(Mø Oetø)' and by integration on both sides and using that the last term 
is already integrated we find the partial integration rule. We ean thus introduee 
the foliowing modifications: 
foL Mø Oet~ dz 
foL Q Il OW~ dz 
foL N ov' dz (2.40) 
Introducing the modifications and rearranging the virtual work terms we find a very 
informative version of the virtual work functional , which delivers the differential 
cquations and Lhe boundary conditions for the Timoshenko beam. 
oW = - foL ((N'+ p)ov +(Q~+ P!l)Owø +(M;- Q"+ m")oall) dz 
-[(IV- N) ov +(Mø- Mø) 8etø +(Q/l- Qø) owø]~ (2.41) 
1f thc virtual work vanisnes oW = O for any variation in the kinematic parameters 
the beam is in cquilibrium. We can make a variation internally in the beamover a 
ve ry shorL distance for an y o f the three kinematic quantities (O v, Owø, O et ø) and Lhe 
virLual work must vanish. I f thisis to occur the terms in the parenthesis in front of 
each individual variational dispiacement must be equal to zero. We thus ~ee that 
wc have derived the differential equilibrium equations using internal forces which 
satisfy Lhc principle of virtual work: 
ficam cquilibrium equations derived by Timoshenko theory 
N'+ 7J O 
Q~+ Pø O 
M~-Qø+m" = O (2.42) 
Thc boundary conditions are found by taking the variations infinitely close to the 
boundary and using that thcse variations must also vanish. The boundary condi-
tions aretrivial in this case as opposed tothose found for the Bernoulli beam. Thc 
boundary conditions for thc Timoshcnko beam are: 
(2.43) 
T h esc just tell u s t hat the reactions or load s acting on the ends o f the beam are equal 
to thc internal forces, (which is quite importanteven though it seems trivial). For 
statically dcterrninate structures wc could use these equations to find the correct 
\·ariation of the internal forces N, M) and Q11 along the beamor we could use static 
principles to find thern. 
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For statically indeterminate structures we need information about the materiais 
to sol ve the problem. Let us see why by finding the kinematic equilibrium equations 
and boundary conditions. If we insert the constitutive equations (2.18), (2.19) and 
(2.20) and introduce the strain definitions (2.10) (2.11) into the static equilibrium 
equations, we find the foliowing kinematic equilibrium equations for a Timoshenko 
beam: 
(EAv' + ES"a~)' +p O 
(ES~v' + Eiaøa~)'- (GAa" + GAw~) + mfJ = O 
(GAa11 + GAw~)' +p., = O (2.44) 
We see that these five equations are coupled differential equations. ThP way to 
handle these is to decouple them by using c~ as the elastic centre, so that sfJ = o 
and to rotate the coordinate system so that the off-diagonal moment of inertia is 
zero ! 12 = O. The nearly decoupled kinematic equations for a Timoshenko beam 
become: 
(E Av')'+ p O 
(Eina;)"+ m;+ Pt 
(GAat + GAw;)' + Pt 
o 
o 
(Elna;)"+ m;+ P2 
(GAa2 + GAw;)' + P2 
o 
o (2.45) 
These equations are much simpier to sol ve, we just sol ve them from top to bottom. 
For the kinematic differential equations we can find the boundary conditions by 
using the constitutive relations and strain definitions. For the uncoupled case with 
c" as the elastic centre and l 12 = O we find the foliowing expressions for the static 
boundary conditions for the Timoshenko beam 
N Ev' 
El11 a; 
G A( at + w; ) 
Elna; 
GA(a2 + w;) (2.46) 
These boundary conditions must be handled with care, since the shear force leads 
to shear deformation, which concerns both a 11 and w~. 
Having introduced kinematic assumptions and a constitutive law, we have uscd 
the princi pie o f vi r t u al work and by "just turning a handle" (o r say using \ ariational 
principles) out came the equilibrium equations and boundary conditions. 
The static equilibrium equations can also be found by considering equilibrium 
of an infinitesimal part of the beam as shown in fig. 2.9. T he equilibrium equations 
found (independently o f the beam theory) are ex aet ly the ones found al read y in 
(2.42). Let us do it by using the tigure and ensuring lateral and vertical force 
equilibrium and moment equilibrium about the right-band end of thP section as 
follows: 
N + N' d:: - N + pdz O 
Q13 + Q',dz- Q,, + Pødz 
M13 + M,:d::- M, - Q 13dz + m 0 dz 
o 
o (2.17) 
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d z 
Fig. 2.9: Equilibrium of infinitesimal beam element. 
where we deliberately have neglected small terms including (dz) 2• By cancellation of 
terms and division by dz these equations lead directly to the equilibrium equations 
in (2.42). 
Problem 
5. Use thc kinematic equilibrium equations (2.45) and boundary conditions 
(2.46) for a Timoshenko beam to find the transverse dispiacements w1 for 
a simply supported plane beam with a uniformly distributed transverse load 
Pt· 
2.3 Euler-Bernoulli Beam Theory 
Bernoulli made yet another assumption concerning the beam kinematics. Through 
cxperiments hc saw that a transverse straight line remained straight during defor-
mation and it also rcmained perpcndicular to the transverse dispiacement curve. 
Let us make thc same assumption and see w hat modifications it brings to the Tim-
oshenko thcory. 
Assumption ..f: Euler-Btrnoulli theory 
C ross-sections remain perpendicular to the dispiacement curve 
this implie~ that shear strains are disregarded, since 
Cl',J = - w~ ~ '*'fø = o:" + w~ = O (2.48) 
That the assumption leads to o:11 = -w~ can be seen by comparing the dispiace-
ments of Timoshenko thcory in fig. 2.5 with the dispiacements of Euler-Bernoulli 
the01·y in fig. 2.10. The assumed dispiacements in Euler-Bernoulli theory are 
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w' {3 
Fig. 2.10: Dispiacements of an Euler-Bernoulli beam. 
Assumed dispiacements in Euler-Bernoulli theory 
where the three unknown functions are 
v(z), wø(z) 
(2.49) 
(2.50) 
T he derivation of Euler-Bernoulli theory is equivalent to most of the derivations 
already performed and we will not repeat them here, since we can just insert /ø = O. 
However, the important formulas will be given. The axial strain is now defined by: 
The axial strain is Euhr-Bernoulli theor y 
(2.51 ) 
in which the axial strain t at c11 and the curvatures Kø are defined as 
_ , dv 
c: = v = -
d z 
(2..52) 
Due to the altered definitions of the inclination a., = -w~ and the curYature 
" " = -w~ the virtual work functional for Euler-Bernoulli beams takes the form 
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l'irtual work functional for Euler-Bernoulli beams 
olV = laL (N O'U1 - Mø ow~- p ov- PtJ OWp + mt' ow~) d:; 
- [Rov- Mø ow~ + CJø ow"j~ 
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(2.53) 
In our quest to find the equilibrium equations we need to perform partial integra-
tion twice on the dispiacement term ow~, which appears as the double derivative. 
Using partial integration once as done in the section on equilibrium equations for 
Timoshenko beams we find: 
oW = - laL ((N'+ p)ov- (M~+ mø)5w~ + pp5wø) dz 
-[(N - N) 5v- (Mp- Mø) 5w~ +Q ø 5w"j~ (2.54) 
Using parti al integration on the integral terms including 5w~ wc obtain the foliowing 
very informative virtual work functional 
5W = - l' ((N'+ p)5v +(M;+ m~+ P!l)5w11) dz 
- [(JV- N) 5v- (M13 - Mø) 5w~ +(Q ø- M;- mø) ow"j~ (2.55) 
If thc virtual work vanishcs 5W = O for any variation in the kinematic parameters 
the beam is in equilibrium . For intcrnal variations 5v and 5wø the virtual work 
must vanish . Taki ng these variations we find thc equilibrium equations: 
Beam equilibrium equations derived by Euler-Bernoulli thco1·y 
N'+ p = O 
M:+ m~+ p" = O (2.56) 
The boundary conditions are found by virtual variations infinitely close to the 
boundary and using that these variations must also vanish . The boundary condi-
tions are not trivial in this case 
(2.57) 
Wc see that the only way shear enters the Euler-Bernoulli theory is through the 
boundary condition Qil = M; + mfJ. These equations can also be obtained by 
contrading themomentand equilibriurn equations found by Timoshenko theory or 
by static equilibrium of an infinitesimal beam element. 
For statically determinate beams it is possible to find the moments using the 
static equilibrium equations or using static priciples and then use the constitu tive 
relation M 1 = - El11w;' to find the dispiacements by integration. 
For statically indeterminale st.ructures we need to introduce the kinematics and 
consti tutive Pquations. Doing so results in a set of coupled differential equations in 
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v and w", however, we can decouple these. Assuming t hat c" is the elastic centre, 
i.e. S"= O and that the principal axes are used as coordinate axes , i.e. h 2 =O we 
find the foliowing kinematic equilibrium equations: 
(E Av')'+ p O 
-(Elnw~)" +m~+ P1 o - (El22w~)" +m;+ P2 o (2.58) 
with the associated boundary conditions 
N EAv' 
-El11 w~' -EI22w~ 
-(Elnw~)' + mt -(El11w;)' + m2 (2 .59) 
These equilibrium equations including boundary conditions can be used to solve 
statically indeterminate beams, however, when point loads aet on the beam we 
have to split the beam in two and assemble the soluLions using joint and boundary 
conditions or make use of delta functions. This becomes tedious and that is why 
we would like to use the complemenLary virtual work functional in the chapter on 
stat ically indeterminate beams. 
Problem 
6. Use the kinematic equilibrium equations (2.58) and boundary condiLions 
(2.59) for an Euler-Bernoulli beam to find the transverse dispiacements w1 
for a simply supported plane beam with a uniformly distribu ted transverse 
load PI· 
2.4 Stresses In Beams 
As ment ianed earlier we can find the stresses using the constitut ive equaLions and 
the definition of the internal forces. If we write these equations and definitions in 
a vector format as in (2. 17) and (2.25) we find the foliowing generalized N a vier 
form u la: 
(2.60) 
However , if we use the e lastic centre as the intersection point c", i.e . S" = O, and 
if we assume that the principal axes are used, i .e. / 12 = O, then the equations are 
simplified and we find the well-known Navier formula for beam stress: 
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z 
Fig. 2.11: Equilibr ium of section cut-out . 
Navier 's form u/a: 
!f !12 = O then 
Timoshenkn and Euler-Bernoulli theories 
(2.61) 
and if also ctJ = O then 
(2.62) 
Even though Timoshenko the01·y ineludes shear deformation and an approximate 
determination of shear stress, it will be worthwile also to evaluate the Grashof 
formula, which is completelv based on statics. Let us consider the equilibrium of a 
sma.ll cut-out element of the beam, show n in fig. 2.11. When the area of the cut-out 
is denoted llA the equilibrium equation can be written as 
T = f ( dda + q) dA = f (a' + q) dA 
laA z laA 
(2.63) 
where T is the total shear flow in the cut and q = q3 is the longitudinal volume load. 
The equation is in faet an integral counterpart to the third continuum equilibrium 
equation ( 1.92). If again we assume t hat e/J is the elastic centre and that the beam 
is prismatic with identical cross-sections then we can use Navier's formula and find 
thc shear flow by 
in which the foliowing section cut-out parameters have been introduced 
llp = f q dA 
laA 
(2.64) 
(2.65) 
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The derivatives of the internal forces can be found by use of the equilibrium equa-
tions, i.e. N' = - p and .M~ = Qø - m p whereby we find the Grashof formula for 
the shear flow. The G rashof formula can be used to estimate the shear stresses by 
T = f, where b is the width over which the total shear stress "flows". 
Grashof formu/a for the total shear stress "flow" 
T 
(Qt - mt )t..St (Q2- m2)t..S2 " p6A 
= + +D.p---
~1 ~2 A 
(2.66) 
Without distributed longitudinal and moment loads, (i.e. p= mt = m2 =O), 
T = Q t f'lSt + Q2t..S2 
ftt 122 
(2.67) 
The shear stress approximation over the width b thm is 
T 
f"'---- b (2.68) 
li ~hould be noied ihal the Timoshenko beam theory may overestimate the shear 
energy and the virtual work . This is due to Lhe poor shear approximaiion wiih 
constant shear over the cross-section. An irnpoved approxirnation may be obtainecl 
by inserting cerreetion factors into the constitutive equation 
(2.69) 
where Øaø are the cerreetion factors . A better approximaiion of ihe potential encrgy 
or virtual work can be founcl by the use of Grashof's forrnula fø = G"fø = 1'"/b 
by anticipating that these shear stresses present a better approxirnation thau thc 
approxirnaiion by Tirnoshenko beam theory, see Krenk [5] and Gere & Timoshcnko 
[12]. Equalizing the two energies by 
l 
2Qv/o {} 
l QvQø ----
2ØoøGA 
(2.70) 
whcreby we fincl the cerreetion factor 
(2. 71) 
in which it has been assurnecl that the shear moclulus G is consiant. ]t is customary 
to normali;r,e the Grashof shear stress f , by the shear force Q," (i.e. calculating 
w i ih Q ø = l). For a homogeneous, rectangular section i i can b e show n thai 7j;11 = 
-c:fi;iQ
2 
/A - :! d l - ,/, - 0 h b . ,/, - 5 c l;> . . l eJ - 6 an 7,' t2 - 1p 2 1 - , w ere y we can wnte 'f'oø - 6Voe· or stng e an 
A 
double symrnetric cross-sPctions the off-cliagonal factor is zero, 7f;12 = 1p2 1 = O, since 
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shear in one direction docs not producc work through the shear strains in the other 
direction. For non-symmetric beams there may be ofr-diagonal terms 7/;12 -:f. O. 
This eloses our development of beam theories, beam equilibrium equations and 
stress determination The statics of beams has not been treated, since i t w as assumed 
that the reader was acquainted with this. The determination of dispiacements by 
complementary virtual work will be treated in the section on statically indetermi-
naLe beams. 
• Problem 2.6 
Show that the shear energy correction factor tj)11 for a rectangular beam is ~. U se 
that the shear stress is parabolicly distributed, for example f 1 = ~ 47(1- ij-) 
where x1 varies from O to d, where d is the cross-sectional depth. 

Chapter 3 
Stability of Columns 
The flexural beam theories based on infinitesimal strains and rotation as developed 
in the previous chapter are great toois. However, for siender beams in compression, 
socalled columns, a stabiiity phenomenon arises, which has to be inelucled in the 
beam theories. If a column, for exampie a yardstick or just a ruier, is compressed 
as shown in fig. 3.1, it will initially remain straight and only have axial strains, 
but suddenly as the compression load is increased the column !oses its stability by 
deflecting to the side in a flexural dispiacement mode. T he column eannot carry 
more load without excessive displacements. Fig. 3.2 shows the load P as a fundion 
of both axial v and transverse dispiacements w in a three-dimensional view. As the 
load increases the compression pathis followed and at the criticalload the transverse 
dispiacement path is followed. This structural stabili ty pbcnornenon is one of the 
simplest types and i t was the first to be sol ved. The Swiss mathematician Leonhard 
Euler found the solution in 1744, even though he only knew the existence of a 
proportionality factor between the moment M and curvature K. The proportionality 
factor El was established in 1826 by Navier, i.e. M= EIK. Many elastic stability 
problems o f structural mechanics are treated by Timoshenko and Gere [11], which 
has become a ela.'iSical reference w hen dealing with specific problems. An extensive 
treatment of stability of structures is given by Bazå.nt & Cedolin [14]. 
For smallloads a straight column is well deseribed by the linear beam theories. 
but in order to predict the critical load, the socalled buekling load, (Euler load or 
bifurcation load) , a non-li near ingredient from large dispiacement theory is needed. 
According to linear theory the stationarity of the potential energy or the principle 
of virtual work always supplies a stable equil ibrium position. However , this only ap-
plies i f the linear assumptions made are correct. W hen the transverse dispiacements 
and the rotations become larger it is necessary to expand the theory by ineluding 
non-linear terms in the strain definitions, whereby also the potential energy and 
virtual work fundionais will inelude more terms. With the additional terms the 
stationarity of the potential energy and the principle of virtual work become neces-
sary, but not sufficient, conditions for stable equilibrium. This is due to addition of 
possible negative terms in the potential energy or virtual work functionals. How-
ever, it is possible, foliowing Washizu [4], to stay within a linear framework, with 
uncoupled linear differential equations, by using Euler's initial stress method and 
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Fig. 3.1: Stability phenomenon for a simply supported column. 
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Fig. 3.2: The load path for an Euler column. 
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Initial 
stress 
Fig. 3.3: Euler's initial stress method illustrated for a column. 
still be able to predict the buekling load. 
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The id€'a of Euler's initial stress method is indicated in fig. 3.3. The solution 
can be viewed as two separate problemsone for the trivial, compressed state and 
another for thc buckled state. In the primary problem l) the initial stress field 
cr0 is found using linear infinitesimal strain and rotation theory. The secondary 
problem 2) then consists of finding the critical size of the initial stress field cr0 at 
which a secondary deformed equilibrium (buckled) situation exists. The transition 
from thc ini tial state to the buckled state is called bifurcation . For a column the 
bifurcation is the transition from the trivial compression load path with only axial 
dispiacements to the secondary flexural load path with transverse displacements. 
The buekling load for uniformly compressed columns can be found using static 
methods and the constitutive equation for the moment. Thisis because the internal 
moments can be found explicitly, without considering rotation of internal forces. 
Thc first section of this chapter will treat uniformly compressed columns starting 
with a column with pinned ends, thcn other boundary conditions are treated and 
the idea of an effec:tive length is introduced. The first section w il! also inelude a brief 
introduetion to the inftuence of initial moments M 0 , imperfections w, non-linear 
material and shear deformation. 
In the foliowing section the general equilibrium equations for a deformed in-
finitesimal beam element will be derived and Euler's initial stress method will be 
used to linearize these equations. An alternative energy approach starting from 
the potential energy derived for a continuum will be used to derive the equilibrium 
equations. Approxirnate methods for estimating the buekling loads, including the 
well-known Rayleigh coefficient, will also bc derived from the principle of virtual 
work. 
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Fig. 3.4: Reactions and loads on uniformly compressed column end. 
3.1 Uniformly Compressed Columns 
In this section the index notation will be cancelled and we shall work in one of 
the principal planes (x,;, z) of the column cross-section, and just use the axes (x , z) 
negleeting the index (J . It is assumed that the coordinate axes have their origin in 
the elastic centre, i.e . c" = O, Sø = O and /12 = O. 
Stability of columns can bt.> e \'aluated for Euler-Bernoulli beams or Timoshen ko 
beams, where the later solut ion will inelude the effects of shear. ln this sect. ion wc 
shall fi rst treat the classical buekling problem for an Euler-Bernoulli column, since 
it is the one most often used. The unifo rmly compressed columns can be treat ed 
independently, since t he internat moment due to the ex ternal compression load can 
bt.> found explicit ly as a function of the readion forces. T he geometric hounda ry 
conditions can be used i f the reactions are statically indeterminate. Fig. 3.4 shows 
t he lateral reaction force R and the moment reaction Mr on the end of a col umn 
which is in the displaced configuration andmayhave a varying transverse load p(z) . 
The moment in the deformed configuration in t his column can be detcrmined by 
use of statica l equilibrium in the def01·med configuration as 
M(z) = P w(z) - Rz- M T - f p( z)(z- z) dz (3.1) 
If the column has initial transverse loads, the column eleforms in the ini tial con-
figuration and the problem is not a stabili ty problem with a bifurcation point. 
However. if there are neither initia l transverse loaels nor initial reactions , bu t only 
the initial constant axial force N° = - P then it is a stability problem. Notice 
t hat N =f. N° since t he axial force in the column will changc d ue to the rot at ion 
of the cross-section in the eleforrned position. It should be noted tha t we are using 
Euler's in it ial stress method, where the initial problem is the trivial compression 
problem of det ermining N ° Notice also t hat we are not concerned about the ax ial 
and transverse equilibrium equations for the eleforrned situation. 
The Euler Column with Pinned Ends 
As mentioned, it is necessary to consider equil ibrium in a elefor rned sit uat ion. !t is 
possible to find the moment dist ribut ion M(z, w, P) in t he column for any trans-
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Fig. 3.5: Moment equilibrium for an Euler column in the deformed 
state. 
verse dispiacement w(z) with a uniform compressive axial force N° = -P. When 
the moment distribution is known the constitutive relation for the moment can be 
used to find the critical value of the axialload P. Using Euler-Bernoulli theory the 
relation is 
11 M(z,w,P) 
w =- El (3.2) 
The use of this equation will be illustrated on a compressed column with pinned 
ends and without transverse loads, called the Euler column after Leonhard Euler. 
The column is illustrated in fig. 3 .. 5. By formulating the moment equilibrium about 
the sedion at z the in ternaJ forces N and Q do not enter the equilibrium equation. 
It is t hus seen t hat we can find the moment distribution M(z) = Pw(z) as a function 
of an arbitrary dispiacement field w(z), (which satisfies the boundary conditions). 
The differential relation (3.2) with the statically determinate moment thus becomes 
w" 
(3.3) 
where the coefficicnt k2 = f 1 has been introduced ( we havesquared i t to emphasize 
that it is always positive). This is an ordinary second order linear differential 
equation and if the bending stiffness El is constant the differential equation has 
constant coefficients. The two boundary conditions needed are determined by the 
7.ero transverse dispiacements at the ends, w(O) = w(L) = O. Notethat t has the 
dimension of length and we shall see later that i t is in faet a measure of the problem 
length scale. (By multiplying the mathematical length scale by 1r an engineering 
length scale called the effective length is obtained as L . = f). 
The homogeneous equation (3.3) is a mathematical eigenvalue problem, where 
P defines the eigenvalues which we want to find, and w( z) define the corresponding 
eigenfunctions or socalled eigenmodes which we would also like to know. 
The differential equation (3.3) is solved by assuming that e~• is a solution, 
whereby the characteristic equation e+k2 =O is found. The characteristic equation 
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Fig. 3.6: Eigenmodes w and corresponding loads P for an Euler column. 
haB the solutions ~ = ±i k, meaning t hat the solutions are of the form e± i b = 
cos( k z)± i sin( k z) ( using Leonard Euler's formul a for complex exponentials. Euler 
published more than 886 papers on mathematics, mechanics, hydromechanics . . . ). 
Since the solution is real it can be written as: 
w= Asin(kz) + Bcos(kz) 
in which A and Bare arbitrary conslants determined by the boundary conditions. 
(Notice t hat Ls = f is a practicallength scale for the dispiacement Yariation in the 
axial z direction). The boundary condition w(O) =O results in B= O, whercby thc 
last condition w(L) = O resulls in 
Asin(kL) =O 
Two solutions are possible for this boundary equat.ion. One solution is t.hc tri vial 
one A = O, which corresponds to the primary undeformed stale with P > O and 
w(z) = O. The olhcr solution is the non-trivial one corresponding to thc sccoJH.lary 
deformed state where A is arbitrary and cigenvalues are determined by 
sin(kL) 
k L 
o .u. 
n1r (n=O, l ,2,3, . . . ) (3.6) 
Using that k2 = J:1 , i.e. P = k2 EJ, and discarding k L = O corresponding to no 
axial load P= O we find the foliowing solution for the eigenvalue problem: 
p 
w 
, 7r2 EJ n2 __ 
f} 
Il sin( n "Ir z l 
(n = l ,2,3, ... ) (U) 
(3.8) 
where A is an arbitrary constant. A few of the lower eigenvalues a nd correspon ding 
dispiacement eigenmodes a.rc shown in fig. 3.6. The lowest critica.l load at which 
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Fig. 3.7: The Euler buekling curve. 
equilibrium in the deformed state exists is found for n = l anditis called the Euler 
load. The criticalloads above the Euler load Iie on the continued equilibrium path, 
which is unstable. The Euler load PE and the corresponding dispiacement mode 
are thus given by the foliowing equations. 
The Euler load for a column with pinned ends is 
(3.9) 
Thr column dispiacements are given by 
w = Asin (1ri) (3.10) 
wh~.-rc A is an indeterminale arbitrary constant. 
Dividing the Euler load (3.9) by the cross-sectional area we obtain the Euler stress 
1T2EJ 1T2E 1T2E 
aE = AL2 = (Lfr)2 = "12 (3.11) 
where the radius of inertia r = JlfA of the cross-section has been introduced. 
Further, the ratio A = L/r is introduced as the slenderness ratio of the column. The 
slenderness ratio A is the main geometric parameter, which governs the buekling 
behaviour. The plot in fig. 3. 7 shows the Euler stress a E as a function o f the 
slenderness ratio A = L/r, the so called elastic buekling curve. For columns with 
a maximum stress limit, typically the yicld limi t /y, the buekling stress must be 
lower than the yield limit aE < fy as indicated in the figure, or the column will 
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Fig. 3.8: The non-dimensional plot of the Euler buekling curve. 
fail by yielding. 1_lsing this we find lhe corresponding Jimiting slenderncss valuc as 
follows: 
1rjE/ fy:::; L/r (3.12) 
In codes of practice the slendernes ratio ,\ = L/r is oflen normalized by lhis min· 
imum slenderness value (1rjE/Jy)· The normalized slenderness ratio is called the 
relative slenderness ratio (since it is taken relative to the yield limit): 
(:!. 13) 
The relat ive s lenderness ratio enables buekling curves to be plotled in a non-
dimensional form, as shown in fig. 3.8. This non-dimensional form is oflen used by 
codes of practice. The critical column stress can be found as the minimum of the 
Euler stress O'r. and the yie ld stress fy, which can also be written as 
(3.l ·l) 
However, in codes of practice the ideal Euler buekling curYe is modified to taking 
imperfections, residual stresses and piasticity into account. 
Other Columns and Effective Lengths 
By tb e u se o f stat i es and the constitutive equation for the moment ,\/ = - E l w" 
it is possible to find lhe buekling load for uniformly cornpressed single column 
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w = O 
~-;-- M=-Elw"=O 
X,W 
w=O r---- M=-Elw"=O 
w=O 
~---- w' =O 
~ w'=O r----- Q=-Elw'"+m=O 
M=-Elw'~ o 
- ---- Q=-Elw"'+m =O 
Fig. 3.9: Boundary conditions for the transverse displacements. 
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problems with known boundary conditions. I t is also possible to inelude transverse 
loads and solve for the transverse dispiacements as a fundion of the axial load. 
Howevcr, we shall concentrate on the buekling problem. For columns with boundary 
cond itions for the transverse dispiacements as illustrated on fig. 3.9 a general format 
for a buekling solution can be found . Some columnsother than the Euler column 
wiih pinned ends are shown in fig. 3.10, which covers themost general boundary 
condiiions. Thc moment in these columns is given by statical equi librium and it 
can be writ ten in the foliowing general form 
M( z)= Pw(z)- R;;- Mr (3.15) 
Ilowever, for simplification in the foliowing we usethat P is a constant and intro-
duce C= R/ P and D= Mr/ P, whereby the moment distribution becomes 
M(z) =P (w( z)- Cz- D) (3.16) 
in which C: and D Jetermine an addi tional linear variation of the moment due to 
the reactions, as shown iu fig. 3.10. The first column a) is siatically determinate 
while ihc other three b), c) and d) arc statically indeterminate. However, we can 
apply the unknown readions to the columns, so thai global equilibrium is satisfied. 
Using equation (3.16) and the constitutive equation (3.2) for the moment we find 
the governing differential equation 
where k2 = :;1 is ihe problem consiant as we have already scen. The non-
homogeneous equation has the foliowing general solution 
w(z) = Asin(kz) + Bcos(kz) + Cz +D (3. 18) 
where A anJ B are conslants determined by the remairring boundary conditions. 
The solution can be confirmed by substitu tion. !t is seen that Le = f is a measure 
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b) 
~p 
c) 
MrJ1""\ 
R R - -
R R ----- ---
Fig. 3.10: Other simple columns. 
of the problem length scale since it corresponds to the zero crossings of the sine 
and cosine functions. With this knowledge we might be able to guess the length 
scales for each of the columns in fig. 3.10 and use this to estimate the constant by 
k = 1r /Le and thus also the buekling load P = k2 El = "~~~, which is similar to 
the Euler load for the column with pinned ends. < 
The column differential equation (3.17) can also be rewritten by taking the 
double derivative in the axial direction, whereby it takes the foliowing form 
(3.19) 
which has t he same general solution as given in equation (3.18). This equat ion 
may be easier to use when boundary conditions become complicated (for exam plc 
by springs). This equat ion can also bederived through the more general and rob ust 
approach used in the next sedion. 
• Example 3.1 Cantilever column. 
Let us treat the cantilever column a) and analyse the result. The cantilever column 
is statically determinate and we can find the constants C = O and D = w(O) from 
fig. 3.10. Then we need to determine the constants A, B and w(O). This is done 
by using three of the boundary conditions. First we can use that the moment is 
zero at the free end w"(O) =O, which givesus that B = O. As the second houndary 
condition we choose t hat the dispiacements at the fix ed end are zcro w( L) = O, 
which results in A = - w(O) Thcn we use that the column is rcstrained against 
rotation w'( L) = O at the fix ed end: 
w(O)kcos(kL) 
kL 
o JJ. 
7r 
2 +n1r (n = 1,2,3, ... ) 
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Fig. 3.11: Effective length of columns L.= 1rjk. 
Le =0.5L 
Thc cantilever column thus has the lowest eigenvalue and lowest buekling load w hen 
kL = ~- Using that (kL)2 = Pf,' we find the buekling load as 
7r2EJ 1f2EJ 
P=--=--
4L2 L~ 
where thc effcctivc length is dcfined using kL = ~ as 
7r 
Le= k= 2L 
Thc t ransverse column dispiacement (mode shape) is given by 
w(z) = w(O)(l- sin(k: )) 
where w(O) is an indeterminale arbitrary constant. 
Effect ive lengths of the simple columns corresponding to the distance between cur-
vature inAection points, i.e. points of zero moment, are shown in fig. 3.11 for the 
othcr columns. 
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Column Boundary Problem E igen- Buekling Effective 
conditions solution val u e load length 
k L p _ rr
2 EI 
- L~ L. 
a) w"(O) =O B= O 
c= o w(L) =O A - w(O) = sin(kL) 
D= w(O) w'(L) = O cos(kL) = O 1f "
2
El 2L 2 (2L)2 
b) w' (O) =O A = O 
c= o w(O) =O B- ::::..M.r. - p 
D= Mr/P w'(L) = O sin(kL) =O 7l' "2EJ L IT 
c) w(O) =O B = O 
C= R/P w'(L) = O A - R - Pkcos(kL) 
D= O w(L) =O tan(kL) = kL ~ --"-- " ' Iil ~ 0.7L 0.7 ~ (0.7L)2 
d) w(O) =O Matrix 
C' = R/ p w'(O) = O equation 
D= Mr/P w(L) = O Kc = O 
w'(L) =O det(K) = O 27l' rr
2 EI L/2 (L/2)2 
Tab. 3.1: Solutions for the other columns. 
The effeclive length is the distanre between curvature inftection points 
where P is the critical load. 
When Le is kno!L·n lht crilical load is given by 
7l'2EJ 
P = - f2 
'e 
(3.20) 
(:3.21) 
The solutions for the remaining columns can bc found in a similar manner, with 
the major principles outlined in table 3.1. The botltldary conditions give sets of 
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Fig. 3.12: Euler column with initial moments. 
equations in the unknowns A, B, C, D (o r equivalent A, B, M" R). These equations 
constitute a boundary eigenvalue problem. The column d) with both ends fixed 
givesus the greatest problems, since we have to sol ve some of the coupled boundary 
conditions as an eigenvalue problem. The tcLble gives the solutions in the form of 
thc lowest cigenvalue k L , Lhe lowest buekling load P and Lhe corrcsponding effective 
lengtl1 L •. 
Initial Moments and Imperfections 
Let us now turn to the inftuence of initial moments M 0 (z) from transverse loacis 
p0 (z), end moments and imperfections w on the Euler culumn with pinned ends as 
shown in fig. 3.12. The initial moment contribution could for example be gi,·en as 
(3.22) 
lmpcrfcctions are inelucled in M 0 as an additional initial moment Pw. (We use u> 
inslPad of w0 since the imperfections have nothing to do with dispiacements due to 
M 0 ). Themomentin the column becomes 
M= M 0 +Pw (3.23) 
Thc govcrning differential equation is found by the use of the constitutive relation 
(3.2). 
(3.24) 
With trans\·erse loads or imperfections this differential equation is not an eigenvalue 
problem. The solution will determine an exact non-linear relationship between the 
rolumn load P and thc transverse dispiacements w for a given initial moment field 
M 0 . Thc differential equation can be solved generally by expanding the ini t ial 
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moment in a Fourier sine series: 
M o( ) ~ Mo . (n'lfz) z = ~ nsm -
1
-
n=l " 
(3.25) 
where the Fourier coefficients (corresponding to the weights of each sine function ) 
are M~= f foL M0(z) sin(n~z )dz, which can be determined when the initial moment 
distribution M 0 ( z) is known. Fourier components M~ for man y different distribu-
tions can be found in mathematical handbooks. The dispiacements w which satisfy 
tb e boundary conditions w(O) = w( L) = O can b e f o und as a Fourier series solution 
in the form: 
co n'ffz 
w( z) = J; wnsin( L) (3.26) 
in which all coefficients Wn are still unknown. Inserting the Fourier solution (3.26) 
and the Fourier expanded initial moment (3.25) in the differential equation (3.24) 
we find: E (- (n;r Wn + k2wn +~n sin(n~z) =o (3.27) 
This equation must be satisfied for all z and n, therefore all the sine coefficents given 
in the parenthesis must be zero. Tb is givesus the Fourier dispiacement coefficients: 
(
n11')2 Mo - - w +ew +-n L n n EJ o 
EI((n'lf/L)2 - P) 
(3.28) 
The displacents are thus determined by the sum (3.26) and the coefficients (3.28). 
The moment in the column can then be found by use of the constitutive equation 
M= - Elw11 and by differentiation of the found displacements , which results in 
(3.29) 
This equation can give much information. !t can be seen that the in itial moment 
components in the Fourier expansion are magnified by a factor ((n) which depends 
on the component number n as follows 
(3.30) 
It is clear t hat the rnagnification is ]argest for the firs t term o f the Fourier series 
expansion. If, for example, we assume that the initial moments are relatively small 
and t hat the column load is P = 0.90Pr- we find the following magnification factors: 
((1) = IO , ((2) = 1.29, ((3) = 1.11, ((4) = 1.06 (3.31) 
T his shows that the first term of the Fourier series expansion dorninates the mag-
nification of the initial moment. 
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In engineering codes it is often assumed that the magnification of the init ial 
moment M 0 ( z) is well approximated by the magnification factor for the firs t term 
of the Fourier serieb expansion. 
J\.!agnification of initial moments 
(3.32) 
Note that for some cases with non-uniform transverse loads and also for some cases 
with cla.mped boundary conditions this may become a poor approximation. 
Let us use the initial moment M 0 = Pw to introduce some geometrica.l im-
perfect ions in the form of initial dispiacements w. This also ineludes eccentric 
application of thc compressi ve force. The moments are magnified as before and the 
total dispiacements u/ = w+ w a.re also determined by use of the same magnifica-
tion factor. This can be seen by use of equation (3.28) for the first term n = l as 
follows: 
Magnification of initial dispiacements 
t • • Pw PE • w= w+w~w+---= ---w 
Pr.- p PE-p 
(3.33) 
The imperff'ction~ IV ca.n a.lso indude the initial dispiacements w0 from the irans-
\·crsc loa.ds, which arc determined from an initiallinear analysis. lt is worth ncting 
thai ihe magnifica.tion factor ((l) is cxa.ci i f the ini tial moment and the initial 
imperfection have' a sinusodia.l Yariation over the column length. 
Let us use thc relationship between the initialmoment M 0 , the imperfeciions w, 
ihe column load P, the moments M and the dispiacements w. For sinusadial initial 
irnperfections o r initial moments with amplitudes w/ L o r M 0 /(PE L) o f 0.0001, 0.001 
and 0.01 the column loads P are calculated using equations (3.32) and (3.33) and 
show n in lig. 3.13 as fu ndions of the normalizcd total dispiacement or total moment. 
!t is clc>ar that as the Euler load is reached the dispiacements and moments grow 
very fast. li should further be noted ihat all the curves have the Euler load as 
a. limit and that thc buekling load is in faet an important value, also for columns 
wit.h ira.nsvcrse loads. 
In codes of practicc ih e magnification factor is used to delermine an approximate 
column stress, which has to be lower than ihe yield stress fy· The column stress is 
approximated by 
(3.34) 
in which M? is or i~ assumed to approximate the first Fourier component of thc 
initial moment M 0 well. The codt>s usually specify methods for approximating M?. 
Thc socallcd Perry-Robcrtson column equation, used for buekling curves in codes 
of pra.dice, is olltained by assuming an equivalent imperfection e and inserting 
M? = Pr. in to t h C' equation (3.34 ). 
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Fig. 3.13: lnfluence of initial imperfections or initial moments . 
a 
E 
a Loading 
slope Et 
Fig. 3.14: Non-linear stress-strain relationship and the tangent-
modulus. 
Effect of Non-Linear Elasticity 
The Euler formul a found by Leonhard Euler in 17 -!4 has formed the basis o f column 
design since then . However, it has continuously been modified. First of all to 
account for piasticity and imperfections. Gere & Timoshenko [12] give a historical 
note on the development of the non-linear elastic buekling theory. In the present 
tcxt the problem will just be introduced. For short columns, as already described, 
the Euler formulais Jimited by the yield stress. However, not al l materiais ha\·c 
a well denned yield stress as shown in fig. 3.14. For materiais which have a non-
linear stress-strain relationship it is necessary to modify Euler's burkling formula 
especially for the short columns. When the load on a perfed column increases thc 
stiffness of thc~ materialis altered, as shown in fig. 3.14, and, as suggested by thc 
German cngineer F. Engesser in 189.5, it is necessesary to usc thc tangent modulus 
E1 = ~ inst.ead of the ini tial modu lus F: in Euler's buekling formula. 
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Compression 
Buekling 
Fig. 3.15: Bending strains and stresses in column. 
Engessc1·'s modified column formu/a 
(3.35) 
where Et = å u/ åc. is the tangent stiffness modulus 
This is often referred to as Engesser's first column formula or just the Engesser 
theory. For the non-linear elastic column this is oflen used as the Jimiting column 
load. However, at this load the column starts buekling or let's say starts having 
small transverse displacements. When this occurs thc column is further stressed on 
the compressed concave side, while on the convex side (not necessarily in tension) 
the stresses are rcduced. Thi s reduction of stress or local unloading of the material 
occurs with thc larger initial stiffness modulus E as shown in fig. 3.14. The column 
bending stiffness is thus increased as the column begins to buckle. This leads 
to Engesser's second column formula, where the reduced stiffness modulus Er is 
used instead. In faet the Euler formula holds the bending stiffness El and it is 
this stiffness which is reduced to (EI)r, seen from a global point of view. The 
reduced stiffness has to be calculated corresponding to the bending stiffness of a 
composiLe column which has a compressed material with stiffness modulus E1 = 
~ and a "tensioned'" (stress reduced) material with the initial stiffness modulus 
E = ( ~) •=O as illustrated in fig. 3. !.5. The reduced bending stiffness can thus 
be det.crrnined by cross-sectional analysis. Howe\·er, as pointed out by Shanley in 
1946, tW! of this stiffness in the Euler buekling formula is an upper bound, since 
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p 
Euler 
Engesser l (EL) 
w 
Fig. 3.16: Implications of Shanley's theory. 
the column starts bending at Engesser's first column load using E1 , and due to 
the magnification (factor) of transverse dispiacements Engesser's second buekling 
load will not be reached, as illustrated in fig. 3.16. Shanley developed a thcory on 
this basis. Today it is thus recogni::~ed that Engesser's first column load in manny 
rases gives an acceptable a.pproximation of the column buekling load for non- linear 
elastic materials. Today, codes of practice often use di fferent mettwds for thc 
non-linear elastic ma.terials, but most of t.hem are based directly on on the abovc 
obsen·ations. Fig. 3.17 shows a buekling curve modified by t. he use of Engesser's 
theory for a ma.terial, which is linear elast ic up to half of the compressive strength 
ap1 = 0.5fc. and a.bove this level piasticity gradually reduces the stiffness. 
Effect of shear 
The previous forrnulas have becn derived using the assumptions of Euler-Bernoulli 
beam theory which co\·ers most of the pra.dical problems. 1-lowever, for ~orne 
problems, (short compositc columns or columns of anisetropie matcrial), shcar 
effects might infiuencc the buekling load and i twill be necessary to use Timoshen ko 
bea.m theory. For the uniformly compressed statica.lly detcrmina.te column it. is 
possible to derive the column buekling loads using exa.ctly the same procedure, 
although complicated by the shear effects. lt is assurned tha.t the st iffness modul i 
and the cross-sectional parameters are constant. The constitutive relations for the 
moment. M and shea.r force Q now are: 
l M (3.36) a: 
El 
a:+ w' 
Q 
(3.:l7) 
1pC'A 
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Fig. 3.17: Buekling curve using Engesser's theory. 
Taking the axial derivative of the constitutive equation (3.37) and introducing the 
moment using the other constitive equation (3.36) we obtain 
(3.38) 
The siatic relation between themomentand the shear force Q = M' (no continuous 
moment load m) can now be used to eliminate the shear force. The kinematic/static 
differential equation for the column thus becomes 
M (M')' w"=- El+ .,PGA (3.39) 
MornPnt equilibrium in the deformed position of the column results in M = Pw, 
which is inserted into this equation. After rearranging the terms this yields the 
column equation including shear effects 
11 Pw ( Pw' )' 
w =-EJ+ V'GA 
( 
p ) 11 2 
l- .,PGA w +k w O 
w"+Pw o (3.40) 
where the shcar modified coefficient is 
(3.41) 
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The differential equation (3.40), which is an eigenvalue problem, has already been 
solved and the cigenvalues were found in equation (3.6). llsing only the lowest 
non-zero eigenvalue and introducing the modified Euler column load A = P we 
find 
U(l + 1r2 ....!il_) ,PGA 
(3.42) 
Tims, the Euler load is just modified by a simple factor. For isotropie materiais the 
influence of this correction is negligiblc, but for anisatropie materiais or composite 
columns like steel tubes filled with concretc the modification can be nP.cessary. 
T he influence of initial moments can be dctermi ned from the non-homogencous 
differential equation found by inserting M = M0 + Pw into equation (3.39) 
11 '2 fiJD Mol! 
w +k w+ P - P =0 
El( J - ,PGA) 1/;GA(l- ..;GA) 
(3.43) 
!f we trcat this equation as in the prcvious scction it can bc shown that t hc mag-
nitication factor is of the same type, the only difference being that the modificd 
Euler column load should be used. Thc results concerning shcar thus are: 
The shear modified Euler buekling load is 
(3.44) 
trhere the shea1· modification Jactor is 
(3.15) 
The magnification Jac! m· jo1· initial moments and imperfections is 
(3.'16) 
This ends our d iscussion of the uniform ly compressed columns and we shall turn 
to a general theoretical formul at ion of equilibrium in the deformed position and thc 
equations for a general initial stress problem , including variation in the axial force. 
• Problem 3.1 
Find the huekling load P of a linear elastic column with one end fixed and Ute 
other pinned. T he column bending stiffn<'ss is El and thc column lengtlt is L 
a) Find the moment variation in thP deformed position and set up t he differrntial 
equation. 
b) Sol v(~ the differential eq uation and u se the boundary conditions to find the 
two lowcst huekling load s by iteration (in k L). 
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c) Draw the transverse dispiacements (the eigenmodes) corresponding to the two 
lowest eigenvalues and illustrate the corresponding effective lengths. 
• Problem 3.2 
A linear elastic column with pinned ends is loaded by a sinusadial transverse load 
p( z) = fi sin( uf L). The column length is L and the bending stiffness is given as 
EJ. The axial force in the column is N° = - P. T he effect of shear is disregarded. 
a) Find the governing differential equation for this problem. 
b) Find t he ini tial transverse dispiacements w0(z) of the column, w hen the axial 
load is zero P = O and state the ma.ximum dispiacement W 0 and maximuro 
initial moment M 0 . 
c) Salve the differential equation from a) when the column is loaded by the 
transverse load p(z) and is in compression P> O. 
d) Find an expression for the maximuro dispiacement W as a function of the 
axial load P and the maximum t ransverse load fi. 
c) Find an expression for thc maximuro total dispiacement W as a function of 
the axial load P, t he column buekling load PE = rr2 El f L 2 and the initial 
dispiacement W 0 • It should be compared with the magnification of initial 
dispiacements derived in the previous sections. 
f) Find an cxpression for thc maximuro moment M as a function of the axial 
load P, the column buekling load PE = 1r 2 EJ f L2 and the initial moment M 0 . 
g) Answer exactly the same questions from a) to f), when the tra nsverse load 
is a constant load p(z ) = p. }urthermore, state the relative error when the 
approximatc magnification factors are used in questions e) and f). (The error 
is measured relative to the exact res u l t ). 
3.2 Linearized Stability Equations for Columns 
T he cquil ibrium equalions for columns or beams can be derived in the deformed 
stalc. The interna.l forces must be related to the kinematic assumptions through 
strain definitions, which satisfy the principle of virtual work. These strain defini-
tions bccome non-linear in the dispiacements and the equilibrium equations formu-
laled in dispiacements are thus a lso non-linear in the displacernents. In this section 
a linearized version of thesc equations will be formulated including initial stress to 
enable stabi lity analysis. T he non-linear equilibrium equations for a theory with 
non-linear infinitesimal strains and moderate (infini tesimal) rotations are derived 
in the last two subsections. 
T herc are many related a pproaches to the derivation of linearized stabi l i ty equa-
t ions for columns. In the present section same of these approaches will be used to 
deri ve the same basic equations. T he approaches are a littie different, but each of 
them enlightens t he basic structural theory and the modern rnethods in their own 
way. The stabili ty equations will fi rst be derived by equilibrium considerations for 
a column element with an in itial stress field, then the virtual work functional for an 
initial stress problem will bc used. T hc reader can then jump to the next section on 
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Fig. 3.18: Small dispiacement of column with initial stress. 
approximate ana]y,is or carry on to deri ve general non-linear equilibrium equations. 
The non-linear equations are linearized for stability analysis using Euler's initial 
stress method. The non-linear equilibrium equations are first derived directly in 
component form using a deformed geometric element and then using avector based 
formu lation on a more regular element. 
The treatment is Jimited Lo Euler-Bernoulli beams, but the methods can be 
generalized, where necessary, to accommodate Timoshenko beam theory. The index 
notation is used again for the two transverse directions of a column. Howe\·er, we 
assume that Lhe column bends about the elastic centre ep, i.e. Sø = O, and t hat t he 
principal axes are used l 12 = O. 
Initial Stress Approach 
A column isassurned to bc in an ini t ial state of stress N° , Q~ and Mg, which fulfi ls 
t he linear cquilib rium equations with the initial loads p0 and p~ 
Mt + m~' +P~ o (3.1 7) 
To see if an adjacent secondary equilibrium path exists iL is a..~sumed that Lhe 
column undergces smal! transverse dispiacements with moderate rotations and t hat 
the internat forces N° , Q~ and Mg can be decomposed in the original ba..sc, iø 
and i 3 , with acceptable approximation. Equilibrium of Lhe column with ini t ial 
stress is sought in the deformed position as shown in fig. 3.18 for the total moment 
M; = Mg+ M~ . It is seen t hat the longitudinal, Lrans\·erse and moment equilib rium 
equations become 
QOI +p~ 
M~' - Q~ + .V0w~ + m~ 
o 
o 
The last Lwo equations can be ce rnb ined and we can use that Af~ = .wg + .'1-!1,. 
Furthermorc, wc can usethat Lhe initia l moments Mg are in equilibriurn and thereby 
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find the stability equations: 
(3.49) 
By inserting the constitutive relation and changing sign we find the governing lin-
earized stability equations for columns in compression (N° < 0). 
The gentral linearized stability equations for columns are 
(3.50) 
When the bending stiffnesses EJ"~ are conslant and when the principal axes are 
used [12 = O these equations simplify to 
w;"' + (k~ w;)' o 
w~"+ (k~w;)' = o (3.51) 
in which 
-No - No 
k~ = Efu k~= E/22 (3.52) 
These equations are basi cly the same as found in the previous section in equation 
(3.19), but with the possibility of a varying axial force. In the present formula-
tion it becomes clear that the column can buckle with dispiacements in one of two 
t.ranRverse coordinale direclions, depending on which bending stiffness is the small-
est. Note that the sign in front of the factor k'/, changes in case of a t ensi le force 
(N° > 0), whereby the solutions become linear cernbinations of the hyperbolic sine 
and cosine functions. 
Thc boundary conditions in this secondary stability problem are dictated by 
the faet that the column is already in equilibrium and that the additional moments 
should not a lter t.his basic global equi librium situation 
o 
o (3.53) 
The virtual work functional 5W2 related tothis secondary problem can be found 
by multiplying the stability equations (3.49) by the virtual transverse dispiacements 
5w~ . After two parti al integrations and a change of sign to obtain positive internal 
work il is found that 
r'-ow2 =Jo (M"5"" + N°w~5w~) dz- [(M;+ N°w~)5wll - M115w~Jt 
ldentifying the boundary terms yields 
M"! •• = O 
(M'+ N°w')l 
" p •• 
o 
(3.54) 
(3.55) 
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in which Zb is the boundary coordinate. With the extra demand that the static 
boundary conditions n.bove are fulfilled the virtual work functional thus becomes 
EW2 =t' (M,EK~ + N°w~bw~) dz (3.56) 
Assuming that the boundary forces vanish, the related potential energy functional 
is found as 
{L (l l 1 o 1) d ( ) V2 =Jo 2,AftJKtJ + 2w~N Wø z 3.57 
In all the above functionals the curvature is defined as K , = -w~ and positive 
rotations as -w~. 
This approach is in a way classic, however, the internal forces do not follow the 
rotation of the cross-sections, which is not consistent with the stress description 
given in the preliminary chapter on continuum mechanics, since it contradicts the 
idea of using Piola-Kirchhoffstresses in the deformed state. Thisis also emphasized 
by the boundary equation deli\·ered by t he principle of virtual work. However, the 
total internal force \·ector could be decomposed as done here, but t he componcnts 
a.re not necessarily the conventional internal forces and it would be necessary to 
review our geomctric description and strain definitions. Thc stability equations 
found are the same as those derived by other methods. 
Virtual Work Approach 
Notice that the column s tability equation (3.49) has the same format as the initial 
stress equa.tion (1.135) derived in the continuum mechanics section of the chaptcr 
on preliminaries. An alternative approach as opposed to the preceding subsection 
is to use the vi rtua.l work functional (1.137) derived for initial stress problems in 
general continuae . This is the approach which is used in the chapter on beam 
theories and it has the advantage of bcing much more like a tool, than a wa.v of 
reinventing evcrything each time a ncw the01·y or an extension of an existing thcory 
has to bc developed. Let us use this approach for the initial stress problem of a 
column. 
Inscrting thc kinematic assumptions of Euler-Bernoulli theory into thc virtual 
work functional with initial stress (1.137) leacis to the virtual work functional for an 
Euler-Bernoulli beam EW given in equation (2.53) plus an additional contribution 
.5W0 from the initial stress terms 
.5W0 = fv <~?juk,i buk,i dV 
h u?1wki bwk; dV (3.58) 
wherc it is assumcd that the strains e,j are infinitesimal and well approximatcd by 
the linear strain defini tions, and the rotation::; w,i aremoderate but infinitesimal , i.c. 
e;j <S: Wij <: l. This enables us to rnakc thc approximation uk,j = ekj + wki::::::: Wkj, 
seP the derivations leading to equation (1.75). Be aware of the small difference 
in notation bct.wcC'n t ransverse dispiacements wfJ and rotations (omega) w ;j uscd 
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in the present text. Using the beam kinematics the additional virtual work term 
becomes 
8W
0 !v a~3wø3 8wø3 dV 
!v a0w~ 8w~ dV 
= ['' N°w~ 8w~ dz (3 .59) 
where it has been used that W33 = Wop = O, w113 = Huø,3- u3,11) = w~ and that 
N° = fA a0 dA. The total virtual work functional for an Euler-Bernoulli beam with 
initial stress thus is 
8W = foL (N 8E. +Mø OK.,+ N°w~ 8w~ 
-p 8v -p" 8wp +mø 8w~) dz 
-[N 8v- Mp 8w~ +Q p 8wp]~ (3.60) 
This is the \·irtual work for a genereneral initial stress problem. Tntroducing the 
linear strain definitions and using partial integration up to two times yield thc 
foliowing modified virtual work equation 
8W = -l' ((N'+p)8r+(M~+(N°w~)'+m',+p")8tu 1) dz 
- [ (N- N) 8v - (Mø - Mø) 8w~ 
- 1 O 1 l L +(Qp- MfJ- N wfJ- mp) 8wiJ 
0 
(3.61) 
lf thc virt.ual work vanishes 8W = O for any variation in the kinematic parameters, 
then thc bco.m is in equi librium. For internat variations 8v and 8wp we thereby find 
thc cqui libriurn cquation::; 
N' +p O 
o (3 .62) 
and by variation of the boundary dispiacements we find the boundary conditions 
and in faet also the cerreet definitions of the internat forces: 
N = N 
Q" M~+ N°w~ +m, 
M" = Mø (3.63) 
whcrcby it can bt" seen that it is only the internal shear force Qø which needs 
redefinition for an initial stress problem. 
Ilowcvr·r, i t is the possibility of an adjacent secondary load path, which is sought 
in the present situation. As already mention(>d all loads are carried by the initial 
::;tatc, and t. h t" secondary state do(>S not rarry an y additional load ( except through 
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d z 
Fig . 3.19: Deformed infinitesimal beamelement with curvature. 
the initial stress), whereby we have p =p_, = mø = O, nor should there be any 
additional boundary loads N = Qp = Mø = O. This leaves us with t he foliowing 
\·irtual work functional: 
6W2 = foL (N bt +Mø bKø + N°w~ bw~) dz 
and the foliowing non-trivial stability equation 
M:+ (N°w~)' = O 
which has already been found in the preceding section. 
(3.64) 
(3.65) 
This ends the present subsection and the reader may go directly to the section 
on approxima.te stabil ity analysis or read through the next two sections to see the 
derivation of the non-linear equilibrium equations for beams and the subsequent 
initial stress linearizations. 
Component Approach 
In thi s subsect ion i t is the goal first to deri ve the equilibrium equations for a column 
or beam section in the deformed state and then to outline the introduetion of initial 
stress and the linearization of the equilibrium equations . We shall dweli a littie by 
the non-linear equi librium equations in the deformed state and introduce the related 
strain definitions . 
It is assumed that the stress components foliow the deforming material base 
and that the geometry of the cross-section and the axial coordinate are deseribed 
adequately by the undeformed state. lt is also assumed that the non-linear strains 
are infinitesimal and rotations are moderate but infinitesimal, i.e. f;j <.<: w;j <..<: l. 
A deformed infinitesimal beamelement with curvature is shown in fig . 3.19. Since 
the rotations are moderate the following approximations will be adequate: 
cos( w~) c:= l 
sin(w~) c:= w~ 
cos( w~+ w~dz) c:= l 
sin( w~+ w~dz) c:= w~+ w~dz (3.66) 
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Let us set up the three equilibrium equations negleeting the terms (dz) 2 which 
vanish in the infinitesimal limit. The loads are also assumed to keep their origi-
nal direction. Using fig. 3.19 we find the foliowing axial, transverse and moment 
equilibrium equations by first considering the left-hand end, then the right-band 
end components and finally the loads. Moment equilibrium is sought about the 
right-band end and the internal forces are projected on the original base directions 
before thP moment contribution is found. 
-N+ Q11w~ +,V+ N'dz- Q( w~+ w~d::)- Q~dz w~+ p dz O 
-Q "~ - Nw~ +Q,+ Q~dz + N(w~ + w~dz) + N'w~dz +Pø dz = O 
-M11 +(N- Qaw~)w~d::- (Nw~ + Qø)dz + M 11 + M;dz + mødz = O (3.67) 
Cancellation of terms and division by dz yield the foliowing result 
N'-(Q11w~)'+p =O 
Q~.+ (Nw~)' +Pø = O 
M,~- Q11 (1 + w~w~) + m 11 = O (3.68) 
In the following, some of our assumptions are put into use. Since the rotations are 
moderately infinitesimal their produets will be evensmaller and the approximation 
l +w~w~ ~J can be made. It is further assumed that the shear forces Q 11 are small 
compared to the axial force N. T his is in agreement with beam theories since the 
~hear strains are an order of magitude lower than the axial strains. Using that AG 
has thc same order of magnitude as EA it can bc clarified as follows 
Qø <{:: N ~ 
AG-;11 « EAt: .l). 
f « E (3.69) 
which is an assumption already made in beam theory, in Euler-Bernoulli bearn 
theory it is used direclly, since fl' = O. In Timoshenko beam theory it is also 
assumcd that the shear strains are an order of magnitude lower than the axial 
stresses. The implication of this is that in the axial equilibrium equation the term 
Q ø w~ is much smaller than ,V and can be disregarded. In the transverse equilibrium 
cquation we need to keep cd! terms since Q11 is of the same magnitude as N w~. The 
equilibrium equations for a beamelement in the deformed configuration thus are: 
Equilibrium equations for a deJorrned beam element are: 
N'+ p = O 
Q~+(Nw~)' + p11 =O 
M;- Q11 +m11 O 
and by combining lhr last two equations they can be nw1·itten as 
.'V'+ p = o 
M~+ (Nw~)' +m',+ Pø = O 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
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T he strain definitions related to these internal forces and equilibrium equat ions 
must satisfy thc principle of virtual work , if the theory is to be consistent. We 
multiply the equations (3.71) by virtual d ispiacements -8v and -8w11 and use up 
to two partial integrations, whereby the foliowing virtual work is found 
8W foL (N(8v1 +w~ 8w~)- M"8w~ 
- p 8v- P/J 8w" +mø 8w~) dz 
-[N 8v- M 11 ow~ +(M;+ N w~+ m/J) owø]~ (3.72) 
The st ationarity of this virtual work functional defines the shear force through the 
boundary t erms as Q11 = M;+ N w~ + m 11 and the related strains as 
l J l l 
v+ 2w,.w, 
Il 
--wfl (3.73) 
since flt = 8v1 + w~8w~ and o,.,. = -ow~. lt is thus clea r that the equil ibriu m 
equations are non-linear in the displacemf'nts. Using Hookc's constitutivc law a= 
Ec the non-li near cqui librium equations with thc assumptions of Euler-Bernoulli 
beam thcory can be found by subsitituion of thc strain definitions (3.73) into the 
equations in (3.71). 
Non-l inear d ifferential equations for in finitesimal strains and moderate rotations 
( / ' / " )" (EA( 1 l 1 1) 1)
1 
1 ~ øoW,. - v + 2w"'w'·' wø -mø- Pø o (3. 7-1) 
Since thesc cquations are non-linear and coupled, i t is necessary to use computcri;.;cd 
approximation tcchniques to solve thern. 
The static equi libriurn equations for a beam in t he deformed state (3.71) eau 
be used to derivc thc linearized stabil ity equations by the use of Euler's initial 
stress mcthod. Assuming t hat the problem is an initial stress problem the total 
internal forces N' = .V0 + N and M~ = Mg + M11 and the total loads can he 
inserted 7J1 = 7P + p, p~ = p~ + p1" and m~ = m~ + m 11 in to the ahove non-
linear equations. Using that the initial stress field sat isfies the li near cquilihrium 
equations, lineariiling the equations with respect to the dispiacement and using that 
thc loads in thc adjacent state are zcro wc find thc linearized stahili ty equations 
for columns (:3.4 !:1 ) and (3.50). 
Vector Approach 
Let us try an altemativc approach and derive the non-linear cquilibriurn equa.tions 
using a vectori;.;ed a pproach . An infinitesimal bc~arn element is shown in fig. :l.20 in 
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Fig. 3.20: Infinitesimal beam element in the deformed position. 
the deformed position. The internat force vector F and its differential dF can be 
decomposed in the deformed material base i~ and l3 as follows 
F 
d F 
Ni3 + Q..,i11 
F'dz = (Ni3 + Q"i~)'dz (3.75) 
Since t he deformed material base is dependent on the axial coordinate through the 
dispiacements these must also be differentiated with respect to the axial coordinate 
z. The equilibrium equations in this vector format are 
F' + p 
M~ -F· I"+ m13 
o 
o (3.76) 
The moment of thc internal force vector F is found by projection on the transverse 
direction i11 and multiplication by the distance dz. The load vector is decomposed 
in the original base p = pi3 + p11 iø and the internat force vector is also decomposed, 
wherelw the equilibrium equations take the form 
(Ni3 + Q11l")' + pi3 + Pøiø 
M~ - (Nl3 + Q"i") · l 11 + m11 
o 
o (3. 77) 
Assuming infinitesimal strains and moderate rotations, C:ij « Wij « l, i.e. strains 
are smaller than the rotations, the following approximation is appropriate: 
(3.78) 
Splitting into axial and transverse base vectors and inserting the Euler-Bernoull i 
dispiacement assumptions we find 
i3 + w~i r. 
. ,. 
l >' - W~ l3 (3.79) 
This is in agreement with our dispiacement assumptions shown in fig. 3.20. How-
ever, sincc we assume that the strains are infinitesimal the deformed base is still 
approximately an orthonormal system, whereby the scalar produets between the 
deformed base \·cctors can be approximated by 
(3.80) 
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This can be used in the moment equilibrium equation. The approximation corre-
sponds to the one made in the previous section regarding the term l +w~ w~ ~ l. 
Decomposing the equilibrium equations in the original base and using our dispiace-
ment assumptions give: 
((N- Qøw~)' +p) i3 + ((Qø + Nw~)' + p13 ) i13 
M;- Q"'5"'~ +mø 
o 
o (3.81) 
Splitting the vector equat ion into the axial and transverse equations yields the 
foliowing equilibrium equations 
N'- (Q13w~)' +p O 
Q~+ (N w~)'+ Pø O 
o (3.82) 
As in the preceding subsection we assume that the shear force is an order of mag-
nitude lower than the axial force, i.e. Qø ~ N or /ø ~E, which is in agreement 
with Euler-Bernoulli theory. The same non-linear equilibrium equations as in the 
previous subsection are found 
.'V'+ p 
Q~+ (Nw~)' +Pø 
1\.1;- Q ø+ mø 
o 
o 
o (3.83) 
in which we could combine the last two equations and proceed as in the prcvi-
ous subsection. This concl udes our quick tour through formulation of equilibriurn 
equations in the eleforrned state and subscquent lincarizations. 
3.3 Approximate Stability Analysis 
Thc virtual work or potential energy functionals are used as the basis for approx 
imate analysis in most problems of structural mechanics. Conventionally a set of 
(guessed) trial functions is used to estimate the dispiacement field or thc force 
field. By use of a stationarity condition the combination of trial functions that 
minimize the work can be found. In this section two well-known methods of ap-
proximate analysis, narnely the Galerkin method and the Rayleigh-Ritz method, 
will be outlined and used to give two versions of thc Rayleigh coefficient. The 
Rayleigh cocfficient gives an upper estimate of the buekling load. Furthcrmore as 
an extra precaution the magnification factor is treated again, since the buekling 
load represents a mathematical limit. Due to transverse loacis and imperfcctions 
structures will behave differently, with a magnification of initial transverse deAec-
tions and initial moments. In th is section the index notation is aborted and it is 
assumed that c,. is the elastic centre, i.e. Sø = O, and let us work in a principal 
plane, i.e. /12 = O. 
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The Galerkin Method 
The Galerkin method is related to the principle of virtual work, even though it 
is not based on the (weak form) virtual work functional. The Galerkin method 
ariginates from the equilibrium equations (the strong form). In the present case of 
beam buekling the equilibrium equation is: 
(3.84) 
in which we have introduced >. as a scale factor for a certain distribution of the 
axial force N°(z). The scale factor is thus independent of the axial coordinate 
z. In the Galerkin method the n ex t step is to define a functional by multiplying 
the equilibrium equations by some weight fundions ry(z) and integrating over the 
domain. Instead of taking the multiplicator function as a weight function we might 
as well take it as a virtual dispiacement function ry(z) = 8w(z). We thus find the 
virtual work of the out of balance forces 
8W = r M"8tv dz + >. r ( N°w')' S tv dz J1- }L (3.85) 
For equilibrium the virtual work of forces should vanish, 8W = O. Using the 
constitutive relation for the moment, M = -Elw", the principle of virtual work 
results in 
8W =i (E!w)"Stvdz +).i (N°w')'8tvdz =O (3.86) 
Trial fun ctions for the dispiacements tv and trial functions for the virtual dispiace-
ments ij can now be i nserted. I t is important t hat the trial fundions for the dis-
piacements are chosen so that the static boundary conditions (for example M= O 
or Q = ;\;j' = O) are satisfied and the trial functions for the virtual dispiace-
ments must fulfil the kinematic boundary conditions (for example 17 = 8w = O or 
17' = 81v' = 0). The static boundary conditions have to be fulfilled, since the virtual 
work used does not inelude the work of the boundary forces. Instead of using two 
differcnt sets of trial functions i t is customary but not necessary to choose the same 
funclions, so that if = w. ThP trial functions thus have to fulfil both static ann 
kinematic boundary conditions. 
Assuming that we on ly have one trial function w( z) the principle of virtual work 
defines the critical value of the parameter>. as a coefficient known as the Rayleigh 
coefficient: 
The Rayleigh buekling coefficient (based on the strong form) 
>. = _h (Elw")"w dz 
fL (N°w')'w dz (3.87) 
in which lhe lrial function w( z) satisfies the static and the kinematic boundary 
conditions. The coefficil'nt ). is an uppt.r bound for the buekling load. 
The Rayleigh coeflicient gives an upper-bound value for the buekling load and this 
i ~ explained as follows. When we assume a dispiacement trial fundion it does not 
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give the best possible minimum of in ternaJ work, which means that the numerator 
becomes too large. When the assumed dispiacement trial function absor·bes too 
much work it becomes too stiff and the dispiacements smaller. The denaminator 
therefore becomes too small and the Rayleigh coefficient is an upper bound. 
Instead of using one trial furretion a linear cernbination of trial functions might 
be used for both dispiacements and virtual dispiacements 
n 
w = L C]Wj = v;,T c 
j=l 
" bw = l:(bc;)iv; = (5c)rw 
i=l 
(3.88) 
where the coefficients Cj ordered in a vector c are the scale parameters of the 
individual dispiacement trial furretions Wj, which are also ordered in a trial vector 
w. The coefficients 8e; or 8c are the virtual dispiacement coefficients for the same 
trial functions. With this notation we introduce the trial fundions in the virtual 
work functional (3.86) as follows 
8W = ~ ~ (i, c1(Elw'j)"tu; 8c;dz +,\l ci(N°wj)'w; 8c;d;;) 
6c1.l w((Elw")")T dzc+,\8cT l w((N°w')'f dzc 
8cT Ae + ,\ 8cTBc 
= beT (A +,\ B ) c (3.89) 
in which the matrices A and B have the foliowing components 
l (Elw'j)"w; dz 
l (N°wj)'w; dz (3 .90) 
Note that the order of the indices is important. The virtual work should vanish, 
8W = O, in order that an equilibrium state may exist. Since the weight fundions 
or rather the virtual dispiacement coefficient vector 5c can be chosen arbitrarily, 
the foliowing eigenvalue equation must be satisfied: 
8cT (A + ,\B) c O .!J 
(A+,\B)c = O (3.91) 
This is a linear eigem·alue problem defining thc critical values of ,\ and the corre-
sponding linear coefficients c of the trial functions, which in turn define the dis-
piacement eigenmodes b} w = v;, T c. Note that the matrices A and B are not 
symmetric. The cstimatcd critical values are upper-bound values and the lower 
eigenvalues are decreased by increasing the number of trial fundions or using intu-
itivelly well chosf'n t ri al functions. 
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Fig. 3. 21 : Column with continuous transverse e lastic springs. 
The Rayleigh-Ritz Method 
The Rayleigh-Ritz method is directly basedon the stationarity of potential energy 
or the principle of virtual work formulated in stresses and strains, (the weak form). 
In the case of linearized stability analysis for an Euler-Bernoulli beam the virtual 
work functional takes the form 
8W =l Elw" 8w" dz +>-l N°w' 8w' dz (3.92) 
in which A is introduced as a scale factor for a specific distribution of the axial 
force N°(z). In this functional it is only neC(>Ssary to fulfil the kinematic boundary 
conditions. ln the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure we can choose to use the same trial 
furretions for dispiacements and virtual displacements. This is natura!, since it is 
clear that we are dealing with dispiacements in both situations. By using a single 
trial function for the dispiacements w, inserting i t in the virtual work functional and 
using the principle of virtual work 8W =O another form of the Rayleigh coefficient 
is found. 
The Rayleigh buekling coefficitnl (based on the weak form) 
J Elw"w" dz ). =- t N°- - d L w'w' z (3.93) 
in which the trial function w( z) satisfies the kinematie boundary eonditions. 
The eoefficient >. is an upper bound for the buekling load. 
It is seen that this is much easier to work with since only first and second order 
derivatives of thc d ispiacements are involved. The accuracy of the approximation 
is also increased, since only the double derivative of a trial function is necessary. lt 
is also much easier just to fulfil the kinematic boundary conditions. 
• Example 3.2 Column in an elastic medium. 
Let us use the principle of virtual work to analyse a column with pinned ends and 
with continuous elastic transvcrse springs, as shown in fig. 3.21. It is a compressed 
beam on elastic foundation, e.g. a rail in compression due to temperature expansion. 
To take the continuous clastic spring support into account we add the virtual work 
term corresponding to a continuous load p(z) = -kw(z) where k is the spring 
stiffness per column length. ThP additional virtual work due to the elastic medium 
becomes 
6Wk = -l p6wdz =l kw6wdz 
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corresponding to the firs t variation o f a continuous spring potential o f !kw2 . As· 
suming that the bending stiffness i~ constantand that the axial force is a contamt 
compression N° = -P the Raylcigh coefficient, which is thus modilied by the spring 
stiffness term, becomes 
J (Eiw"ii>" + kww) dz p = "-'L"--'---;;---::-:-::-:--:----'--h w'w' dz 
Let us use a sinusadial trial funclion with n buckles, which has the foliowing prop-
~>rties: 
- . ( z) w= sm n1rL 
(L w2dz = !:_ 
lo 2 
Inserting these furretions the foliowing buekling load is found 
p = 
This is a classical rcsult and it can be shown to be cxact. Thc lowest buekling load 
depends o n the stiffness parameters El, /,; and the column length L. In each ca.~c 
the value of n minimizing the buekling load must be found. 
In the column example a trial fu ndion was chosf>n that in faet held infinitely 
many fuuciions. Let us instead introduce the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure where wc 
introduce a linear combination of trial fundions as in the pre,·ious subscction. 
n 
fJw = l:) fJci)tiij = (5cfw (3.94) 
i= l 
where the vector c holds the dispiacement coefficients, the vector fJc holds the ,·ir-
tual dispiacement coefficients and the vccior w holds the trial funciions. The trial 
fundions are introduced into the virtual work functional equation (3.92) resulting 
in the foliowing form of the discretized virtual work 
fJW = fJcT ( Elw"(w"fdz c+>.. fJcT ( N°w'(wY dz c 
iL lr" 
fJcT(K. + >.. K 9 )c 
in which the elastic stiffness matrix K . and the geometric stiffness matrix K 9 have 
the foliowing components 
K ,(i,j) = l Eiw'Jw:' d::: 
K 9 (i ,j) l N° _, _, d wjwi z (3.96) 
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These stiffness matrices are symmetric and we therefore only need to calculate the 
upper or lower triangular parts. Again, the principle of virtual work leacis to an 
eigenvalue problem. 
5cT (K.+ >.Kg) c == O .l). 
(K.+ >.Kg) c O (3.97) 
This is a linear symmetric eigenvalue problem, which is easier to solve compared 
to the eigenvalue problem found using the Galerkin procedure. 
The Magnitkation Factor 
The magnification factor can also be derived in an alternative way. Let us have a 
look at the linearized stability equation once again, but this time we introduce the 
momt>nt as M == Mt - M 0 , where Mt is the total moment and M 0 is the initial 
moment. 
M" + X(JV0w')' 
(Mt- Mo)'' + X(Now')' 
o .lJ. 
o (3.98) 
In this cquation let us assume that the initial moments are proportional to the 
moments in the eigenmodes, w hen the perfect column buckles, M 0 ==~M t, whereby 
the equation becomes 
{l - OMt" + X(N°w')' 
Mt" + _J__(N°w')' 
l-~ 
o .lJ. 
o (3.99) 
where X is the scale factor for the axial forces in the column with initial moments. 
The equation ha.-; the same solution >. as thc eigenvalue problem of the perfect col-
umn without initial moments. We thus find that the parameter~ can be determined 
a.<; follows: 
>. 
x 
.lJ. --
1 - ~ 
~ 
>.-~ 
(3.100) == >. 
The total moment Mt can therefore be found as a function of t he ini tial moments 
in thc foliowing manner 
(3.101) 
l t is thus clear that the moment magnification factor is of the same type as given 
previously. Tht> same is the case for imperfections in the transverse displacements. 
!t should also bc clear that the magnified part is the part of the initial moment 
which has thP same distribution a.'; the eigcnmode moments. 
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• Problem 3.3 
A uniformly compressed column with pinned ends ha.s the constant bending stiffness 
EJ and the Jcngth L . Find uppcr bounds for the buekling load P using the two 
different Rayleigh buekling coefficients for the foliowing trial function . 
Let us a.ssume that the moment variation corresponds to a sPeond order polyno-
mial, then we can find the dispiacements by integrating it twice and fulfill ing the 
boundary conditions. Our trial function then takes the foliowing form. 
Compare thc answers with the Euler load PE· 
Chapter 4 
Statically lndeterminate Beams 
In this chapier two calculation methods for statically indeterminate beams will be 
introduced. Since torsion has not been introduced and to shorten equations we 
shall restriet ourselves to plane structures, but the methods can equally well bf! 
applied to ihree-dimensional structural analysis. The Einstein index notation is 
iherefore not used in this chapter. 
Bcarn st.ructures are called statically determinate, when intcrnal forces and rc-
actions can be deierrnined by siatic principles alone, i.e. by the use of force and 
moment equilibrium equations. From a kinematic point of view ihe position of these 
st.ruct ures in space is cxacily deterrnined by the hinges and boundary conditions 
without. n:dundani kinernatic consiraints. Some statically dPterminate st.ructures 
arc shown in ih <' Jefi-hand pari of fig. 4.1. 
Del.er·minatencss 
A statically determinate beam structure has internal forces and re-
actions, which can be determined by static principles alone. 
'l'hesc structur·cs have exactly thc number of kinematic conditions needed to 
delermine lheir position in space. 
Stat.ically indeterminale beam st.ructures are st.ructures in which the internal 
forcP~ and rcactions eannot be deterrnined by siatic principles alone, due to re-
dundant. internal forces or reactions. From a kinematic point of view the position 
of thcse st.ructures in space is deterrnined by internat hinges and boundary condi-
tions with redundant kinematic conditions, which constrain the structure. In these 
struct.ures it is necessary in addition to the static equilibrium equations, to take 
the delleetions of the heams into account and obtain either equations of dispiace-
ment compatibil ity or force equilibriurn at beam joints. Some indeterminate beam 
st.ructures are shown in the right-hand part of fig. 4.1. 
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Determinate Indetermina te 
~~-----~ 
A CA A A AA 
l l l l 
Fig. 4.1: Statically determinate and indeterminate structures. 
[ndeterminateness 
A statically indeterminate beam structure has internal forces or re-
actions, which eannot be determined by static principles alone. 
These structures have redundant intem al fo rces or reactions corresponding lo 
redundant kimmatic randitions that constrain the structure. 
Note the duality between the static and kinematic points of view , in faet thc numbcr 
of static redundancies is exactly equal to the number of kinematic reduudancies, 
which is quite natura], since we need a force to enforce a kinematic constraint . T he 
number of redundant forces or kinematic const raints is also referred t.o as the de-
gree of statical indeterminateness. St.ructures which have too few or poorly choscn 
kinematic constraint.s are not static since t hey may accelerate, w hen ex ternaJ forces 
are applied. 
Tbe number of rendundancies in a stat.ically indeterminate st.ructure can be 
determined by geometrical investigation of the structure. The method consists of 
assembling the st.ructure from scratch, sothat its position in space is given, wit.hout 
redundant kinematic conditions. At piaces where redundant connedions exist the 
unknown internal forces or external reactions are inserted as illustrated in figs. 4.2 
and 4 .3. 
l dentificrztion o f 1·edundancies 
Assemble the structure without introducing kinematic constraints. 
lnsert the redundant forces and moments at the kinematic con-
straints. 
The statically indcterminat.e st.ructures are solved by the use of superposition 
A AA 
~/V' A 
~-----~~ 
~ /V' ~--J~. x,{ !J 
2 2 
trivial 
Fig. 4.2: Assernbiage of structures to find redundancies. 
d 
~u~~~ R 
~~~ 
6 redundants 
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Fig. 4.3: Assernbiage of a cornpiex structure to find the redundancies. 
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SUffness method 
Fig. 4.4: Superposition used in the flexibility and stiffness methods. 
Fig. 4.5: The fl.exibility method, where d11 is a fl.exibility coefficient. 
of different structural cases. Superposition is possible when materiais an: li ucar 
clast ic and when the differential equations are linear in the displacements. Two 
complernentary methods based on superposition are the flex ibili ty rnethod and thc 
st iffness method, both illustra ted in fig . .J A. The flexibility method introduccs 
redundant forces and uses cornpatibility of dispiacements to su perimpose structural 
cases, whereas the stiffness method introduces redundant dispiacement constraints 
and uses equilibrium of constraint forces. I3ot h methods have non- linear versions 
known as the force method and the dispiacement method, respectively. 
Let us illustrate the two superposition principles starting with the flexibil ity 
method. T he flexi bili ty method uses superposition of statically determ inatc struc-
tural systems. Thc basic idea is to int roduce the redundant forres and moments as 
unknowns and reJease the st.ructure from the rorrespond ing kinemati c constrain ts . 
Fig. !J. •. ') illustrates the principle for a continuous beam with onc redundant rcact ion. 
The reaction at t.he right -ba nd end of t he b•:am is clwsen as the unknown redundan t 
force X 1 . T hc com·spon ding kincmatic constraint is t hat the mutual dispiacement 
lwtwecn support and the f:n d of the beam should be zero, i.e. d1 = O. Let us usc 
supcrpo~it io11 : Fir~t we reJease thc: kincma.tic constraint by assuming that X 1 = O 
r -- -A-----J;;; A 
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Fig. 4.6: The stiffness method, where /(11 is a stiffness coefficient. 
and find the mutuai (end) dispiacement d10 for the statically determinate struc-
t.ure with loads. Then we find the mut uai dispiacement d11 in the same statically 
det.~rminatC' st. ructure tcithout txtema/ load, but with a unit load X 1 = l at the 
right-band end. (The mutual dispiacement is just the dispiacement of t he end of 
the bf'<tm, since the support is inflexiblc). Finally wc scale the X 1 = J case so that 
thc total mutual dispiacement a.t ihe end is <~cro d1 = O, (since the displacement, 
or lct's say sdtlerncnt. of the support, is zero). Superimposing the two structural 
systems wc find i hc redundant force: 
d, d10+d11X l ,U. 
XI (dl- dJO)/dll .u. 
XI -dJO/dll (4 .1) 
in which wc have uscd that d1 O. The c:ocfficicnt du is known as a f!exibi li t.y 
cocfficicnt. A flcxibiiit.y coefficient. is thc dispiacement at a point for a unit load 
acl.i ug at. t.hc same or some ot.her point. li is a coefficient, since wc just nccd to 
multiply by t.he load rnap;nit.ude to find the corresponding displacemcnt. 
Ld us t.urn t.o the stiffncss mcthod in whi ch kinematic rcdundancies arc intro-
duced. Thc stiffness rnethod docs not depcnd on thc choice of a statically determi-
nate structurc, but uscs basic beam dispiacement modf's a nd load cases of which 
som(~ arc statically indctcrminatc. There are, however, a finite number of bas ic 
dispiacement modes and load cases of practical relevance. Instead of going into 
details let us jus t illustrat.e t he superposition principle used in t.his case. Fig. 4.6 
shows thc princip!~ of the stiffncss rnethod on the same conti nuous bcam as just. 
uscd . Let us first introducc a redundant kincmatic condit.ion in the original strur-
t.ure wit.h external loads by const.raining the rotation dispiacement at the central 
support t.o æro, i.c. d 1 = O. To do this wc need to apply a redundant moment 
/\' 10 , (\·.- hicli in the prcs(•nt case would be negative), sincc the extcrnal loacl trics to 
rotate thc beam . Thcn w<! need to superirnpose a second structural case withont 
r .xt~nwl loads, but with a rotation at the central support. To do this we analyse a 
situation withaunit rotat ion d1 :::::: l and fin d the moment I<11 nccdcd to enforcc 
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this rotation. Since the total external moment /(1 applied at the central support in 
the present case is zero, i.e. /{1 = O, superimposing the two structural cases results 
in the determination of the unknown rotation, as follows: 
J{10+[(11d1 .l). 
(K1 - f{ IO)/ J( li .lJ. 
-!{IO/ K u (4.2) 
The coefficient Ku is known as a stiffness coefficient. A stiffness coefficient is t.hc 
force (or moment) needed at some point t.o obtain a required unit dispiacement 
mode. 
The flexibil ity method is related to the complementary principle of vi rtual work, 
since virtual forces are used to find the unknown displacements. The unit load 
rnethod is used and it is based on the complementary principle of virtual work. 
The stiffness method is based on the principle of virtual work, since we make use 
of virtual dispiacements in our search for equilibrium. The rnethods have many 
\·ariants and they are related to rnany historical energy and work principles, which 
will not be treated in detail in the present text. Gere & Timoshenko describe many 
of the related methods and energy principles in their textbook on mechanics uf 
materiais [12]. In the following, only the flexUI·al stiffness method will bedeseribed 
in detail. The stiffness method is treated in much more detail, when introducing 
the fin ite element mcthod . The flex ibi lity method is a great tool for hand calcula-
tions, whereas thc stiffness mcthod is thc main tool in computational analysis uf 
structures. 
4.1 The Flexibility Method for Beams 
The flexibility mdhod has roots back t.o .J. C. Maxwel l, who in 1864 proposcd thc 
unit load mcthod t.o delermine dispiacements and Lhe flcxibil ity mcthod to caJcu-
latr statically indct.crrninate t.russ structurcs. lndependently, O. Mohr proposcd 
the same methods in 1874. The flex ib ility mcthod for bearn and truss st.ructu rC's 
has many nam<~s, somc of thesc are: The 1\!axwcll -Mohr mcthod, thc nwthod of 
consist.ent deformation, tlw force metbod, t.he dummy load mcthod and also tlw 
unit load method for statically indeterminale structures. 
In the present section wc shall first give a short presentalion of the unit load 
methocl for de termining dispiacements and then we shall give two examplcs. T he 
first examplc is thc onc used in thc previous introduction, it has one redundant. 
force. The second cxample will have two redundant forces. To enable fast handl ing 
of in tegrals a s imple integration formulais given . llaving treated the exarnplcs a 
general fl<~xibi l ity procedure for hand calcul<Ltion of statically indctenninatc bcam 
struclures is described. The proccdme is related lo the cornplementary pr incip]<: of 
\·irtua.l work a nd a. simple mdhod for deterrnining dispiacements in t hc stat.ic<~l ly 
indet.crminatc hcam st.rudur<'S is given. Furthcrmorc, t.hc effect of tcmpcralme 
variations and support sP!.tlement.s are considereeL Statically indeterminale t russ 
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F ig. 4. 7: Unit load method for finding a dispiacement or a rotation d1• 
st.ructures can bc ireated by the same methods, since a truss is also a beam. For 
truss st.rudures a fcw simplifications will be described. 
Bcfore proeecding a word about notation is helpful. For external point loads 
and internal forces we use capital !eLLers. Redundant forces are denoted X; and the 
corresponding mutual dispiacements d;, where t he lower index i referes to the num-
ber of this particular redundant force. Virtual internal force distributions Ni, Q' 
and M' corresponding to the redundant forces X; are indicated by an upper index, 
so thai wc can differentiale the notation a littie from the index notation in thc 
previous chapters. (Uppcr indices a,re not. power indices). 
The U nit Load Method 
The unit load rnethod is used to find the dispiacement at a certain point. The 
method ran be d<:rived from ih e principle of complementary virtual work c5W< = O. 
For bearns thc compk•mentray virtual work is ~iven in equation (2.38) and it _!:_akes 
ihc foliowing form when a virtual point load !lP and a virtual moment load oM arc 
introduccd at a point with Lhe real dispiacement w and rotation a: 
8Wc= L l' (t:8N+18Q+tdM) dz-w8i5 -o:.c5M (1.3) 
hnma O 
in which thc virtual intcrnal forces 8N, c5Q and 8M must correspond to (i.c. bc in 
cqui lib riurn with) the virtualloads 8P and 8M. 
A virtual unit load oP or 8M denoted XI = l is applied at the point and in 
t.hc dir<•ction in which the dispiacement (or rotation) d1 is sought, as shown in fig. 
1.7. To use thc cornplementary principle of virtual work it is necessary to find 
a statically admissible virtual stress distribution. This virtual stress distribution 
corrcsponds to thc internal forces N 1 , Q1 , M 1 found when the unit load X 1 = l is 
applicd to thc st.ructure wiihout ~xternal loads. The complementary virtual work 
f unctiomd t hus tak es thc foliowing form 
c5Wc = L 1'' (; N'+ 1Q1 + ~~:M 1 ) dz- d, XI 
heama O 
( 4 .1) 
in whirh Uw axial strain t, the shear strains 1 and the curvature 11: are the real 
structural strains and thc only external virtual work is performed by thc virtual 
force' X1 through the real dispiacements d1• llsing the complementary princirle of 
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virtual work o W< =o and thai thc virtual load is a unit load XI = l, we find thc 
dispiacement (o r rotation): 
dt = L { ' (eN 1 + -yQ 1 + t.:M1) dz 
h t>a. nu O 
(4.5) 
lntroducing the uncoupled consiitutive equations t = /iA, -y = ~ and K = ~ thc 
iniemal work can bc rewritten and thc dispiacement is given as 
(iJ.(i) 
This cquation corresponds to setting ilte extc:rnal work of the virtual force cqual to 
the intemal work of tlte virtual intcrnal forces, whiclt is an alternative formulation 
of the complcmentary virtual work statement. 
In case of a truss system thc integration simplities sincc hoih tlte axial forces and 
the cross-sectional areas areconsLant through each iruss. For a structurc i nduding 
trusses w<· ca11 thus fim! thc displac<'mcnt by thc foliowing formula: 
Unit loarl displacrm enl fonnula for br.am and t1·uss struclu1·rs 
(iJ.7) 
Ncglr:c/.ing aTial r·xlrnsion and shcw· rffecls hads to 
(tl.R) 
For "long" bcams whcn· tlw dcpth to lcngtlt rat.io is large, i.c. as a. rul c or tlnnnl> 
t > fr., tlw shc:ar dfc:ct.s can hc ncgicct.c:d. Furtlwnnore, tlw a.x i;d extC'nsion duC' to 
axial forces ran ;dso IJC' ll<'gledc:d in tnost situations whcr<• hc:11ding is involvf'd. 
Thi' calculation of displan·mc:nts cau thcrC'fore be perfonned by 11<:glcct.ing tlw 
contributions from shC'ar a11d axia.l fore<' using ih<' formula giv<'n a.bove. 
In connedion with Liw flcxihility m<'thod it is irnportant to not<• that Lltc dis-
placc:mcnts can a!Ho IJC' muiual di spla.cc:mc:uts. Thc mutual dispiacement is found 
by applying two oppositc: unit loads at t. ltc: placc wherc thc mutual dispiacement is 
sought, as shown in fig. '1.8. 
Thc integration o f t. !te: moment. p rod nets over thc bea.rn lcngt.h is oft.cn pc:rfornwd 
for simplc linear fundions and in t.ltP case of a, conslant dist.ribukd load ;dso for 
product.s of linear and quaci ratic funct.ions. Fig. 1\.9 illust.mt.<'s a linear fun d .ion 
f(z) and a paraholic fundion g(.::). Int.c:grat.ing thP produets of thc:s!' t.wo fundions 
yic·lds: 
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X1=l 
'-------- ---~ 
X1= 1 
X1= l X1= l 
''----Y--...... , 
''------, t X1= l 
j:=l 
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Fig. 4.8: U nit loads X 1 = l and corresponding mutual dispiacements d1 • 
f(z) g( z) 
a b d 
z c z 
L------------~--.- L-------------~--4-
L L/2 L/2 
Fig. 4.9: A linear function f (z ) a nd a parabolic function g( z ). 
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r (El r z 
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L/2 L/2 L ~w 
Main system 
Fig. 4.10: Beam with one redundant force and the main system used. 
Integration of the produet of a linear and a quadratic function 
fl.- f(z)g(z) dz = ~(2ac + 2bd +ad+ bc) +~e( a+ b) Jo 6 3 (4.9) 
The conslants are defined in fig. 4.9 
This formula. is very ea.sy to lea.rn by heart once and for al l. Notice the definition 
of the quaciratic variation by e, which is easy to find for any part of a beam with 
consLant transverse load (e= ~pU), where L is the length of the part analysed. 
Note also that the formula ineludes integration of two linear fundions by setting 
<.. = O. The following example will illustrate the use of the integration formula and 
the unit load rnethod . 
• Example 4.1 .\ continuous beam with one Redundant. 
Let us analyse a double span continuous bcam with equal spans, constant bending 
stiffness El, and a point load in the lirst spanas shown in fig 4.10 . The two ends of 
the beam are pinned and the right-ha.nd end also has rollers that make horizontal 
mavement possible. At the central support the beam is continuous and can transfer 
moments from the first span to the next span, thc pin (or hinge) of the support is 
placed below the continuous beam and moments eannot be carried through to thc 
support. The central support also has horizontal rollers. In thc foliowing the main 
points in thc method arc ernphasized so that we can develop a general mcthod of 
analysis. 
l : Choose a statically de terminale main structural system and introduce the re-
dundant force. 
!f we assemble the structure from scratch, as shown in lig. 4.2, we find that the 
structure has one degree of indeterminateness and we ad d the corresponding 
redundant force X1 as the unknown reaction. We could have made infinitely 
man y other choices, as show n in fig. 4.11. For example by introducing a hinge 
anywhere in the beam and thereby choosing the internal momen t at the hinge 
as the red undancy. 
Let us use th<"' right-end reaction a-~ the redundant force X 1 and negleet thc 
influence of shcar. Thc statically determinate systern is called the main sys-
tem, as shown in fig. ~.10. Thc first problem is to delermine the dispiacement 
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Fig. 4.11: Alternative choices of the redundancy. 
r z 
A A t'Z, 1--2L t~ F M 
Fig. 4.12: Moment distributions in the main system. 
d10 of the statically determinate structure. To do this we use thc unit load 
method and apply a vi rtual unit load X 1 = l at thP. point where the dis· 
piacement is to he found. To calculate the dispiacement using equation (~.8) 
wc uC'ecl the moment distribution M0 from the extcrnal load on t he main 
system with X 1 = O and the virtual moment distribution M 1 corresponding 
to the unit load X 1 = J and no external load. T hese moments are found and 
shown in fig. '1.12. Il aving found thc moment distributions we can find th<' 
displarcments. The things to do arc: 
2: Find the momcm t distribution M 0 corresponding to an external load P on the 
mrlin .•y stem without virtual load {i. t.. . X 1 = O). 
3: Find the moment distribution M 1 con·esponding to a virtual unit load X 1 = l 
on thc main system without externalload (i.c. P= 0). 
'l: Find thc (mutual} dispiacement d w corresponding to the redundant force X 1 
for an r:xterna/load P on the main systt.m. 
The dispiacement d10 from exlernal load on the main system is calculatcd 
using cquat ion ( '1.8), the integration formula in equation ( 4 .9) and the moment 
distributions in fig . 4.12 as follows 
( 2/, JtOM I l (L/2 MOMl l ( L MOMI 
dw = lo -y.;] dz = EJ lo El dz +El lr..f2 El dz 
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6E! -1 2 6 :- -1 2 4 
IPP 
I G r; J 
This compietes onc case in our supNposit ion of structural cases and thc ncx t 
step is to apply a redundant unit fore<' X 1 = l and find the disp iacement d 11 . 
!i: Find the (mutual) displarrHH'nl d 11 corTI'sponding to thc rninndanl. fm·rr· X 1 
for a unit load X1 = l on l.hc main system. 
The dispiacement rl11 is found usinp; the un it load m<·thod and since W<' havp 
already found tlH' moment distribution wc ca.n ca.lculatc it: 
(2 /. Ml Ml ' j , ' 2 L3 
lo ~dz=26f:-'!(2·L·f,)=3n (-1 . !0) 
Now !<'t us usc that our diffcren tia.l cquations arc linear and supcrimpos<' 
d isplaccmcnts. 
G: Use displaccmr·nt rompatibility to find thr 1·edundant forel'. 
Thc total dispiacement at t!H' rPdun<l<tnl fore!' X 1 is zcro, d1 =O, since t hP 
support docs not mov<'. Th<' total dispiacement is found by superposition a.s 
'!'his cquation en forces compatibility hPt.wccn support displac<•mcnt. a.nd s t r·rrc-
tural displarPrrwnt. Thc unknown n ·dundant. r<,n.ct.ion can tlurs lw fourHI as 
t>J/ < 
X r = (r/1 - dlo)/dr 1 - - IGI-:i - _.i_ J' 
- 2/.-1 - :!2 
li•: l 
(~ . I l ) 
llavinp; found thc redundant readion we can <tnalysc thc st ructure as usua.l, 
but why s iwuld wc? Thc internat forces and the reactio11S in the n•a.l st ruc-
t ure can be found by supcrpositio11 of thc structu ra.l ca.ses a.l rcauy t.n•;tl.ed. 
An internat force or a r<•action ra.11 bc denoted S and foun d by t. IJ(' liS<' of 
superposition, i.e. s = S0 + .'i 1 X I. Tht• ll<'Xl st<•p t.lrus is: 
7 : /)etamine iutrnwi fm ·æ,<; S aurltltr· rrmwininr; su.ppo1'1 7'Cacliou.- S by -'1l7JI'1'· 
position, s = S 0 + S 1 x l· 
T he rnoments M 0 ;w d M 1 have a.! read y bccn dctenniucd in fig. ~ .12 so let. u s 
start. by supcrirnposing th<'sc usi ng thc valuc fou nd fo r l.hc red undant. fo rrt' 
X 1 = -fil'. 'l'he n•sult is showu in fig. 11.1:1. 'l' lr l' shcar forces can bt• fouud 
by sta.Lics or si111ply by usi ng thc stat.ic rcla.tion Q = M'+ m. = M', (sine<' 
t.herc is no distribut.ed nwnwnt load m = 0). The rea.ctions can bl' found 
usi ng superposition or by inspcction of th<' sh<'<tr fo rce distribution . 
Thc n0xt step is t.o fin d displa.ccmenl.s :tt s!' Ieeted points. Thi s ca.n h c done by 
superposition or by a.p plyinp; thc un it lo<td nwthod to th<' real st.rud.un' wit.h 
known intern a.! forrt•s. To u s<' superposition wou ld nwan that t hP displ<tc<'tn<'nl. 
silOu ld IH' detr•rrn inPd in bol h loa.d ca.s<,s, whereas usc of t Iie Iltlit load tJII'i.li od 
o n t. h c n•a.] sl.rnct.un' wo1dd only nc<•d dct<'l'lllilla.tion of one displac<'ttll'nl. , (i.<' . 
ha.lf t.lH' work and <'ven lt'ss wi t. h tnult.iple redundant. forces). Furt.hl'rnlon' , 
sine<' !.h<' unit loa.d is a, ,·irt.ual load w<' can choosc a.ny structura.l sub-syslt,rn 
which is stat.ica.l ly dl'l.<,rtninatc to dl'fill<' t hc virt.ual interna.l forces. 
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Fig. 4.13: Moment distributions in the main system. 
X: Find disl'lacerllt'IILs by us i11g a stat icai/y tlctaminate sub-systcms for definition 
of l.hr virllud i71/f'rruLI fm·r·t·s. 
L!'f. us find the vNtical displaccJncut d2 at thc centre of the sccond spa11. 
To do t his we a.pply a unit load X 2 to a. statically detcrminate suh-systcm 
a.~ show n in fig. ~.l~ and wc d<•tr~rmin<' thc corr<>sponding virtual moment 
distribution M 2 . '!'h!' clispla.cenl<'nt can thcn be found as: 
= 
1
21. MM2 
-, ..-d= 
. j, 'l 
l,f'2 (2 . .J_ l'/, . ~ /, + .J_ 1'/, . ~ '·) + l,f'2 (2 . ]_ 1'/, . ~ /,) 
(i/•: l (j~ ~ :l2 ~ (i/~ l 6~ ,, 
.'j 12 ,,. l 
This conrlucl!'s tlw C'Xa.mplc with on<' redundant force. 
Multiple Red undancies 
In t.his subsc•ction a. gc!nC'l'a.l fkxii>ility proredure for multiple rcdunda.ncies will IH· 
dcsrrihcd. Thc• proccdurc· has a lrca.dy IH'c:n outlinc:d in t.hc introduct.ion to tlw 
rha.pt.cr aJHI hy t.IIC' prcvious c·xa.mplc·. llowc· \·cr , it. is ncccssary to hc awa.rc of t.hc: 
fa('(. t.ha.t. t.hc: rc·duncla.nric·s affc·ct. c•ach othc!r as sccn in fig. 1.15. Thc rcdundanrics 
arc· c· nu nwrat.cd from l to n and indic<'s i and j will bc uscd, with j refcrring t.o t.he 
load X
1 
a.nd i (.o t.hc! llllll\laJ dispJa.c:c!IIICill. d;. /\ Statically deiPrminate st.ruci.UJ'C! 
is choscn as t. hc lll ai n ~y~t.crn, til<' rf'dundant constra.ints arc relcased and thc rnain 
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M 
Fig. 4.14: Dispiacement determination. 
Fig. 4.15: A structure with two redundant forces. 
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Fig. 4.16: Reciprocal dispiacements for Maxwell's theorem. 
system is loaded by the external loads, thereby undergoing deformation. We see 
that dispiacements d;0 may occur at all the redundancies. This case is superimposed 
with the cases where the main system is loaded by unit loads Xi = l. Also in this 
case dispiacements d;j may occur at all redundancies. The compatibility equation 
in the case of multiple redundancies thus takes the foliowing form: 
d10 + duX1 + d12X2 +... d1 
d2o + d21 xl + d22x2 +. .. d2 
( 4.12) 
in which d, are the real mutual displacements, which in most cases will be zero. In 
matrix notation the compatibility equations take the foliowing format: 
( 4.13) 
The compatibility equations can be writtcn in campaet form using the Einstein 
summation convention, where i and j have the range from l to the number of 
redundancies n: 
(4.14) 
The redundant forces and moments are found by inverting the fiexibility matrix d;i 
as follows: 
(4.15) 
Tlw flcxibility matrix is symmctric d;j = dji· The symmctry was shown by 
l\1ax wcll 1864 and i t appl ies to linear elastic materials. I t is referred to as "Maxwell's 
reciprocal dispiacement the01·em" and we can use the principle of virtual work to 
show it. Fig. 4.16 shows two situations a and b. In situation a a load P" produces 
a displa.cement field W 0 , strains c: • and stresses a" and in situat ion b a load pb 
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produces a dispiacement field wb, strains eb and stresses ub. The principle o f vi rtual 
work for situation a slates that : 
o 
p~ 6w = i u"bc dV (1. 16) 
llsing si tuation b for t.he vi r tual d ispiacement fi cld bw = wb and using t.hc liiH'<•r 
elastic constitutive cquation u = E c wr find: 
(1 .17 ) 
where t.he princip]<• of vi r t ual work for situation b has bcen uscd in t he lalter opera-
t ion. This also shows that t.he Aexi bi li t.y matrix is symmetric, since t.he componcnt. 
d;i corresponds to the d ispiacement al i for a force a l j and for dj; vice versa. (T hc 
di reeL reciprocity of dispiacements can thus be secn as P" fwa = p b jwb). 
Thc Acxibi lity nwt.hod for band calculation of st.at.ically indctcrminai.P il<'<Ull 
and l russ st.ru ctures c<Ul tillis i><' surrn nari:wd in t.hc enumerai<>d st.cps given in t.ah . 
IJ.I . lt is assu mcd th at. axial ext.ension and shca.r disp laccnwnts <an bc ncglcctc·d. 
lf thisis not t.he ras<~ <dl internal forces must. hc d!'!.ennined in slcps 2 and 3, and 
tlw displan:menl. fornndas in sl<~ps tJ and 5 must. bc nwdificd. 
• Example 4.2 .\ fra.m<' wilh lwo n·dundanciPs. 
A small fram<' shown in fig. <'1.17 consists uf th rcc bcams, ca.ch with thc lcngth /, 
and th<> b<'nding sti ffncss F: ! . 1'h<' frame has Oll<' fix<>d support and on<> pinm·d 
support. T h<• prohiPm wc set oursdv<>s is to fin d thP sid<•sway o f t h<' frame. To 
<tnswer t ilis it is IIPCCPS<try to find tiH• Inonwut distribution in thP framP. L<'t us 
usc thP JH(H'Nillr<' <kscribcd in tab. 11. 1. 
l: ThP r hos<'ll sta.ti cally d<>tcrmi uat<• struct ual system is shown in rig. 11. 17. W<• 
r hoosp thP t.wo rnutual rotations as rcdundanciPs, since lliUtual rotations a l-
most always <' a.~c thc cakula.tions, hy lora.li"ing the inOucncP of thc virtual 
load. 
2: T hc hinges in thc main system make it easy to find t hc linear vari ation from 
t.hc poin t load and thc qu adratir. variation from thP d istribu tcd loa.d. The 
moment di stribution M 0 is a lso shown in fig. 1.1 7. 
:l: Thc rnorncnt distri butions M 1 and M 2 from the mutualrnomcnts, resp<~ctively 
X r = l and X2 = [ arc shOWII in t!JP figure. 
1: ThP mutual rotations for cx tcrnal loa.ds only on tlw main system ar!': 
~( -'21'/,- /'/, ) + ~( ~/'/,) 
6 /•, / .l/~/ 2 
:J:~. /( ~ 1'/,) + ():~ , ('2(-1)( - / ' /,)) 3 l' J} 
(i / ;' l 
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Flexibilily method for siatical/y indeterminale beam and truss structures: 
J: Choose a statically determinate main system and introduce ndundant 
jol'CfS and moments X j. (Try to usr moments whtre possible). 
2: Find thc moment distribution M 0 con·esponding to extcrnal loads (P) o n 
thc main system without vi1·tualload {i. c. Xj = 0). 
3: Fo1· all j find thc moment distribution M i corresponding to the virtual 
unit load X1 = l on thc main system without externalload (i. e. P= O 
and x k =o fol· k =l= j ). 
tJ: Fo1· all i find thc (mulual} dispiacement d;0 corresponding lo the 1·cdun-
rlrmcy i jo1· cxt.cmal loads (P) on the main system 
!i: /•'or all i and j find lhe {mulual) dispiacements d;i con·c~>ponding to thr 
n ·dundancy ,: j01· a unit load Xj = J on thc main syslem 
(i: U.w· dis]Jiruuncnt rompatibility lo find lhc redundant fo rces and moments 
X ] : 
d;o + d;jXj = d; J.J. 
X; di/(d;-d;o) 
whr;n : d; an: Liw 1·cal mnlual displaccmcnls, which may bc cqual to zcro o1· 
l o a givr·n sctt.lnnrnt. 
7: f) clcnninr iniemal forces S and thc 1·cmaining suppo1·t reaclions S by 
HU]U"l'llosilion. Using /•)inslein summalion: 
8: Find dis]>lacrnu:nls by using statically determinate sub-systems jo1· 
rlr']inilion o f lhr. vi1·tua/ intcrnal fo1·ccs corresponding to a 11irtualunit loa d. 
Tab. 4.1: The ftexibility method. 
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Q o n n M' ~ + + o t 
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M o Ml M2 
Fig. 4.17: A simple fram e with two redundancies . 
.5: Thc mutual rotations for unit loads Xj = l on the structure are 
L L 
6El(2 + 2 +l+ t)+ 6EJ(2) 
3_!:__(2) - 6 L 
6E l - 6El 
L J, 
6El + 6El(-2 - l) 
2 [, 
6 E J 
8 L 
6 E l 
6: Sincc t hc mu t ual rotations arc zero d 1 = d2 = O in the real st ruct urP wc lind 
t hP. foliowing matrix equation, which we solve : 
L [ 8 
6F:l -2 ~2 J ( ~~ ) 
( ~~) 
( ~~) = 
PL [ 6 
8
2 J ( -
3
2) 
- 8.6 - 22 2 
( 
6 )PI, 
-20 •H 
7: To delermine dispiacements we only rwcd thc moment dist rib ution. Using the 
<tbovc rc>std t wc find thc moments by s npcrposition , and t he r<'~ult is shown in 
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M. factor 44 
121 
Fig. 4.18: Moment distribution and a unit load case for displacements. 
fig. 4.18. Only one important comment will be given and that is concerning 
the quadratic moment variation. We have not found the maximum value, 
only the value at the centre of the beam. The central value is: 
R: The sidcsway to the right can now bc found using a unit load on thc statically 
dctcrminate system, as show n in fig. 4 .18. The sidesway is: 
J, PL 
d~= -(2·18·1,-6· L)-
. 6El 44 
This concludes thc cxamplc with 2 redundancies. 
Support Settlement 
5 PL3 
44 El 
Tlwrc~ are two possible cffccts of settlementson the compatibility equations. On<' 
dfcct is thc~ introduetion of final (mutual) dispiacements d; at the redundancies, due 
Lo settlements at the redundant supports. Anether possible effect is the introdue-
tion of dispiacements d;o in the directions of the redundancies due to settlements 
of t.Jw (non-redundant) surports of the main system. 8oth types are shown in 
lig. 1.19, whcrc two of thrc~e supports settle. When the right-hand support setties 
upwards s. and w hen we choose this support readion as the redundant force X 1, 
t.hcn the final dispiacement of the support is d1 = s •. When the left-hand main 
systern support sett.les downwards SJ a dispiacement d10 = SJ is introduced at the 
r<'clundant force. 
As shown in lig. 4.20 the calculation method is the same for cases where internal 
tnoments arc chosen as redundancies. Wc just have to find the mutual rotations 
d10 in thc main systern and rernernbcr that rotations are positive in the dircctions, 
wherc t.ltc~ work of rcdundancies would be positive. 
• Example 4.3 Using a redundant force. 
Let us analyse the situation shown in fig . 4.19 and find the moment at the central 
support introrlucecl by t hc settlements. The dispiacement in the main system with 
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Fig. 4.19: Analysis of settlements using a redundant force. 
Fig. 4.20: Analysis of settlements using a redundant moment. 
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Fig. 4.21: Sign of mutual rotations for settlements in a main system. 
extemal loads, i.e. settlements, is d10 = s1. The displacement in the main system 
with the only load X 1 = 1 can be calculated as done previously in ( 4.10) for 
the same main system with the result d11 = ~~~· The final displacement a t the 
redundancy is, d 1 = Sr. The redundant reaction is thus determined as 
3£/ 
X1 = (dl - d10)/d11 = (sr - Si) - 13 L 
The moment at the central support is found by superposition as 
M 
0 1 1 3£/ 
M +M X1 = M X1 = L (sr - si) 
2
£3 
3£/ 
(s r - st) Z£2 
• Example 4.4 Using a redundant moment.. 
L<·t us analyse the situation shown in fig. 1.20 a.nd find the moment a.t the cen t ral 
support introduced by the settlements. The mutual rotation in the main system 
wi t h external loads, i.e. sr~ttlements, is d 1o = (st - sr )/ /,. The displacement in 
the main system with the only load X 1 = 1 can be calculated as described in t he 
pr0vious subsPctions with the result d11 = ~ J·1 . The final mutual rotation a t the 
r<'dundancy is zero, d 1 = 0, since the beam is still continuous. The moment a t the 
rPntral support thus is 
It is import.ant. to be aware of the positive and negative directions. Fig. 4.21 
shows the influence of sdLlcments in the main system for a continuous beam with 
multiple· int.crmecliatc supports, where the moments at the supports have been 
chosc~n as rcdundancic~s. The s igns of the mutual rotations arc indicated in t he 
figure·. 
Temperature Effects 
Then• arf' two main effects of temperature: changes 6-T(x, , z). One effect is to 
chctng(' the initial l<!ngth of beams and the other is to introduce curvatures 1n 
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beams. The difference between the current temperature field T(x. , z) and the initial 
temperature field T0 (x., z) (a t erection) is what we define as the temperature change 
t:J.T = T 0 - T. For the sake of generality the Einstein index notation is reintroduced 
in the first part of this subsection. 
In the first chapter isotropic thermal strains c:& were introduced in equation 
(1.139). In beam theory we assume that the transverse expansion is free and there-
fore only axial strains will have an effect. The axial thermal strains arc thus given 
by: 
(4.18) 
where {J is the coefficient of thermal expansion. 
The virtual work functionals and the potential energies must be expanded by an 
additional term due to the work of the stresses u = N/A + I;;,}M0 (xp-ctJ) through 
thermal strains t:T For example the additional term for the complementary virtual 
work functional oWe which we use in the flexibility method can be found as follows: 
8Wf i ET bu dV 
l " l t:Tb (N/A + 1;;~ M0 (Xp- cp)) dA dz 
foL (*fo\TdA8N+f;;; l E.T(xp-ctJ)dA8Mo) dz 
foL (eT 8N + r;,~ 8M0 ) dz (4.19) 
where th<' temperature strain at the elastic centre and the temperatur<' curvature 
have been introduced as: 
~ l t:T dA 
1;;; l t:T(xtJ- ctJ) dA 
(4.20) 
(1.21) 
ror non-linear variations of the temperature changes the shear stiffness of beams 
will enforce a linear strain distribution, so that plane sections remain plane. This 
will introduce some stresses which cannot be accounted for by beam theories. 
Let us return to the case of single symmetric cross-sections with t he elastic 
centre at origo ctJ = 0 and forget the Einstein index notation. We assume that 
the distribution of the temperature change is linear, as shown in fig. 4.22, with the 
following temperature changes: t:J.Tc at the clastic centre, t:.Tu at the upper flange 
and t:J.T1 at the lower flange. Using the cross-sectional depth h the linear variation 
of the temperature strain can be written as: 
(t1.22) 
This leads to the following thermal strain at the elastic centre and thermal curva-
ture: 
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x x 
Change St rains 
Fig. 4.22: The temperature strains for a linear t emperature change. 
z 
d z 
Fig. 4.23: The temperature induced displacements. 
Thr thr.nnal ;;t rain at thc elast ic cen tre and the thermal curvature fo r a linear 
va1·iation of thc lt:mptralur·e change through the cr·oss-sectio11 are: 
(:J ~1~ 
(J !::"1{- ~Tu 
l h 
(4.23) 
( 4.24) 
whc1·c J is lhe coefficicnt of thennal expansion and the olher quan tities a1·e 
shown in fig. 4-22. 
Fo1· non-lineaT variations of the temperature changP tht.. mean values given by 
equalions (4-.JO} and (4.2 1} can be used. 
Somclim<>s a.n intu it ive underst anding can bc ach ieved by lhe temperature ind uced 
dispiacements shown in fig. 4.23. 
In stat.ically df'lerminate struct ures the axial dispiacements and curvatures in· 
duccd by tetnpcra.turc changes will occur without introducing internal fo rces and 
rc ·action ~. Ilow<'ver, in stat icall y indeterminale st ructurPs the temperature changcs 
eau be rc·g<U"dc:d as a load t hat v>ill ind uce internal fo rces and reactions . T he rrna.l 
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Fig. 4.24: Example w ith thermal curvature and transverse load. 
changes can be inelucled directly in the determination of thc dispiacements du<' t.o 
external loadson lhe main system, using thc original unit load forrnula in <~qua.tion 
(-i.5) a~ follows: 
Thenna/ effects a1·e introduced inlo thc flcxibility method by: 
"""" f L J' M o . """" ,,. No . 
L..., Jo (l{, +-.-)M' dz + L..., (~ ' +-)N' L 
bum :; O };j truuu EA 
( 1.25) 
whcl't'~ c:T and K.T a~·e the um·estrained thermal stmins and curvatures on t.hc 
main system. N° and M 0 are the iniemal forces from othcr loads. 
• Example 4.5 Thermal curvature and transverse load. 
Fig. 4.24 shows a continuous bea.m with onc intcrmedia.te support. The up per 
temperature is decrcased by 70 and th<• lower tempera t ure is increased by 70. Thc 
first span is loa.ded b) a uniform t ransvf'rse load p. Let us c:alcula.te thc moment at 
thc central support. As shown in thc figurc wc choosc thc central moment as thc 
r<>dundant rn oment X 1. Thc thcrmal rurvature is found as: 
I{.T = 2'!' (3-0 
h 
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Fig. 4.25: A loaded beam. 
The dispiacement d10 in the main statically determinate system can be found as 
follows: 
L r L l 2 26(2 +l)/\: + 3EI8pL 
( 
(JT0EI l L2 ) L 12_h_ + :jP 6EI 
The d ispiacement dn due to the unit load X1 = l is 
The moment at t he intcrmediate support thus becomes 
M = XI =- d!O = -3f3ToEI- ..!_pL2 
dll h 16 
!t can thus b1~ seen that both the temperature variation through the thickness and 
the t ransverse load contribute to the negative moment at the central support. 
• Problem 4.1 
,\ horizontal bcam shown in fig. 4.25 has the length L, the material is linear elastic 
and thc bending stiffness l~'J is ronstant.. The beam is loaded downwards by a 
rentral point load P. The left-haiicl end is fixcd (built in) and the right-hand end 
is pinned with horiwntal rollers. Find the reactions, the moment distribution and 
thc central dispiacement in thc bcam. 
• Problem 4.2 
The linear elastic frame shown in fig. 1.26 consists of two vertical beams, which are 
rigid ly connccted to a horizontal beam. The vertical beams arepinned at the lower 
end, they have a length of L 1 = 5 m and a bending stiffness of El1 • The horizontal 
beam has a lengtl1 o f L2 = 8 m and a bending stiffness o f E h = ~ El1. The beam 
is load ed downwards b _v a distributed load p = l O k N /m o n the herizental beam. 
Find the reactions and the moment distribntion in the frame. Find also the vert ical 
dispiacement at the centre of the horizonta.l heam. 
• Problem 4.3 
i\ plane frame 11./JC D, shown in fig. 1.27, is built in at the supports A and pinned 
a t /) . T!H' vertical hea.rns .1\H and DC have t he length L and the bending stiffness 
/~/. The horizontal bca rn HC has the length L and bending stiffness !EJ . The 
frant<' is loadcd by a uniform horiwntal loadpacting on beam AH. The cffccts of 
sh1•ar <Lild axial fo rccs are ncglertcd and i t is assumed that only momt~n ts contribute 
to t.he lwam displacel!lents . 
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Fig. 4.26: A symmetric frame. 
r~El a,__--'l;___ _ ___,c 
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Fig. 4.27: A frame with lateral load. 


Chapter 5 
Plastic Hinge Analysis 
Since beam structures do not always remain linear elastic it is necessary to have 
tools which can take us beyond the elastic limit, especially for beams of materiais 
that have a plastic capacity. In this section we shall first describe the plastificat ion 
of beam cross-sections for some non-linear elastic consti t utive relations. Then we 
shall introduce the concept of plastic hinges and relate the concept to the principle 
of virtual work and derive upper- and lower-bound theorems for plastic hinge anal-
ysis. Foliowing this a method of combining plastic flow mechanisms is deseribed 
and finally a method for estimating dispiacements is given. Detailed treatment of 
the subject is given by Massonnet & Save [15] or by Neal [16]. A modem approach 
to general piasticity theory is given by Chen & Han [18]. This hook ineludes a 
small section on plastic hinge analysis and its relation to modem piasticity theory. 
ln this chapter we thus treat the load-carrying capacity of beam structures and 
we shall restriet ourselves to plane frames. The index notation will therefore not 
be used in this chapter. 
Plastification of Beam Cross-Sections 
In Bernoulli beam theory we assume that the beam is in a uniaxial state of st ress 
and strain and the theory relies onalinear elastic constitutive material law . How-
ever , the linear elastic constitutive la w a = EE is only an assumption, which eannot 
always be applied to the complete stress-strain domain of the structure. The uni-
axial behaviour of different materiais is relavtivly simple to find by experiment . 
Same materiais have stress-s train relationships, which can be idealized as shown in 
fig. 5.1. The firs t plot shows an example of a uniaxial stress-strain relation for a 
real material, the second plot shows an idealized linear elastic perfectly plastic con-
stitutive material model and the third plot shows the highest level of idealization 
corresponding to a perfectly plastic materi al model. Notethat in the plastic domain 
the strain eannot be determined uniquely from the stress, but must be determined 
by other kinematic conditions. When the material is unloaded the stress-strain 
curve follows a linear path, which is approximately parallel to the initial linear 
path, until it reaches the opposite yield stress. The plastic part of the strains t hus 
becomes residual strains, which can be reduced by plast ic stra ining in the oppo-
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Fig. 5.1: Uniaxial stress-strain curves and two idealizations. 
(J (J M 
Fig. 5.2: Use of a real stress-strain relation. 
site direction. The unloading paths are shown as dashed lines in the figure . ln 
t he idealized models the rnax imum tensile stress is the tensile yield st ress fy t and 
the maximum compressive stress is the compressive yield stress fyc and i f they arc 
identical we just write fy· 
Let us see how the three types of stress-strain relations infiuence the cousti t. u-
tive moment-curvature relat ion M= F( r;,) for a beamin bending. We assurne that 
cross-sections remain plane during deformation . The neut ral axis is determined by 
the assumption of zero a xial force, N = fA rJ dA = O. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the usc of 
the real uniaxial stress-st rain curve. With the assumption of cross-sections remain-
ing plane the strain dist ribution becomes linear and t he stress distri bution is just a 
rotated part of the material stress-strain relat ion. The moment curvature relation 
is found by integrating the momen t contribution of the stresses M = JA (x - c)rJ d!l 
for the relevant curvature range, where c is the current position of the neutral axis . 
The moment curvatu re relation also becomes non-li near. In case of a linear clas-
t ic perfectly plastic material, as shown in fig. 5.3, thc moment curvature relation 
is linear until a material point reaches the yield-strcss fy a nd tbe corresponding 
moment is called t. be ini ti al yield moment My. After this the rela tion bewmcs 
non-linear and the moment asymptotically approaches the full y plastified s ituation 
corresponding to a full y plast ic moment Mr. If wc assume a perfectly plastic stress-
strain relation, as illustrated in fig. 5.'1, t he moment curvature relation also hecomcs 
a perfectly plastic rclatioll. The rnaterial moment-curvaturc relations clepc~n d 011 
thc geornet ry of the cross-section and thc stre~s-strain rel ation assumed. For some 
cross-sections, cspccia lly st.c<'l 1-bt'a!Tls, tlw Bon-linPar part. of thc moment-cun·almc 
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Fig. 5.3: Use of a linear elastic perfectly plastic stress-strain relation. 
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Fig. 5.4 : Use of a perfectly plastic stress-strain relation . 
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Fig. 5.5: Idealizations of the moment-curvature relationship. 
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relation in the linear elastic pcrfectly plastic case becomes negligible. Even though 
the moment-curvature relation has a non-linear part it is convenient and useful to 
assume a linear elastic perfectly plastic relation. In fig. 5.5 the fi.rst plot shows 
the resulting moment-curvature relation, when assurning a linear elastic perfectly 
plastic material model. The second plot shows an ideali?:ed linear elastic perfectly 
plastic rnoment-curvature relation, where the linear elastic part of the first curvc 
has been extended. The third plot just shows the ideal ized perfecly plastic momcnt-
curvature relation, which is the const.itutive model used in plastic hinge analysis. 
The linear elastic perfectly plastic moment-curvature relation is used for simplifi.cd 
detleetion analysis, whereas the perfect ly plastic moment-curvature relation is used 
to derive the load-carrying capacity of a beam structure. 
In the fo liowing we assume that the axial forces and the shear forces arC' smal! 
cnough to be disca.rded in the analysis. If this is not. the case an approach using 
plastic y ield surfacr~s gezwralized from t.he von fl.lises and Tn~sc<t yicld critcria, which 
are beyond thc scopc of the present chapter. Furthermorc, it. is assumcd that the 
plastic domain is large cnough to give thc necessary rotation capacity in pla.~t.ic 
hinges introduc:cd in the following. 
Virtual Work in a Plastic Hinge 
In beam st.ructures the maximum moments are often situated at discrcte points and 
in a few situations a constant moment is transferred through a bearn. Ld us first 
assurnc that the rnaximurn moments are situatcd at Jiscretc points and that. t.!Jc 
moment-curvaturc relation is perfectly pla~tic. With this assurnption the curvat.uws 
are localized to positions, where the moment ha.s rcached thc plastification moment 
Mp. Let. us usc a. bearn with pinned ends and a central point load , as shown in fig. 
5.6, to illustrate a plas!.ic hinge. The beam remains straight with no deflcc!.ions 
until the load rcachcs a wtluc, whnc thc midsection is plastified. With the given 
a.ssumptious t.hc cun·aturP is ~ero except at the m id point, whcre i t is indeterminatc. 
In this sit.uat.ion llw st.ructure flows (yields) and wc assume that 1.he st.ruetmal 
lwha.viour is quasi st.at ic, so t. ha.t t.hc principl e of 1·irtual work c:an bc usc:J . When 
llw beam flows at tll<' m id poin t thc bcam becomPs kinemat.icly indet.crminat.e and 
til(' possihl c· kinc lllat.ic motion is called <t mechanism. Tlw l!lidpoint. whr:n• all t.hc 
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Fig. 5.6: A beam with pinned ends and a central point load . 
Fig. 5.7: Plastic beam section of the length 6L. 
matcrial deformation is concentrated is a so-called plastic hinge. 
Thc internal virtual work fL M OK. dz corresponds to the virtual plastic energy 
dissipa.tion . To usc thc principle of virtual work we need to find the in ternal virtual 
work. Let us show how we can find il in an indirect manner. A beam section of 
lh<' lcngth 6L, shown in fig. 5.7, is loaded by end moments, M = Mp, which are 
equal t.o lhc plastic yield moment. The beam section yields and the real as well as 
the virlual in ternal curvaturc is indeterminate. We assume that the end rotations 
arc given by Eo1 and Eo2 and that the sum is 80 = Eo1 + Eo2. Using t he principle 
o[ virtual work 6W = EWint- 6Wext = O we can find the internal work expressed 
by thc cxternal work as follows: 
r MEK.dz-p;f(Eo1 +Eo2 ) }6[, 
r Mp IE"-I d:: - Mp I(Eol + Eo2)1 }c,. J., 
r Mp IE"-1 dz }c,.L 
o .IJ. 
o .IJ. 
(5.1) 
w hen• the absolute valuc is introduced, since M= -Mp and M= - MP for negative 
curvatures, DK. < O. Let the Jength of the section approach zero, thus dcfining 
t hc intcrnal virtual work of a p lastic hinge 6Wint with an indeterminale infinit.c 
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Fig. 5.8: Plastic hinge in the beam with pinned ends. 
curvature as: 
(5.2) 
Note that the internal work is posit i,·e. The idea is illustrated for a beam with 
pinned ends in fi?;. 5.8. 
• Example 5.1 .\ statically determinate beam withaplastic hinge 
The load-carrying capacity of the beam in fig. 5.8 with pinned ends and a central 
point load is sought. The external vi r lual work is determined as the work by 
the load P through its vert ical dispiacement o w = ~L 60. Now il is possiblP to 
find the load capacity of the beam by use of the principle of virlual work h W = 
6W;,.1 - h'Wcxt = O as follows: 
1M o r;. dz- Po w O JJ. 
l 
Mp 60- -;/LbO O JJ. 
p = 4 Mp 
L 
[n the present case this is the load-carrying ca.pa.city of the beam. However, in 
general, as we shall se later, the virtual work equation just gives an upper-bound 
value for the load-carrying capacity, since the virtual hinge has not necessarily been 
placed correctly, and therefore, the momen t at the hinge may not have reached the 
plastic limit. 
Virtual Work and Hinges 
The vi rtual work functional for beams does not depend on thc constit uti ve momcnt-
curvature relat ion. T hc principle of virtual work can bc extended to inelude d is-
conl.inuities in thc derivative of the \'irtual displaccrnent, so-called virtual hingcs. 
The intcrnal work in a hingc is found by using the same procedure as in thc prcvi-
ous suh-section, lwwPver, t his t ime t. h c <'Ild moments A1 = M in fig. 5. 7 have not 
rcachcd the plastic limit. T ims, the internal work in a \irtual hinge is thus: 
biV;,.1 = lim f Mfuc d:: = M 80 ~L-O )e:,.L (.'i .3) 
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Without making any constitutive assumption about the moment-curvature relation 
the general virtual work functional for virtual dispiacements with hinges and zero 
curvatures has the foliowing form: 
Virtual work functional with virtual hinges and zero virtual curvature 
bW 5Wint - 5Wext 
= L M50- L h (p5w+m5a) dz 
hinses beamil L 
(5.4) 
The princip/e o f virtual work 
5W = O for all virtual dispiacements ~ equilibrium (5.5) 
where the dispiacements must be kinematicly admissible. 
lt is possi ble to find the moment at an y point o f a statically determinate beam by 
use of virtual hinge analysis. If a linear-elastic beamis statically indetPrminate and 
t he redundant forces are known, then it is also possible to find the internat moments 
by use of virtual hinge analysis. However, this method is beyond the scope of the 
present chapter. 
If the beam structure ineludes only point loacis P the virtual work functional 
takes the foliowing form: 
8W = L M 58 - L P 5w (5.6) 
This is a trivial extension, which will be left to the reader in the following. 
5.1 Theorems of Limit Analysis 
The ideaoflimit analysis in perfed piasticity is to ease the "intuitional demand" 
for the real moment field M in the principle of virtual work. A kinematic and a 
static approach results in an upper-bound theorem and a lower-bound theorem, 
respectively. Befare proeecding let us introduce a load factor >. to a set of given 
loads, i.e. >.p and >.m, and rewrite the principle of virtual work as follows: 
5W = L M58 - >.. L 1(p5w+m5a)dz = O 
hln&e• b r&ms L 
(5.7) 
This equation is exact and gives thc correct load factor, A, corresponding to thc 
real moment distribution M. Furthermore, let us also introduce a plastic virtual 
work functional 5WP in which we exchange the moments M at the virtual hinges 
by the plastic moments Mv and the load factor >.. by thc plastic load factor >.." at 
which a Oow mechanism is created. The plastic virtual work functional takes the 
form: 
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Plastic virtual u>ork functional 
.SWP = L Mr I.SBI- >.r L 1 (p .Sw + m.Sa-) dz (5.8) 
hinge » beami L 
This plastic virtual work funct ional is used in the following. 
The kinematic approach is to anticipate a kinematic mechanism with virtual 
plastic hinges, as illustrated in fig. 5.9 for a uniformly loac1ed beam with a fixed 
and a pinned end. Let us use the principle of virtual work .SW = O to estimatc 
au up per bound >. + for the plastic load factor >.P at which a flow mechanisrn is 
created. Assuming that the moment at the virtual hinge is the plastic moment M p, 
the demand for the real moment M at t his point is violated, since M r 2 !M 1- T he 
principle of virtual work is thus violated by incrcasing the internat work 811/p 2 
.SW =O, since Mpi.SBI 2 M .SO. This leacis to the foliowing upper-bound the01·ern: 
The upper-bound theorem 
An upper bound, ).+, for the plastic load-carrying capacity, \" can 
be found by introducing kinematicly admissible virtual dispiacements 
with virtual plastic hinges into the virtual work functional and using 
that this virtual work is greater than or equal to zero, 8WP 2 O. 
Thc incquality leads /.o the foliowing formulation: 
). < >.+ 
p -
whuT thc uppr-r-bound load jaclo1· is given by 
hin g~~ 
L 1 (p bw + m/ia) dz 
b<:atn:> L 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
Note thai thc size of the plastic moment Mp may dcpend on lhe sign of thc 
vi1'lu<d rotation, i. c. tlw sign of the localized wrvaturc, and on thc position. 
f'vfany equivalcnt formulations of the uppcr-bound theorem cxist, which in faet. Cill l 
bc e;cnerali;~,ed to otlwr struclures. 
• Example 5.2 l'sr. of thc uppcr-bound t.hcorcm . 
Thc beam shown in fig. 5.9 has the !Pngth L = 6 m, thc plastification moment 
MP = 20 kNm and a nniformly distributed load p= 2 kN/m . Let us find all upper-
bound load factor. The ligure shows a kincmaticly admissible virtual displacen1ent 
fie ld wit h virt.ua.l plastic hinges. The iiJternal virtual work is Mpbf} + Mp§j- and 
thc cxternal work kan eithcr bc intcgrat('d by thc integration form u la ( ~ .9) o r by 
lindilig the work of t.he load resultants for the loadon ('ach half of the IH'aJn by 
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Fig. 5.9: Mechanism with virtual plastic hinge. 
2( Pr P ~o w) ~>.ppLow. T he upper·bound principle for plastic virtual work 
6WP 2: O gives: 
~M 88 - ~ >. pLow ;::: o 2 p 2 p (5.11) 
in which we can introduce either 60 = 1;ow or o w = tao and thereby find an upper 
bo u n d for the load facto r as: 
(.5.12) 
Th us an upper bound for the load-carrying capacity is p+ = 3.33p = 6.67 kN / m. 
This value can be decreased by letting the position of the virtual plastic hinge be 
variable and t hen minimizing the upper bound with respect to this position. 
The static approach is based on statically admissible moment distributions M, 
in thc bcam st.ructure and limit the \·alues of these moments by the plastic limit 
Mp. In a statically determinate beam structure there is only one way to carry 
the load and thus only one statically admiss ible moment distribution. Instatically 
indeterminale bcam structures with n redundants there are n + l independent 
statically admissible moment distributions which may be combined. Fig. f\.10 shows 
a statically admissible moment field. Whcn the structure is linear-elastic only one 
combinalian is possible and this combination can for example be found by the 
fkxibi li ty method as M = M 0 + Ln Mi X;, where X; are the values of the redundant 
forces. Howevcr, when the st.ructure is no longer linear-elastic it. must be some 
other combination, which results in the real moment distribution. Since the real 
moment distribution is unknown thP. idea of the static approach is to replace the 
real moment distribution M by a statically admissible moment distribution M,. 
ror t hc st atically adm issiblc moment distribution M, to be a safe distribution thc 
moments must be within tlw plasticfication limi t jM,j :S: MP. This leacis to a lower 
bo und A· for the load factor. 
F'i rst let us us<' the principle of virtual work (5.5) to find an expression for the 
<'Xact pln.stic lo11.d fn.ctor Ap. To do thi s we use the dispiacements of the real plastic 
Oow mcchanism as the virtual displacernents , i.e. 80 = iJ, 8w = w and bet= a, and 
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Fig. 5 .10: A statically admissible moment fie ld. 
thus the real moment Mp at the hinges as follows: 
,\P 2:": j (p w+ mO:) dz 
beolms L 
o -lf 
(5.1~) 
2:": j (p w + m O:) d z 
b e am;; L 
Next let us use a statically admissible moment distribution Ms in equilibrium with 
the loads ,\-p and ,\-m. The principle of virtual work (5.5) is exact forth is moment 
field, since it fu lfils the equilibrium equations (it is statically admissible), we can 
thus use any virtual dispiacement field and find the same load factor ;.- . We will 
show that this load factor is a lower bound for the real plastic load factor i f we just 
m ak e sure t hat Ms is a safe statically admissible moment fi.e ld, i .e. !Ms l :::; Mr . Since 
we can use any virtual dispiacement fie ld let us try the real plast ic flow rnechanism 
as follows : 
5W 2:": M.5B - ;.- 2:": j (p5w + m5o:) dz =O -lf 
hingc:s bca.ms L 
hingc ~ 
/""" < ,\r (5.U) I: ;
1 
(p w+ m6) dz 
bf'a m :s L 
2:": j (p 5w + m5o:) dz 
beam~ L 
where the last inequality is obtained using equation (5 .13) and M)J :::; MP IBI, si nce 
the statically admissible moment dist ribution is safe, i.e. since l Ms l :::; M p and Mp IBI 
is always positive. 
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The lower-bound theorem 
If a statically admissible moment distribution, M., in equilibrium with 
the factored externalloads, >.-p and >.-m, is safe, IM.I :s; M1" then the 
load factor, ). -, is a Jower bound for the real plastic load factor >.P, i. e. 
>.- :s; >.P. 
There are also many equivalent formulations of the lower-bound theorem, which can 
be generalized for other structures. The lower-bound theorem is used in combina-
tion with the uppcr-bound theorem to bound the plastic load factor. Furthermore, 
as we shall see in the second of the foliowing examples, it may sametimes be prof-
itable to use the statically adm issible moment distribution corresponding to the 
upper-bound solution and scale it down to be a safe one. 
!f the upper-bound and lower-bound load factors arc identical then the solution 
is exact. This is sometimes referred to as the uniqueness theorem and it is trivial 
with the al ready given theorems. 
From the derivation of the lower-bound theorem, equation (5.14), it is clear that 
we- can define a safe virtual work functional 8W, using the safe moment distribution 
M, and thc virtual work will be less than the real virtual work as follows: 
8 s = .L M.MJ- >.P~ h (p 8w + m8a) dz :s; O 
hin4u be•m~ L 
(5.13) 
Howeve-r , we will not usethis princip le 8W, :s; O in the following, but i t is worthwhile 
to compare i t. with the plastic principle of virtual work 8Wp ~ O. 
• Example 5.3 Use of the lower-bound theorem. 
The uniformly loaded beam with a fixed and a pinned end from the previous ex-
amplc .'>.2 is analysed using the lower-bound theorem. As in the previous examplc 
thc bcam has the lcngth L = 6 m, the plastification moment Mp = 20 kNm and a 
uniforrnly distributed load p= 2 kN / m. Let us find a lower-bound load factor. 
1\ statically admissiblc moment distribution is show n in fig. 5.1 O, where an y val u c 
can bc chosen for X t. In the present example we choose to let the fixed end carry a 
moment equal to -~>.pL2 . The positive moments are thereby Jess than ~>.pL2 and 
the maximum is not at the centre. The statically admissible moment distribution 
is safe if IM .• I :::; Mp. Using the equal sign this results in thc foliowing lower-bound 
load factor: 
l - 2 
B>. pL = Mp J). 
,. M~ 2 
A = 8 pL2 = .22 
C om pari n g t h<' res u l t with the previous example i t is secn t hat the plastic load 
fa.rtor is bounded by th<' two solutions: 
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Fig. 5.11: Upper-bound moment distribution. 
This can be used in two ways, if the beam is known, then we can fi nd thc plast i· 
fication moment Mp, a nd the load·carrying capacity ]Jt = Ap]J is t hen boundcd as 
follows: 
8MP 
L2 
4.44kN/m 
M p 
12[} JJ. 
6.67 kN/m 
llowever, i f we are a.t the design stage we know the total load p = 2 k N /m and 
w an t to find the necessary plastification mornemt M p, v. hich is t hen bounded by: 
The ga.p between thc upper · and lower-bound value can be na rrowed by finding 
a better lower bound, corresponding to a better statically admissihle moment dis· 
tribu tiun, or by finding a better now mechanism. In the current case wc shall 
probably not gain much from moving the central plastic hinge, on t he ot her hand , 
wc can find a much better lower-hound solution . 
• Example 5.4 Finding an admissiblc moment distribution . 
Let us usc the upper-bound solution to find a stat ically admissihlc moment distri· 
bution and theu scalc i t down to rnakc i t safc. To find t he moment distributiou co r· 
responding to the uppcr·hou nd solution wc assu me that thc moments at the hinges 
aregiven th<> yield moments M~ and the load is thus giYcn by )..+p= I2M1,fl,
2 , 
as shown in t hc uppN Jeft-h and part of fig . 'l .l J. To find the momcut distribution 
we ran first find thc vertical reaction at C by moment equilibriu m a.bont !J for thc 
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p.nt B - C as follows: 
The moment distribution varies quadraticly, due to the transverse load. From A 
to B it varies from a negative plastic moment to a positive plastic moment . The 
maximuro negative moment is thus at A and the maximuro positive is assumed to 
be between B and C. The moment variation from C to B is found by moment 
equilibr ium of the section shown in the right-hand part of the figure. With arigin 
at the right-hand end we have that z :::; L/2 and find: 
Thf' maximum value is found by dernanding M' = O as follows: 
The stat ically adrnissible moment distribution corresponding to>.+ is shown in t he 
lower left-hand part of the figure. To make it ~afe we scale it by a factor fJ and 
require t hat the maximum moment j" equal to the plastic moment. T he lowcr 
bou11d is t hus given by >. - = fJ>. +. Let u s find the scaling factor : 
fJ Mma-r M p Jj. 
fJ 25M 
24 p MP Jj. 
fJ 
24 
25 
T his gives thc lower bound 
24 
'+ = 24 12Mp ~ 1152Mp 320 
25 A 2.') pU - . pL2 ~ • 
Thr difference betwecn the uppcr-bou nd solu tion;>..+ = 3.33 and the lower- bound 
solution >.· = 3.20 is about 4'7o, which is acceptable in design. 
• Problem 5.1 
Find uppcr-bound and lower-bound load factors for the beam shown in fig . 5.12. 
Tht• nu m her of piastir hi nges is cqual to t he degree of indetcrminateness plus one. 
For thc upper bouncl a.ssume a plastic hinge below the force and at. the fixed end 
of thc beam. Find thc PXact pla-;tic load factor by finding equal upper and lowcr-
bound load factors. 
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Fig. 5.12: Beam loaded by a point load. 
Fig. 5.13: Beam loaded by two point loads. 
• Problem 5.2 
Find upper-bound and lower-bound load factors for the beam shown in fig. 5.13. 
Plastic hinges can be formed at the loaels and at the fixed support, however, only 
two hinges are nceded to define a plastic mecha.nism. Find the exact plastic load 
factor by finding equal upper and lowcr-bound load factors. 
• Problem 5.3 
Find upper-bound and lower-bound load factors for the frame shown in fig. 5.Jtt. 
Plastic hinges can beformed on either side of the corncrs and under the point load. 
Find three plastic mechanisms and thc corrcsponding upper-bound load factors. 
Find a good lower-bound load factor. 
5. 2 Combination o f Mechanisms 
Today analysis of large t h rce-dimensional bcam structures can bc perfonned by 
advanced computational methods based on modern piasticity theory, which takes 
axial forces, shear forces, biaxial moments and torsional moments into account, 
either by a yield surface direct ly based on intern al forces or by a yield surface based 
on stresses. Howe\·er, for smal! plane framcs plastic hinge analysis is a simple i.ool, 
which can he used to deLermine t.he loa.d-carry ing capacity, and which can give a 
basic intuitional und<'rstanding of the structural behaviour. A method of combining 
mechanisms proposed by Neal & Syrnmonels (16], (17], is introduced in the present 
section. 
The idea is to choosc a sufficient numbcr of possible basic mechani~ms in tlw 
frame and then comhine tlwsc. Through combinalian of mechanisms plastic hinges 
are introduced or eliminaled in order to minimize the upper-bound load factor. The 
upper-bound load factor),+ is min imizcd by choosing cernbinations of mechanisms, 
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Fig. 5.14: Frame with varying plastification moment. 
which minimize the virtual work of the plastic hinges and maximize the virtual 
work of t he loads. 
Frames often consist of beams with different plastification moments Mp and it 
is t herefore very important to be precise about t he position of plastic hinges at the 
joints . This can be done by placing the plastic hinges in the beams infinitely close 
to the joints as show n in the following figures. H is also necessary to be aware that 
plas tification moments can be different for positive and negative moments. 
Plastic collapse mechanisms in frame ~tructures can be partial , thus involving 
a part of the structurc, typically with a few local plastic hinges, or they can be 
complete, thus involving displacement of the complete structure (without separate 
statically indeterminaLe parts). In a structure with n redundancies a complete 
mechanism will involve n+ l plastic hinges , whereas parti al mechanisms will involve 
fe wer plastic hinges. Having chosen the basic mechanisms t o be combined , the 
number of possible plastic hinges h is known. For a strucure with h possible plastic 
hinges t here are h - n independent mechanisms, which can be com bined to form 
Lhe total array of mechanisms (spanned by the chosen h inges) . 
Plasti c hinges are typically si tuaLed at connections, at point loads or somewhere 
in the central part of the span for distributed loads. T he choice of mechanisms to 
be combined can be simplified by introduci ng three basic types of mechanisms, 
namely beam , joint and sway mechanisms. T hese basic mechani:;ms are combinedin 
t he search for a collapse mechanism. Fig. 5.15 shows the ba.::;ic mechanisms and two 
combinatory proposals representing partial collapse mechanisms. It is important 
to note that, it may be neccessary to inelude joint mechanisms even at unloadt>d 
joint.s, sin1e it is cliffkult in adYance to predict in which beams at the joint the 
plastic hinges will be formed . 
To min imize the up per bo und >. +, i t follows from t he virtual work equation that 
t hc virtua.l work of thr. loacis has to bc maximizPd and that the virtual work of 
t.h e plit~tic hinges must bc minimizcd. Optimal cornbinations of mechanisms may 
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Fig. 5.15: Basic mechanisms and two combined mechanisms. 
often be found by choosing mechanisms, which invol\'(· dispiacement of as many 
loads as possible, and by eliminating plastic hi nges or exchanging plastic hinges 
fo r others, where thc plastification moment is lower. The combined mechanisms 
should bedeseribed kinematicly by one free geometri c parameter alone, for cxa.rnplc 
50 or ow. When a rninimized upper-bound load factor A+ has been found, t hen thc 
corresponding moment distribution M can bc found. T his moment distribut ion 
is t hen scaled down by a factor {3, which makes it a safc moment distribution 
rJIMI :5 Mp. A lower-bound load factor is thcn given by >.- = fJ>.+. In problems 
involving only point loacis the mechan ism combination method often leads to tlw 
cxact solution for thc plasti c load factor. In problems involving distri huted loads 
the lower-bound and upper-bound load factors a re often vcry close. The mechanism 
cornbin ation mcthod is sum marized in tab. 5.1. !t should be noted t hat assumptions 
concerning rotation capacity at plastic h inges a nd small di sp iacement s should bc 
checked. 
• Example 5 .5 Analysis of the frame in fig. 5.16. 
A frame consisting of a continuous beam ABC D over thc top of two w lumns F, J] , 
FC is shown in fig. 5.16. Thc geometry, loads and boundary conditions arc shown 
in thc figurc. The factor .>. has been introduced as a proportional load factor. 
The load is P = IO kN and the lengt!I is L = 5 m . Thc plastification momen t is 
M,.= lOO kNm for the columns and 2M,.= 200kNm fo r the bE-ams. In thc cxamplc 
M,. is uscd as a reference moment as indicated by the index r. In this example llH· 
probl<'m is to find t. II<' cxact plastiC' load factor for the given framp with the givPn 
cornhination of loads. T he problem wi ll bc solved by the mechanism cornbinaLion 
mcthod foliowing thc proccdure given in tab. 5.1 . 
l . lnserting plast ic hinges arround t'OIInrctions, fixed supports and at point 
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Thc mechanism combinalian method 
'A P 
J. Find thc. number of possible plastic hingesJ h. 
2. Find the degree o f s tatic indeterminatenessJ n (i. e. the number o f redun-
dancies). 
J. Find h - n ind!pendent (beamJ joint and sway) mechanism~ and the 
corresponding upper-bound load facto1·s >.+. 
,f. Find the combinalian that minimizes thc upper-bound load factor >. +. 
( Combine the independent mechanisms by maximizing virtual work of the 
loads and minimizing the virtual u•ork of the plastic hinges. [t is a good 
idea to combine mechanisms with low upper-bound load factors. The max-
imum admissible number of plastic hinges in a mechanism is n + I}. 
5. For the minimized upper-bound solution with the load factor >.+J fin d the 
c07Ttspon ding moment dist1·ibut1:on M by statics. 
6. Scalc thc uppe1·-bound solut ion by the factor (3 J which make;; the moment 
disl7·ibution safe , i. c . .BIMl ~ MP. A lowe1·-bound load factor is thus givw 
by >.- = a >. + . 
7. !f th r. lowcr-bound and the uppe1·-bound load factors m·e identicalJ i. e. f3 = 
l, then thc ex aet plastic load factor has been f o und >." = >. + = >.-. 
Tab. 5.1: The mechanism combination method. 
---
® ® 
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Fig. 5.16: Frame geometry and the possible location of plastic hinges. 
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Fig. 5.17: Beam, joint and sway mechanisms. 
Mechanism a b c d 
6Wint 8Mr60 5Mr60 5Afr60 4Mr60 
oW,xt 2)..PL60 >.PL60 o >.P L60 
).+ 4 
Mr r.Mr 
00 4 
Mr 
PL ;)PL PL 
Tab. 5.2: Calculation results for basic mechanisms. 
loads, we find that there are h = 9 possible plastic hi nges as shown in t he 
right· hand side of fig . 5.16. 
2. T he frame has n = 5 redundancies, since the structure will be stable with 
just onc of the fixed column supports. 
3. We thus have to find h - n = 4 independent mechanisms . Let us choose thc 
basic beam, joint and sway mechanisms shown in fig. 5.17. The plastic virtual 
work functional is given by 6WP = 6Wint - 6Wext, where the internat work is 
6Wint and the external work is 6Wc.ct· To find an upper bound set 6WP ~ O. 
Let us show the calculations for mechanism a. 
2M r · 60 + 2Mr · 260 +2M r · 60 
4>.P · ~60 2>.P L60 
=> ).+ = 4 Mr 
PL 
8Mro0 
Th<.' ralculations and rcsults fo r the basic mechanisms a re s ummarized in tab . 
. ).2. Thc mechanism c does not involve external work and thus corresponds 
lo an infinitP upper-bound load factor. 
4. Wc can maxirnize t he 1·irtual work of t he Ioads by comhining the mechanisms 
so that all thc loads per!'orrn virtual work. This can bc done by rornbin ing 
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a)+b)+c) a)+b)+c)+d) 
F ig. 5.18: Combined mechanisms. 
Mechanism a+b+d a+b+c+d 
b"Wint 11MroB 12Mr88 
8~-lfe:rt 4>-PL8B 4>-.PL88 
>.+ 11 Mr 3 
.\f r 
4 PL PL 
Tab. 5.3: Calculat ion results for combined mechanisms. 
m~>chanisms a and d. Howe\'er, this leads to 7 plastic hinges, which is one too 
many. This defect can be healed by including the joint mechanism b, which 
eloses two plasic hinges and opens a new one. The cernbined mechanism 
a+ b+ d is show n in the left -hand side of fig. 5.18. A nother related cernbined 
mechanism a + b + c + d can be formed to analyse the etfect of moving a 
plastic hinge at the joint C. This mechanism is shown in the right-hand part 
of fig. 5.18. The related upper-bound load factors can be calculated and thc 
ralculation results are shown in tab. 5.3. No other cernbinations seem to be 
attractive in the quest to find a lower value for the upper-bound load factor. 
Our b<'st guess is the combination a+ b+ d with the upper-bound load factor 
11M,. 
4 PL 
11 lOOkNm 
4 lOkN · 5m = 5·5 
whNc thc given valucs have becn inserted. 
5. Let us find the moment distribution in the frame for this upper-bound solu-
tion. The moments are known at the plastic hinges, so let ususestatics to find 
the distribution along the beams. With no distributed loads we know from 
thc moment equilibrium equation M" = O that the variation must be linear 
bctween joints, boundaries and point loads. Fig. 5.19 shows an exploded view 
of the given in formation . The moments Møc, MøE and Mco are unknown . 
To find thcm we need the herizental reactions RE, Rp, at points E and F. 
At C moment equilibrium of the joint gives us: 
Mco + 2Mr- Mr =O :} Mro = -Mr 
The hori:wntal reaction at F is found by considering moment equilibrium of 
t!H• column ('F at C': 
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Fig. 5.19: Exploded view with internal moments for combination a+b+d. 
Fig. 5.20: Moment distribution for the upper-bound solution. 
Horizontal cquilihrium gives us t hc horizautal reaction at E: 
(
11 llfr 3 Mr 
>..P - Rs- Rp =O => lls = -- 2)- = --
4 L 4 l , 
The moment Mas is found by considering moment equilibrium of column B r7 
at B: 
Finally moment equilihrium of joint B gives us 
l Il l 
MRc-Mat:+2Mr->..PL=O => Mac=(-4-2+-:j)Afr=-:;_M 
The mom~'nt distribution M is now given as the Iincarly varying mom<!nt 
di stribution shown in fig. 5.20. With t.hc factor 1 ~ = l on thc upp<'r-bound 
monwnt distribution, it is sccn that t.hc moments in the continuous b<•am fu lfil 
thP lowPr-bou nd n•qnircmen t 13M ::; 2M,. and the moments in tht> columns 
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Fig. 5.21: Frame geometry and the possible location of plastic hinges. 
fulfil thc lower-bound requiremen t (JM ::::; M,. It is thus seen that the exact 
plastification factor is 
The given loads can thus be increased proportionally by 5.5, and the moment 
distribution at r.ollapse is shown in fig. 5.20. 
• E xample 5.6 Analysis of Lhe frame in fig. 5.21. 
!\ frn,me 11/JC D shown in fig. 5.21 with a non-vertical column AB is analysed 
in ordcr to illustrate how to tackle geometrically complicated mechanisms. The 
gc•oml'lry, loads and boundary conditions a re shown in the figure. The factor ,\ 
has bcen introduccd as a proportional load factor. T he plasticfication moments 
arc diffcrcn t for thc beams and columns . Furthermore, the positive plastification 
moments M: a rc different from the negative plastification moments M; . Using Mr 
as a. reference moment the plast ifi ca.tion moments aregiven as: 
Bea.m u: M-p 
AB, CD M, 2M, 
BC 3M, 4M, 
lu this example the problem is to find the exact plast ic load factor for the given 
frame with the given cernbination of loads. The problem will be solved by the 
mc•chanism rombina.tion method foliowing the procedure given in tab. 5.1. 
l. In th is examplc wc know that the bea.m BC has higher plastification moments 
t. han the columns, so we need not inelude the joint mechanism, if we just pla.cc 
thc plastic hinges in the columns. The h = 4 possible locations of plastic 
hing<'s are shown in the right-hand side of fig .. 5.21. 
2. Thc frame has n= 2 redundancies, s ine<' thc structu re will bc stable with tlH' 
support at D alonc. 
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Fig. 5.22: Beam and sway mechanisms. 
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Fig. 5.23: The combined mechanism. 
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3. We thus have to find h - n = 2 independent mechanisms. Let us choose the 
beam related mechanism a and the sway mechanisms b shown in fig. 5.22. Let 
us first treat the mechanism a and find the corresponding upper-bound load 
factor; bearing in mind the different values of the plastification moments: 
2Mr · 88 +3M r· 280 +LUr · 88 = 9Mr80 
L 
2>.P · 
2
80 >.P80 
)..+ = 9 Mr 
PL 
Next Jet us have a eloser look at mechanism b. How are the kiaernatics 
dcfined? The .~malt mavement of the point B is perpendicular to the line 
AB, sincc the beam AB rotates about the point A. The mo\'ement of point 
C is perpendicular to the line C D, since the beam C D is fix ed at D (n o 
axial dispiacements) . The m ovement o f the beam BC is a rotation a bo u t 
the intersection point of the two lines AB and BC. The kinematics are thus 
defined by movements o f points B and C al o n g the straight lines perpendicular 
to the respective lines AB and BC. Let us find the upper-bound load factor 
corresponding to mechanism b: 
8Wint Mr · (2 + 1)88 + Mr ·(J+ 2)80 + 2Mr · 280 10Mr80 
L 
8W,xt >.P· 2L8B + 2>.P · 280 = 3>.P L80 
8Wp~O => >.+=.!_QMr 
3 PL 
4. Thu~. thc only possible combinPd mechanism is a+b, shown in fig. 5.23. This 
mechanism may also be quite difflcult for the beginner, but the principles 
are the same. The point C still m o ves perpendicular to the line C D. The 
midpoint af thc beam BC maveson a line perpendicular to the line bctwcen 
the midpoint of DC and the point .\. The mavement af the right-hand part 
of the beam IJC is a rotation about the point determined by the interscction 
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F ig. 5.24 : E x p lo d ed v iew with internal moments for mechanism b. 
of the ex tensions of these lines , (i.e. line C D and the line betwcen point ;1 
and thc midpoint o f the beam BC ). 
Let us find the up per-bound load factor for the mechanism a+ b: 
3Mr · (1 + 2)o0 + Mr · (2 + 1)o0 +2M,· o() = 14M,o0 
>.P· Lo()+ 2>.? ·Lo() = 3>.Po0 
>.+=14Mr 
3 PL 
The hest upper-bound guess corresponds to the mechanism b with the upp er-
bound load factor: 
10 Mr 
3 PL 
5 . Let us find the moment distribution in the frame for this upper-bound solu· 
tion. The moments are known at the plastic hinges, so le t us use statics to 
find the d istribution along the beams. Fig. 5.24 shows an exploded view of 
the given information. The moment MBc is unknown and to find it we usc 
the horizontal reactions Rnh, RAh and the vertical reaction RAv as deseribed 
in thc following. 
Moment equilibrium of the column C D at point C gives us the horizontal 
reaction at D as follows : 
M, 
Roh = -3-
/, 
Hori:wntal equilibrium give~ u s the horimnt <ti reaction at A: 
10 Mr J Mr 
flAh=( - - 3)-=--
3 L 3 L 
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F ig. 5.25: Moment distribution for the upper-bound solution . 
The vertical reaction at A is found by moment equilibrium of t he column AB 
at t he point B: 
M - LRA'- ~RA = 0 => RA . = 2(1- ~)MT =~MT 
T "2 v t 3L 3L 
The moment M ae is found by considering moment equilibrium of the Jeft-
han d part of the str ucture: 
T he moment distribution M is now given as the Iinearly varying moment 
distribution shown in fig. 5.25. With t hc factor 11 = l on the upper-bound 
moment distribu t ion, it is secn that t he moments in thc frame fulfil the lower 
hound requiremPnt (3 M :S Mp. It is thus seen that the exact plastification 
fac tor is 
10 MT 
3 PL 
l!aving fou nd the exact plastification factor the posed problem has been 
sol ved. 
5.3 Dispiacem ent Estimation 
In the prcvious subsedions the dispiacements have been assumed smal! enough fo r 
the static equilibrium equations to be val id. To check this it is necessary to know 
or to have an estirnate of the dispiacements just before the plastic callapse load is 
rcached. Tht>re are a conpie of ways to find the displacements. If the load history 
is known for a linear P]a.~tic perfecUy pla<>Lic beam structure, it is possible to fi nd 
Uw elispiacements b.\' slowly loading thc structure and introducing pbstic hinges as 
t.hey arise. This !Pads to subsequent analysis of several different related statically 
indetPrminat<' structural systems with fewer and fewcr redundancies, until the c.ol-
lapsc lo;Hl is flnally reaclwd for a statica ll y determinate systf'm. This procedure is 
wc•ll s11i1.cd for cornputa.t.ional implementation, but bccomes quite tirne consuming 
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Fig. 5.26: Double s pan beam with a point load . 
for hand calculations. A qualifled guess on which plastic hinge is the last to be 
formed can direclly lead to a good estimate of the displacements. Even if the load 
history is not known exactly, the estimate can tell us, if the displacemets are small 
enough for the plastic hinge analysis to be valid. 
To find dispiacements we can use the unit load method based on the principle 
of virtual work and we can just assume a linear elastic perfectly plastic moment 
curvature relation. Let us guess which hinge is the last to be crcated. Then 
inscrt (moment free) hinges in the structure at all plastic hinges except at the 
last one created and load the structure with a unit load at the posit ion, wherP the 
dispiacements are to be found. The moment distribution M 1 related to the unit 
load is then used to find the dispiacements by: 
(5.16) 
In which M is the momP.nt distribution at the plastic collapse load. !f the last 
formed plastic hinge is unknown, thcn try the hinges systematically and find thC' 
one giving thc !argest displaccrnent; this onc is the last formed plastic hinge. Even 
though wc have only found an approximate upper-bound solu tion for the plastic 
colla.pse situation we can use this to estimate displacernents. 
Using the unit load method it is also possible to find the mutual rotations in 
the plastified hinges and use t his to compare with the plastic rotation capacity of 
the heam. 
• Example 5. 7 Dispiacement estimation. 
Let us analyse the double span beam with a point load in the centre of t he first 
span, as shown in fig. 5.26. The e lastic bending stiffness of the beam is EJ and 
the plastification moment is Mp. The first span ha.s the length L and the second 
s p an has the length aL, where the a > ~. T he plastic collapse mechanisrn and the 
corresponding moment distribution are shown in fig. 5.27. The problem is to find 
the dispiacement at point B just before plastic collapsc. 
lf the second span is vcry short il will have a stiffening e[fect 011 thc rirst span, 
and the moment at C will be large and bc thc first to bccome plastic. LPt us 
a.ssume t hat thc plasti<" hinge at H is t h<' last to be created. A unit load X 1 = l is 
tlrus place r! on thr structnral systern with a hinge at C a.s shown in fig. 5.27. Tlre 
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Fig. 5 .27: Moment distributions of double span beam. 
dispiacement at /J, thus becomes: 
L/2 J L/ 2 J l _ J_ MpL2 
dt = 6E/(2Mp·~L)+6El(2MP·jL-Mp4L)- 16 El 
l!owever , i f thc sccond span is ve ry Ion g t hen a plastic hinge will firs t be created 
at /J and thcn at C. We thus assume that thc plastic hinge at C is the last to be 
crm1.<'d. A unit load x 2 = l is thus placed on the structural system with a hinge 
at /J and the dispiacement becomcs: 
L/2 l l aL , l 
d2 = (jJ·)/(2Mp·2L-Mp2L)+ 6EI(2Mp·2L) 
!f f\' > k we find that: 
> 
Since rl2 > d 1 thc a.ssumption is corr<xt, i.c. t he la,st plastic hinge to be created is 
at C, au d the dispiacement a i /J is 
l )Mpl} 
d = d2 = 24 (1 + 4a E l 
Il. is clear tha.t d grows Iinearly with a. For large a the dispiacements at H may 
hecome so large thai the plastic hinge eannot be created before the dispiacement 
limit is n:achf~d or before the rotation al ca.pacity of the plastic hinge at B is reached. 
• Problem 5.4 
Find thc piastir load factor Ap for the frame shown in fig. 5.21\ and find the side 
swa.y of ih<~ frame just before plastic rolla.ps . Thc pla.stincaiion moment is M p and 
ih<· b!'nding sti ffnpss is /•)/ for al l Ih<' Ilearns and columns. 
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Chapter 6 
Flexural Plate Theories 
A plate is a continuum with two primary dimensions, which are large compared 
to the third thickncss dimension. The geometry of a plate is thus deseribed by 
its contour in a plane and a thickness, which may vary across the plane. Piates 
are used as structural elements mainly to redistribute transverse loads to the plate 
bounda.ries. In fulfilling this purpose the plate deforms in the transverse direction 
in a two-dimensional flexural mode. Piates can also carry in-plane loads through a 
mcmbranc action, just as bearns can carry axialloads, with the important difference 
that thc in-plane forces are two-dimensional. The t heories are developed like the 
bearn theories through a geometrical approach, where the kinematic assumptions 
and constitutive relations lead to the formulation of a potential energy. Variations in 
t hc potential energy !cad to the equilibrium equations and the generalized internal 
force definitions. This approach is directly related to the modern formulations of 
the classic theoriP-s used in computational methods like the finite element method. 
A nother approach which is aften used is to introduce internal forces and then deri ve 
t.hc cquilibrium equations through equilibrium of an infinitesimal platP. section . 
However, this approach may lead to difficulties concerning the shear force and its 
relation to the two classic plate theories. 
The fi rst alt em pts made o n the theory o f piates were those of Euler, who in 
1766 studied the vibration of perfectly flexible membranes. The flexural theory 
uf piates was studied by Bernoulli in 1789 and Navier in 1823. In 1811 Lagrange 
derived thc biharmonic differential equation for deflection analysis of plates, even 
though his plate theory was not entirely satisfactory. The first convincing and 
today a classic plate theory was presented in 1850 by Kirchhoff [19], including 
the ident.ification of proper boundary conditions, which can be quite difficult to 
undcrstand. The the01·y of combined membrane and flexural effects w as developed 
by Kirchhoff in 1877 and St. Venant in 1883. The large deflection differential 
equa.tions for piates was derived by von Karman in 1910. Later in our rentury 
Reissncr [20] in 1945 and Mindlin [21] in 1951 proposed a modificat ion of the 
Kirchhoff plate theory to inelude the influence of shear. Kirchhoff plate thcory, 
oftPn rdcrrcd to as thin-plate theory, gives a good approximation for thin plates, 
but. whc:n thc piates becorne thick it is necessary to inelude thc ciferts of shear 
through the use of 1\lindlin-Reissner plate theory, which is referrcd to as thick-plate 
!.')!) 
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Fig. 6.1 : C artesian reference fo r a plate . 
them·y. However , in modern computational mcthods Mindlin-Reissner thcm·y is 
often modified to enable thin-platc analysis. The development of plate thcorit>s il; 
o f course related to the development o f bcam theories and the deri vation o f t. h c 
theories in the foliowing should be comparcd to t hc chapter on bcarn thcories. 
T imoshenko & Woinowsky-Krieger [22] give a thorough t realment of pia tes and 
shells. Furthermore, many textbooks on mechanics like Boresi et al. [23], Nielsen 
[2·!] and Nielsen & Rathkjen [25], [26], treat thc classic theories of plates. Thc 
th~ories of piates Me related to the many advanced theories of shells and wc just 
refer the advanced tensor trealment of Fliigge [7]. 
Cartesian R e fere nce 
To use the power of index not at ion we introduce the first two base vectOJ·s iv in Lhe 
clastic cent ral surface of thc platc a nd the third base vector i3 in the perpendicular 
direction. A point in the pla.tc is thus defincd by the vector xviv +zi:h wherc (x v,.::) 
arc the coordinates o f the mate ri al point, as show n in fig. 6.1. I n thc present work 
we assume tha.L the clastic central surface of the plate corresponds to the middiC' 
surface, so that z E [-it, itJ, where t is the thickness of tlw plate. 
6.1 Mindlin-Reissner Plate Theory 
Even though thc· Kirch hoff plat.c theory was devcloped first it is thought that tlw 
Mindlin-Rcissner plate theory na.turally lcads to thc Kirchhoff plate thcm·y through 
onc cxtra assumption. Wc thcreforc start with thc Mincllin-Reissner platc thcm·y, 
which corrcsponds to thc Tinwshenko ht>am th<'ory. The platc them·y is dc·rived 
on t.hc basis of assumcd dispiacement ficlcls u;(Tv, z), wlwre wc separate tlw dis-
placclllent. in thc transvcrsc: Jircclion 1!;3 from t.hose in t.hC' in-plane dircc:tions n,, . 
lt is assumed that. thc dispiacement in Lhc transverse eli redion u3 (xv, ::) = 1c(.1:v) 
is consta.11t through thc thickrws~ , so t.h<tt. all points 011 a. IIO!'!lla.l haw thc s;urH· 
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transverse dispiacements w(xv) . This means that the normal keeps its length dur-
ing deformation. 
A.;sumption 1: 
Normals to the undeformed middle sur face 
keep their length during deformation 
Furthermore, i t is assumed that the dispiacements in the in-plane din·ctions have a 
linear variation through the thickness. This is equivalent with the foliowing state-
ment: 
Assumption 2: 
Normals to the undeformed middle surface 
remain straight during deformation 
The two assumptions are sametimes combined and formulated as follows: Normals 
to thc undeformed middle surface remain straight and inextensional during defor-
mation. Note that the normals do not necessarily remain normals in the deformed 
statcs. 
The linear variat ion through the thickness can be separated into the two middle 
surface dispiacements v,(xv) a.nd the two inclinations (rotations) a..,(xv) and thus 
written as u13(xv, z)= v13 +zap . The dispiacements of a rnaterial point (xv, z) are 
thus given by the foliowing kinematics 
A ssumcd dispiacements 
Up = Vp +Z O'p 
U3 W 
wlwrt: thc jive unknown kinunatic lunetions are 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
Thcse kinematic assumptions are shown in fig. 6.2 in a common coordinale view for 
x,;, where we can just substitute i3 = l or .B = 2 for the two orthogonal transversc 
~ections through the plate. 
Using the linear st rai n definition (1.65) we find the foliowing non-vanishing 
strain component.s 
1 (au" ouj) 1 
f.()'fj 2 O Xø + ox()' = 2(u",.., +u..,,") 
l l 
2(ll0',,3 + V,,CK) + 2(0'0',,1 + O'ø,CK) Z 
Ecx;l + ""•' Z (6.3) 
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Fig. 6.2: The kinematics of a Mindlin-Reissner plate . 
ltJ3 = 2c:~3 
a. +w, ø (6.4) 
where the in-plane strains at the middle surface (level of the elastic central surface) 
have been introduced as Eofl, the curvatures as "-oø = t(a".,tJ + a~.o) and the engi-
neering shear strains as 1• = 1s3 = 2c:,,3 . Thus the strains in the Mindlin-Reissner 
plate theory are defined as follows: 
The in-plane strains in the Mindhn-Reissner plale theory are 
(6.5) 
in which the stmins at the middle surfacl. are the mLmbmne strains determined 
by: 
1 1 (av,. ovø) 
-
2
(vo-,ø+vø,o) =- ~+~ 
2 UX 8 U X c. 
(6.6) 
and the curvatures are 
(6.7) 
ThF tran5verse engineering shea1· strains in the Mindlin-Reissne1· plate theo1·y 
an 
fJw 
1tJ = a,, +w, • = crfl + ~ 
u x~ 
(6.8) 
The transvcrsc engin<'er ing shear strains are also shown in fig. 6.2 and tlw resem-
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blance with beam theory should be notf'd, the difference being in the orientation 
of the axes. 
The Constitutive Relations 
As in beam theories we do not wish to introduce artificial constraints due toerrors 
in our kinematic assumptions. The kinematic assumptions imply that all material 
points along a normal have the same transverse dispiacement and thus e:33 = O. 
However, t his is not the case in real plates, since they are free to ex pand in the 
t ransverse direction. To derive a useful constitutive relation, which is not consti-
tutively constrained, we need an extra assumption. Since experience shows, that 
the transverse stress component <T~3 in piates is negligible compared to the in-plane 
stress components <T"'ø' let us introduce this as a basic assumption . 
Assumplion :3: 
The transverse stress component is negligible 
0"33 = o (6.9) 
T he assumption is inserted into the three-dimensional linear elastic constitutive 
relations ( 1.102) o r ( 1.106) for isotropie materials. T his results in an equation for 
the t ransverse strain component as follows: 
0"33 O = .\(e:vv + e33) + 2J.!e33 .lJ. 
,\ 
- 2J.! +.\e:, v (6.10) 
lnsert ing this expression for .::33 into the three-dimensional constit utive relations 
and replacing thc Lame constants by conventional engineering constants result in 
thc foliowi ng expressions for the non-va.nishing stresses: 
{6.11) 
( 6.12) 
By introducing additional Kronecker deltas and using the symmetry of both stres-
ses and strai ns the constitutive relat ion for in-plane stresses <T0 ø can also be written 
as follows: 
(6.13) 
in which the fourth-order isotropie ten~or of material constants do,;-·rv becomes 
(6.11) 
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Fig. 6.3: Stress components in a Mindlin-Reissner plate. 
The in-plane stress-strain relation can also be expressed in a. matrix format as 
follows: 
( 
0'1! ) E [ l l/ 
0'22 = ---2 l/ l 
l - 1/ o o 
O'j2 
o 
o 
&(1- v) 
(6. 15) 
Where t he symmetry of components has been used, i.e. c: 12 = t:21 and 0'12 = 0'21 . 
Thus, the basic stress-strain relations are gi\·en as fol lows: 
In-plan e sl1·ess-strain Teintion jo1· a plate 
O' e> Ø do}-yv E-yv 
d ofhv (E.-yv +Z ~-yv) (6.16) 
whe1·e th e fom·th 01·de1· isotropie linear elastic mateTial tensoT is givw by 
(6.17) 
The 1·elation between tmnsverst- engince1·ing shear st1·esses and thc cnginccring 
sheaT stmins jo1· Mindlin-Reissner piates is 
(6.18) 
Since the in-plane strain dist ri bution Eaf.J is assumed to vary Iinearly through thc 
thickness and since the constit,utive relation is linear, then the stress d istribution 
will also vary Iinearly through the thickness. The kinematic assumption also leacis 
to a constant transverse shear st ra in /,, t h rough the thickness and thus also (,o a 
cousta.nt tra.ns\·erse sh(~ar stress TJ through the th ickness. The stress cornpmwnts 
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Fig. 6.4: Membrane forces in a plate. 
F ig . 6.5: Internal forces r elated to plate ftexure. 
of the Min dlin-Reissner plate theory are shown in fig. 6.3. 
Let us in tcgrate the stresses t hrough thc th ickness and define a set of interual 
pla te forces. lntegrating t hc in-plane stresses O"<>tJ dcfines the membranc forces N"'~' 
shown in fig. 6.-1. The membrane forces are also referred to as in-plane forces or 
axial forces . W<· define thc internal moments Maø as the moments of the stress 
distri bution u" 11 ahout thc middle su rface. The t ransverse shear forces Q 13 arc 
clefi ned as t.hc integral of the transverse shea.r stresses. The moments M"'·' and 
the transvcrsc shear forces Q) are relat.ed to the out-of-plane bending behaviour o f 
t.he p late and t. hcy are illustrated in fig. 6.5. For a plat.e of isotropie linear elastic 
material W<' t.hus have t.hE• fol iowing force dt>finitions with the sign convention shown 
in fig. 6.6. 
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Membrane Jo1·ces 
Bending moments 
Fig. 6.6: Internal forces in a p late. 
l 
[
2
1 
ZCJ<>I' dz 
2 
D~ø-yv K-yv 
l 
= [ 2
1 
C<>ft"rv ( € -,v + ZK-,v) dz 
2 
Tmnsver·se sh e{L1· forces 
Q, [ t!, Tp dz 
D' 7~ 
(6 .1 9) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
u•here th e plale section properties Jo1· membrane, bending and sheaT action a1·e 
t d.,ø-,v 
l 3d i2 t <>fJ'YI' 
~~G t 
in which 1/• = ~ has becn introduced as a shca1· correction Jacto1·. 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.21 ) 
The s tress in a. pla t.f' can be found by use of t.he force and moment ddini tions abov<' 
and the equations (6 . 16), (6.22), (6.23) , (6.21) or just by using thal tlw sl rPss 
<.li st.ribution is linf'ar: 
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Stresse.s in a plate 
(6.25) 
~Q") 
5 t 
The sh ea1· st1·ess is not lhe best possible approximation, since it is known by use 
of thc Gmshof jo1·mula that the shea1· is distributed parabolicly with a maximum 
shea1· str f'ss of 
(6.26) 
'l'h<' constitutive relations for Mindlin-Reissner plate theory can also be written 
in a more illustrative matrix form as follows: 
_§__!___ [ ~ ~ 
l - v2 O O 
(6.27) 
- .,-E_t_3 --::- [ vOI val 
12 (l - v 2 ) 
(6.28) 
(6.29) 
Thcsc matrix <"'quations arc based on thc symmetry of both strains and stresses. 
Note t.hat syrnmctry in st.resses and st.rains implies that N 12 = N21 and M12 = M2 1. 
In t.hc fl exura l constit.ut.ive relations it. is convenient to introduce t.he elastic pla te 
bending motlulus a.s: 
Th.c riastic platr bending modulus 
J) = 
l 2 (I - v2 ) 
(6.:30) 
l lsi ng this modulus W<' ran write t he flexmal constitut.ive tensor as: 
(6.31) 
For t.h<' sake of darit.y t.he constitutive relat ions for membraneforces and bending 
monl<'ll ts nw also lw writtcn in componcnts as follows: 
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Conslitutive 1'elations {in expanded for·m) 
Nu Et ( + - ) ~:-;;> c 1 1 ven 
N n 1 ~;, (t22 + vC:n) 
JV12 Et (l )-!=;;2 - 11 E12 (6.32) 
M11 D (~i: II + Vl'l:zz ) 
M22 D (t.:22 + V!i:n ) 
.W12 D (l - v)" I2 (6.33) 
l t is seen t. ha.t t he constit utive relations simpl ify a littie if Poisson's ratio 11 is i:ero. 
This is scldom thc case, however, sornetirncs it is possible to derive quite good 
approximate solutions by setting v= O. 
P otential Energy and Virtual Work 
l nserting the plate st rain cquations (6.5) and (6.8) into thc poten tial cn<'rgy funr-
t.ion fo r a. three-dimensional conti nuum given in cquation ( 1.123), but using thc 
const itutivc relations (6. 16) a nd (6,18) , r<'su lts in the fol iowing reduced pote ntial 
energy 
v fv (~r:""d"'"'~'""'~'" + ~~~c1"- q1 ui) dV -1v t.1ujdA 
!v (~a,. ,<:a ø + ~T•/ø - {{jtLj) d V - i l j1LjdA 
!v Ga".(E,,. +Z l'l:o ,) + ~Tøltl - {{jU j ) dV - i ljUj dA 
Note tha.t Li ar<' t.hc! co n1 poncnts of thc! s tr<'~S t ractioHs on thc platc s urfa.ce. lntc-
grat.ing t hrough the thickness l and dc' fini ng t.lw mcmbranc forces, platc moments 
and platc shca.r forces as in (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21) wc find the pote ntial cncrgy 
for a Mindl in-Reissncr platc: 
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Potential emrgy for a Mindlin-Rtissner plate 
r 1 1 1 
V(v., w, a-v) = JA (2Noptop + 2Mo,,Kap + 2,QtJ"'fJ 
-p,1'p - pw - mpatJ) dA 
- r (N13vø + .'V!øafJ + Qw) ds la A (6.35) 
Intern al plate fo1·ces aregiven by (6.19}, (6.JO) and (6.21) and thus they are 
fundions of the displacemwts. The membmne, transverse and moment loads 
a re 
and the boundary f01·ces a1·e 
- ;t Np = _L l.J dz, , 
(6.36) 
(6.37) 
Taking the first va.ric~.tion of the potential energy fundion with resped to all the 
unknown fundions yields the virtual work functional. The fi rst variation can be 
thought of M thc change in potential energy when making small variations in the 
unknown dispiacement fundions (ov", ow, oap). The first variation of the potential 
energy can thus be found M: 
av av av 
~ov13 + -;:;-bw + ~oa" 
UVp UW U<l'p 
(6.38) 
The variation of the potential energy with respect to the kinematic quantities is 
cqual to the virtural work o W = o V. Let u s t hus perform t his variation using t hat 
the nwmbrane forces, plate moments and plate shear forces are fu nctions of the 
displaccments, i.e. Noø(vv), M(aø) and Q(w,a. ). We find: 
Virlual work functional for a Mindlin-Rcissnc1· plate 
o W = h (Noø Ot011 + Moø OK.""+ Q ø o~,tJ 
-p,ovø - pow - m 13oaø) dA 
- r (fl~ovp + Møoa,J + Qow) ds la A (6.39) 
Thc virtual work functional can bederived even i f a potential energy does not cxist 
and Liws it is in reality indcpendent of the constitutive relations. 
Plate Equilibrium Equations 
Th<' plate equilibrium cquations will be derived using the principle of virtual work 
b W = O, since thisis the modern approach, used for developing mechanira.l modPis. 
Il owP':cr , thr classic rnrthod of deriving thc cquilibriurn equations by rensidering 
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equi librium of an infinitesimal rectangular plate section will be left to the reader. 
Let us continue direct ly from the Yirtual work functional for l\Iindlin-Reissner piates 
(6.39) and introduce the virtual kinematic quant ities Oco:h DK0~ and 61~· However, 
before doing so let us notethat since Noø and Moø both have symmetriccomponents 
we can just introduce the virtual kinematic quantities as 
H5va,ø + 5v~,o)--> ti v~,<> 
H 5aa"1 + 5aø,o) --> 5a11,0 
5a11 + 5w,ø (6 .40) 
The virtual work funct ional for the l\Iindlin-Reissner plate thus takes the form: 
5W = l (Noø 5v,J,o + Mo • 5aø,a +Q ø (5aø + 5w. ~) 
- p13 5v.1 - ptiw - m~5a13 ) dA 
- laA (Rfl5v11 + if?5aø + Qtiw) ds (6.11) 
The idea is to bring tbis virtual work functional into a form, whicb only holds the 
basic virtual quantities 5vø, 5w and 6a, without derivatives of these. To find the 
integral transformations needed do this we first find t he part ial derivatives of the 
individual terms, then we integrate over the area of the plate (rniddle surface) and 
use the divergence theorem (1.19). For example let us consider the moment terms: 
r M"~ 5a1,,o dA JA 
l (6.42) 
The other parti al derivatives of the basic kinematic quantities can a lso b e eliminated 
using this method . ThP remaining integral transformations arc: 
-l N oø,a 5vl' dA + laA na No, 5v" ds (6.43) 
l Q } ti w, ,• dA - r Q,, ,~ 6w dA+ r n 11Q" tiu· ds JA JuA 
Introducing the integral transformations a nd r<"arranging the virtual work terms 
we find the following informative version of t hc virtual work functional. 
5W = 
- r ((Ni>IJ," + J!. )bvø + (Q,,,.3 + p)hw +(M" ,," - Q .• + mø)tia, ) dA JA 
- ~ ((Iiff! - n'"' N"'") Ii1>,, +(<J - 11 ,Q ,)5w +( Af;, - n0 M 011 )tiaf!) ds }DA (6.15) 
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Fig. 6. 7: In-plane forces on infinitesimal plate section. 
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Since t he virtual work must vanish .SW = O for any independent variation in the 
virtual kinematic parameters this virtual work functional delivers the differential 
cquil ibrium equations and the corresponding boundary conditions for a plate. 
Plate t.qttilibriurn equalions 
No-{J,o-+Pø 
Q {J,,, + p 
Mo-ø,o-- Q ø+ mø 
Cor1·esponding boundary conditions 
Q= n,,Q~ 
o 
o 
= o 
wher-r na is the normal on the boundary o f the middle sU!face . 
( 6.46) 
(6.4 7) 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
The ftvc differential equations just derived must be satisfied for a loaded plate to 
be in static equil ibrium. The equations correspond to force equilibrium in t he 
two in-plane directions (6.46), force equilibrium in the transverse direction (6.47) 
and moment equilibrium about the in-plane axes (6.48). The in-plane equilibrium 
cquations involve the membraneforces NofJ and the distributed in-plane loads p~ as 
shown in fig. 6.7 for an infinitesimal plate section. The three flexural equilibrium 
equations involve t.he shear forces Q.l> t he moments Mo-1" the distributed transverse 
loads p and the d istributed moment loads mø as shown for an infin itesimal plate 
section in fig. 6.8. By combining the transverse equil ibrium and the moment equi-
libriurn cquations we can climinate the shcar forces and find thP foliowing equation 
whi<"h just. involves the moments and t.he transverse load: 
(6.50) 
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Fig. 6.8: Moments and transverse forc es on infinitesimal plate section. 
Force and momenL distributions, which satisfy the static equilibrium equations, 
a.re said to be stat ically admissible, i.e. the static equilibrium equations can be 
used to check if a given set of force and moment distributions saLisfies equi librium . 
A plate is stat ically indeterminate, sincc Lhe sta.tic equilibrium equations do not 
only have one soluLion, but many. However, if we introduce the linear elastic 
constitutive relations there is one unique solution. Let us introduce the constitutive 
relations a nd Lhe kinematics of the Mindlin-Reissner pla.te theory, just to see how 
the equations and thereby the mechanical problems are coupled. Wc assume thaL 
the thickness and material properties areconslant in the whole plaLe and find the 
foliowing kinemaLic different ial equations: 
o 
D'(crø,ø +w".")+ p o 
(6.51) 
(6.52) 
(6.53) 
lt is thus clear that Lhe in-plane problem (6.51) involving membraneforces Naø 
and loacis Pø is an independent problem, which is not coupled with the bending 
problem. The in-plane problem is a so-called plane stress problem. Some in-plane 
problems can be solved through the use of a stress potential, the so-ca.lled Airy's 
stress function. However, this wi ll not be considered in the present text. The flexu-
ral plate problem is given by the c:oupled shear equation (6.52) and thc Lwo moment 
equations (6.53). We shall be content with a knowledge of the form of the static 
C'quilibrium cquaLions and the two derived dispiacement differential cquations. To-
clay these equations arc solved by a.pproxima.Lc computational techniques, basedon 
ih e principle o f\ irtual work o r minimum potential energy. A na.lyLi\.al solutions ca.n 
h(' obtained fo r cases with simple geornetric forms and boundary conditions. Thc 
similarity in tlw differential equations of tlw Mindlin-Reissner plat(' theury and Uw 
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Fig. 6.9: D ispiacements of a Kirchhoff plate. 
T imoshenko beam theory should be noted. T he plate equations are complicated by 
the two-dimensional format of the coupled partial differenti al equations. 
6.2 Kirchhoff Plate Theory 
The behaviour of piates has much in common with the behaviour of beams and i t is 
iherefore not surprising ihat Kirchhoff introduced the same addi tional assumption 
ihat the normals remain normals to the plate surface even in the defurmed state. 
The mechanical explanation is that the influence of shear vanishes for thin plates, 
i.e. the engineering shear st rain components of the plate vanish. 
Assumption 4: 
Normals to the middle surface remain normals during deformation 
this implies that the shwr strains are disregarded, since: 
a .=-w,fJ =? !•=a,.+w,p=O (6.54) 
T he a:;sumed dispiacements shown in fig. 6.9 are a two-dimensional version of the 
Euler-Bernoulli bcam theory. The assumed dispiacements in Kirchhoff piatesthus 
a re: 
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Assumed dispiacements 
where the three unknown kin~matic functions are 
(6.55) 
(6.56) 
The deriYation of Kirchhoff theory is equivalent to the derivations already per-
formed for the Mindlin-Reissner theory and we shall not go into details, since we 
can just insert /ø = O. However, as in the chapter on beam the01·y the important 
formula.s will be given. The in-plane strains are now defined by: 
The in-plane strains in Kirchhoff plate theory are 
(6.57) 
in which the mcmbrane strains are 
(6.58) 
and the cm·vatures are 
(6.59) 
The constitutive relat ions are the same as for Mindlin-Reissner theory, with the only 
modification that the shPar forces are irrelevant, since ~, ,3 = O. Due to the defin i-
tions o f the in elinations as O. ø = - w, .,, and thereby the curvatures as "'"'~ = -w," ' ' 
the virtual work functional for Kirchhoff piates takes the fo liowing form 
Virtual work functional for Ki1·chhojf piates 
8W = L (N",ø 8v13,cr - Mcrø 8w,crø - p"8vø- pow + m :; Dw,13 ) dA 
- r (f.løDVø- Mp8w," + Q8w) ds la A (6.60) 
In the quest to find the Pquilibrium equations we need to perform partial integration 
and use the divergence theorem twice, since the virtual work equation invol\·es dou-
ble part ial deriYat i\·es of a kinematic quantity, i.c. 8w, crfl· T.Jsing partial integrat ion 
once as in the pre\·ious section we find: 
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Fig. 6.10: Lo c al (n, s )-coordinate system o n boundary. 
8W -i ((Naø,cx + Pø)bv, - (Mo-13 ,0 + m~)bw.~ + pbw) dA 
- f (UV{J - n"N._.~)8v11 + Qbw - (M/)- naMo.,.)bw,fJ) ds la A (6.61) 
Using parlial integration on lhe terms including bw,fJ and the divergence theorem 
yields 
8W = -i ((NcxfJ,a+Pø)8vø+(Ma,1,afJ+mfJ,fJ+p)8w) dA 
- f (Uv:J- naNaø)bvø la A 
+(Q- n13Mc.,,c.)8w- (Mø- nc.Mc.ø)bw, ø) ds (6.62) 
In t.his virt.ua.l work fundiona.l we can use int.ernal variations leading to the equilib-
rium t~quat.ions (6.46) and (6.50) already derived . Howcver, t.he boundary variations 
arc not casy t.o in t.roduce since the transverse dispiacement and its derivative along 
thc bou ndary are coupled. In order to cope with this problem we introduce the tan-
gential boundary vector with component.s s", which is orthogonal to the boundary 
normal wit.h components n p. ThesP- veciors define a local (n,s)-coordinat.e system 
as show n in fig. 6.1 O. We assume t hat Lhe boundary is piecewisc straight so t hat 
Liw partial derivativcs become simple. Thc bouudary rotations can be decomposed 
in thc local coord inate system by projections and the components found as follows: 
(aw) Iiw, .. = 8 an = n, 8w,fJ , Iiw,, = li(~:) = s, Iiw, ø (6.63) 
iu which tlw indices n and s refer to t he components and t.hey are not sum mation 
indices. Wc also usc Lhe notation (),,. = P, and () ,. = ?f.J-, respertively, for part. ial 
de ri v<tli\'C'S in t.hc normal and tangential dircctions. Corresponding Lo this notation 
wr us<' tlw foliowing notation for Lhe internal moments in t.he local coordinate 
systern a.~ show n in fig. 6.1 O 
(6.64) 
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and for the (prescribed) boundary moments Mø we use the foliowing component 
notation: 
(6.65) 
Furthermore, let us introduce the notation Qfl for the internal shear force , which 
is determined statically by: 
{6.66) 
Note that this shear force is determined statically and not kinematicly, since there 
are no shear strains in the Kirchhoff plate the01·y. 
Having introduced the notations we rewrite the boundary integral term in (6.62) 
invoh·ing the derivatives of the boundary dispiacements ow,,j as follows: 
r ({;J"- n"M"11 )6w,a ds la A 
r (U~f,,n"- n"Ma,,n_,)ow,,. + (M,,sø- nuMuøsp)ow .• )) ds l JA 
= laA ((~1 .. - M,.,.)liw,n +(Ms- M.,,)liw,s) ds (6.67) 
For the derivatives along the boundary in equation (6.67) we can use partial inte-
gration as follows: 
r (.W,- M,..)liw,. ds la A 
=- r (M •.• -.u ..... )liwds+ r ((~1.-M,..)ow) ds 
l aA l aA .• 
- r (Afs,s - M ..... )ow ds la A {6.68) 
since the ( circulation) integral fa A ( •.. ),, ds = O around the boundary o f the deriva-
tive along t.he boundary is zero, (the integral starts and endsat the same placc). 
Introducing t his (6.68) in equa.tion (6.67) we gel the foliowing reformulation of t.hc 
boundary term: 
r (Mp- nuMa;.)ow "ds 
l aA · 
= laA ((.ft" - M,.,.)liw,.,- (Ms,s- M.,,,.)ow) ds (6.69) 
lntroducing th is cquality into the virtual work equation (6.62) yields the foliowing 
informative form of the vi rtual work for Kirchhoff plates: 
liW = -1 ((N0 ,,a+p,,)liv,+(M0 ,,ul'+m-'· ' +p)liw) dA 
- r ((!1111 - noN"'ø)ov,- (M,.- M,..,)liw,,. la A 
+(Q+ fls,s -71Jil1a~.a- M.,,,,)fnv) ds (6.70) 
Thc princip!<' of virtual work IiW =O ~tates that. tb c virt.ual work functional must 
v<wi~h for any indcpendent. virtual variation in the kiuematic parameters. In this 
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informative virtual work functional (6.70) we can also vary in-plane dispiacements 
ovø, transverse dispiacements ow and the normal derivative of the transverse dis-
piacements ow,n independently at the boundary, whereby the correct boundary 
conditions are revealed for any boundary. 
Plate equilibrium equations 
N"sJ,<> +Pø 
Moø,<>ø + mø,ø + P 
o 
o 
Co1-responding bounda1·y conditions for Kirchhoff plate the01·y 
Q+ Ms,s nøQø + Mn,,s 
nøM<>ø,a + Mns,s 
fl.1nn,n + 2 Mns,s 
(6.71) 
(6. 72) 
(6 . 73) 
(6.74) 
(6.75) 
Let us take a look at the differential equation (6. 72), which describes the bend-
ing behaviour of the Kirchhoff plate. Let us assume that there are no distributed 
moment loacis m, = O and let us then expand the equation into components as 
follows: 
Mil,! l+ M12,21 + M21,12 + M22,22 +p 
Mn,ll + 2MI2,12 + M22,22 +p 
o JJ. 
o ( 6. 76) 
where we have used that the moment components aresymmetri c and that the order 
of differentiation is irrelevant. The equation can also be written in the following 
notation: 
(6.77) 
This equation is a static equilibrium equation. If we want to consider trans\·erse 
displacements, t hen we must introduce some constitutive relation between mo-
ments and displacements, i .e. curvatures. The linear elastic constitutive relation 
for Kirchhoff the01·y takes the foliowing component form: 
-D (w,11 + vw,22) 
-D (w,22 + vw,n) 
-D (l- t1)W,12 (6.78) 
lntroducing thcsc constitut i\·e relations in thc static equilibrium equation (6.72) 
or (6. 76) yields the differential equat ion for the transverse dispiacements in an 
isotroric linear clastic Kirchhoff platc: 
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Differential equation jo1· displacemwts o f f(irchhoff plate 
p 
w .1 1u + 2 w,1122 + w.2222 = D 
where D = 12(~~.,2 ) is the elastic plate bending modulus. 
(6.79) 
This equation is the biharmonic equation derived in 1811 by Lagrange, even though 
his plate theory was not entirely satisfactory. The equation may also be prcsentcd 
as follows: 
p 
D 
p 
D 
p 
D 
(6.80) 
To salve the biharmonic equation we need boundary conditions, whicb can either 
be of astatic or a kinematic type. The boundary conditions for the flexural prob-
lem aregiven in equations (6.71) and (6.75), where the second one is t.he most 
complicated. The flrst states that t he moment corresponding to st ress components 
in the normal direction is d irectly related to the boundary tract ions ar moments 
by Mn = n0 n s.'\I!<>.J = Mnn· The second and more complicatcd boundary condition 
(6.7.5) is related to the boundary shear Q and change in thc torsianaJ boundil,ry 
moment .'iils,s· These boundary forces/loads are transmitted to the platc in t he 
form of a shear force ni'Q~ = n,M013,a andgradientsin the torsianaJ moment M,.s ,s 
(i.e . .SvS<>nøMcx~,v ), but s ince the shear force and torsianaJ moment gradient are 
stat ically equivalent in the Kirchhoff theory we eannot separate t hem, only their 
sum is known. 
Ki1·chhojJ boundm·y condition 
(6.81) 
wherc thc internat shear forces are Q13 = n,, J1.1oø,o· 
At the boundary there is a transition zone where the boundary 
forces/ loads Q a n d Ms,s transform into an internat indeterminate com-
bination of shear force n~Q ,, and torsional moment gradient Alns,s· 
The equ i\·alence between the shear force and the moment grad ient along the boun d-
ary is illustrated in fig. 6.11. T he left-hand part of the ligure shows the torsianaJ 
moment Mns and it.s var iation M ns,sd:;. The right-band part shows an equi valcnt 
set o[ forces M ns and Mns + Al,.8 , 8 ds. !t is clear that a variat ion in the tors iona.l 
moment leaels to differences in a.djaccnt forces M,.,,8 ds, which thereby produ res a 
cont inuous sheM force Af"s,s and somc concentrated corner shcar forces M"" as 
illustratcd in fi g. 6.12. 
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Fig. 6.11: The torsional moment Mns and equivalent forces Mns· 
Fig. 6.12: The torsional moment Mns, equivalent shear force Mns,s and 
concentrated corner shear forces Mns· 
Let us look at c01·ner shear forces at a rectangular corner, and just to illustrate 
the conccpt. let us use a coordinate system which is orientated according to the 
corner as show n in fig. 6.13. By Ioaking at the orientation of the torsional moments 
M12 , M21 , and by using the ideaofforce equivalents it becomes clear ihat there 
must be a corner shear force of 
(6.82) 
at rectangular corncrs. For non-rectangular corners the sum of the force contri-
butions can bc calculatcd by using t.he two different local coordinaie systems at 
the corncr (n\.s 1) or (n2 ,s2 ) as shown in fig. 6.14 . Because of ihe difference in 
arientalion of the (x" x2 )-coordinate system and the (n2 , s 2 )-coordinate system the 
Pxpression for ihc <·orner shcar force becomes 
M,~.- M~. 
s;n; .'\1"_"- s;n~M"11 
where thc superscripts an' references to the rele,·ant coordinate axes. 
(6.83) 
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Fig. 6.13: Corner shear forces at rectangular corners. 
n' 
Fig. 6.14: Contributions to the corner shear force. 
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• Problem 6.1 
A thin rectangular plate is a1 = 1000 mm by a2 = 2000 mm and has a thickness of 
t= lO mm. The materialis steel with an elastic modulus E= 2.1 · 105 MPa and a 
Poisson ratio of v = 0.3. The plate is supported along the boundary and the plate 
dispiacements aregiven by: 
w 
l 
100 x1 
v 
-1QQX2 
l . 11'X1 11'X2 
- a1 sm(-) sin(-) 
20 a1 a2 
where the coordinates are in the ranges x1 E [0, ad and x2 E [0, a2]. The plateis 
assumed to follow the Kirchhoff plate theory and it has a non-uniform distributed 
load p and no distributed in-plane loads PI' = O. 
a ) Make a sketch of t he in-plane dispiacements Vv and another sketch of the 
out-of-plane dispiacements w. 
b) Find the m id die surface strain com ponents E0 13 • 
c) Find the membrane forces Net fl and show that they fulfil the equilibrium 
eq uations within the p la te. 
d) Find the membrane boundary foreE's N13 and descrihe the in-plane load si tu-
ation. 
c) llse t he dispiacement equilibrium equations fo r a Kirchhoff plate to find a 
ma.thrmatical expression for the distributed t ransverse load p(xv)· 
f) Find the curvatu res "-<>fJ · 
g) Find thc moments M 0 ,, and show that they fulfil the static equilibrium equa-
t ions . 
h) Find thc boundary moments Mn and t he equivalent shear fo rce distribution 
Q+ M, .•. 
i) Find the corn<.>r shea.r fo rces Q. 

Chapter 7 
Yield Line Analysis of Piates 
The elastic analysis of piates using the differential equations or virtual work func-
tionals deseribed in the previous chapter determines the elastic moment distribu-
tions and the transverse displacements. However, this gives n o indication of the 
transverse load-carrying capacities. The load at first yielding in a plate is much 
lower t.han the experimental load-carrying capacity, due to the plastic capacity of 
Lhe material. Due to the plastification and the ability of the material to yield, t.he 
moments in the plate are redistributed and the plastic zones grow until eventualir 
a plastic flow mechanism is formed, much like in the plastic hinge theory for beams. 
The plastic flow mechanism is also called a collapse mechanism. 
The main idea is to assume that th e pl astic flow mechanism consists of moving 
(rotating) rigid parts of the plate, where the parts are connected along yield lines, 
i.e. plastic hinge lines, as shown in fig. 7.1. Along the yield lines there are mutual 
rotations between neighbouring rigid parts. We assume that the plastic flow is 
quasi stat ic, sothat we shall be able to use energy considerations and the principle 
of virtual work. For Lh is type of quasi stat.ic plastic flow mechanism we may assume 
virt.ual dispiacements corresponding to a virtual yield line lay-out and calculate the 
total (plastic) virtual work 5Wp, by assuming that the moments have plastified. 
Thc (plastic) principle of virtual work 5WP ~ O then gives an upper bound for the 
load-carrying capacity of the plate. The upper bound can then be minimized by 
\·ariat.ions in the yield line lay-out. 
T hc yield line the01·y was developed in 1943 by Johansen [27], [28], and [29]. 
The theory was mainly developed for reinforced concrete slabs (plates), but since 
then it has been extended Lo other materials, such as metals. General theories for 
perfectly plastic materiais were developed independently by Gvozdev about 1936 
and Prager about 1951. Modem treatments of the piasticity theories are given by 
Chen & Han [18], Nielsen [30], Martin [31] and Save & Massonnet [32], see also the 
work by Pr ager [33] and by Hodge [3 !]. Introductory texts in Danish aregi ven by 
Nielsen & Rathkjen [26] and by Nielsen [24]. 
The presentalion in this chapter will be limited to the yield line theory based 
on t.hc principle of virtual work and a short introduetion to the strip method based 
on equilibrium solutions as developed in 1956 by Hillerborg, see [35] or [36]. The 
yield line the01·y establishes upper bounds for the load-carrying capacity, and the 
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Fig. 7.1: A plastic flow mechanism for a plate. 
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Fig. 7.2: Stress distribution used to define MP. 
strip method establishes lower bounds for the load-carrying capacity through the 
use of statically admissible moment distributions. Before the yield line method is 
treated we need to introduce a few basic concepts of perfect piasticity theory for 
plates. 
Yield Criterion and Flow Rule 
When a cernbination of plate moments at some point reaches a certain level it is 
assumed that the material becomes perfectly plastic and yields at this point. Thc 
cernbination of moments at which the material becomes perfectly plastic is de-
scribed by a yield criterion. In piasticity theory the yield eriterion is deseribed by a 
yield fu nction f(Mcrp). The yield fundion often ineludes a referencial plastification 
moment Mp, (where p is a reference index, i.e. no summation) or M; and M; if 
the positive and negative plastification moments differ. The piasti lkation moment 
Mp fo r an isotropie material can be determined by use of the uniaxial yield stress 
/y , (wlw·e y is a reje1·ence index}, corresponding to the stress distributions shown 
in fig. 7.2 as fo llows: 
For an isotropie pia/e material with equal compression and tension yie/d stress 
thr referencial plastification moment is: 
1 l 2 Mp = l zuy dz l = -t /y t 4 (7.1) 
!f tlw yield f u netion is less than zero, f(Mcrø) < O, then the material has not reached 
the plastification level, alld when the function reaches zero f(f•fcr ,,) = O, t hen the 
rn aterial yields . . '\ perfectly plastic rnaterial can never be in a state where the yield 
fundion is positiYe. The yield eriterion can bedeseribed by a socalled yield surface 
in moment space, i.e. as a function of the moments Merl!· T he yield surface is the 
surface ill rnornellt space at which the yield function is zero: 
(7.2) 
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For isotropie materiais the yield eri terion and t he yield function can be formulated 
in principal moments, if the material remains direction independent (during and 
after yielding). For these materiais the principal axes of moments and curvatures 
a re identical. Some classic yield critPria (surfaces) for piates are shown in fig. 
7.3. The von Mises and Tresca yield criteria a re based on integrated plane stress 
yield criteri a and Johansen's (simple) yield eriterion is, to some extent, basedon 
experimental knowledge of reinforced concrete plates. The von Mises yield eriterion 
is formulated so that it preserves the material valurne during plastic flow, which is 
generally the case for metals. Let us summarize. 
The constitutive state o f the material is deseribed by the yield function 
{ 
< o 
o 
> o 
linear elastic state 
perfecly plastic state 
impossible state 
The yield surf ace in moment space is given by: 
f(Moø) = O 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
How do we link the curvature rates and the moments for perfectly plastic plates? 
Let us use the dissipation assumption originally used by von l\1ises: Tht mte at 
11'hich plastic wergy is dissipated is the maximum possible, ( sometim~s referenced 
as the Hi ll-Mandel maxirnum dissipat ion principle) . The rate of energy dissipation 
d per area in a plate is determined by the work of the plastic moments through the 
curvature rate: 
(7.5) 
According to the von Mises assumption the dissipated energy d is the maximurn 
poss ible, i.e. the material rnakes the maximum possible resistance. A necessary 
co.ndition for a maximum is that, the variation of the energy dissipation is zcro 
8d = O, i.e. the rate of energy dissipation is stationary. Variations with respcct to 
the momentson the yield surface gives: 
(7.6) 
For consistence the moments must remain on the yield surface for the used varia-
t ions. This is expressed mathematically by use of the yield eriterion a.<; follows: 
(7.7) 
which just states thai the value of f remains stationary bf = O (and thus equal to 
zero) for the variation b!llofl· The term :/}.L" is normal to the y i el d surface. T !te 
(dot) produet between tit is normal and the variation in moments must thcrcforP hc 
zero. Let us examine thc two equations. Tf the two equations (7.6) and (7 .7) arc· 
fu lfilled for any mom<"nt variation on thc yicld surfacc, then w~ concludC' that t.h<· 
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f(Map)>O 
Von Mises 
M p 
_-_M~p"---_jf-----.lf------M11 ,IC11 _-_M~p'+-----+-----+-M....!p:..__ _ __ M11 ,IC11 
f < O 
M p 
"-t(Map)=O 
- M p 
Trescas 
f<O 
L----~---~ 
-M p 
K . W. Johansen 
Fig. 7.3: Some plate yield criteria. 
"-t(Map)=O 
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coefficients Ka~ and //./;,~ are proportional. Thus the constitutive relation, or let us 
say the flow rule, takes the form 
(7.8) 
In the flow ru le~ is a flow rate proportionality factor. Since plastic flow only occurs 
on the yield surface we write the flow rule in the foliowing manner: 
The associated flow ru/e for perfectly plastic mate1·ials 
l
. of 
>. - -
K..,~ = O 0111a~ 
if f(Mcrø) = O 
if f(Mcr ø) < O 
(7.9) 
This flow rule is an associated flow rule since the plastic flow Kaø is directly associ-
ated with the yield surface f =O. The flow rulestates that the curvature flow rate 
is proportional to the normal of the yield surface, so it is also referred to as t he 
normality condition or the normality flow rule. Note that the dissi pation assump-
tion of von Mises is not always correct and hence, non-associative flow rule.s exist. 
Let us discuss the implication of the von 1\lises assumption. The stationarity of 
the energy d issipation od = O is a sufficient condition for a maximum, if the yield 
surface is convex. To show this let us compare the energy d issipation rate for a 
neighbouring moment state Ma., + 6.A!a.> on the yield surface with thc maximum 
e nergy d issipation state Ma.> for given cun·ature rates K.0 _, as follows: 
(Map + :::,_ ,'vfo~ )i;_a .J < Af",Kop .IJ. 
D.Mo~KaA < 0 (7. 10) 
The first inc~quality is true since M"~Kaø is the maximum possible energy dissipa.-
tion. T he curvaturc rate K-"8 at maximum energy d issipation is normaJ to thc yicld 
surface , and the second equation states that thc projection of t he momentson this 
normal must be negative, which is t he same as statin,e; that t he yield surface must 
be convex, as shown in fig. 7.4. The derivations have been made assuming continu-
ity o f thc functions. However , the demand for a continuous convex y i el d surface is 
often relaxed to allow for Iinearly varying parts. It is worth noting that for a gi ven 
set of curvature rates it is possible to find a unique solution for t he moments onl) 
if the yield surface is convex. However, for both convex yield surfaces and yicld 
surfaces with relaxed convexity the rate of energy dissipation is unique for a given 
set of curvature rates. 
• Example 7.1 What are t he moments for a given set of rurvature rates? 
Let ns compare t he linea r elastic consti tu tivc relations fo r piates and the perfcctly 
piastir constitutivc relations, i.~. the fl ow ru IP, for a given SPt of uniaxia l curV<Lturcs 
and curvaturc rates. The curvaturc statc in a yicld line corrcsponds to a locali~!'d 
uniaxial cu rvat.urc. T he material is assumcd lo obcy thP vo n Mis<'s yicld eriterion 
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Fig. 7.4: Neighbouring moment state on a convex yield surface . 
shown in fig. 7.3. Let us assume the foliowing positive uniaxial curvatures and 
curvature rates: 
( ... ) ( Ktt ) ( ~>u ) ( li: u ) ~>n o li:22 = o 
2Kt2 o 21i:t2 o 
In the elastic case we use the constitutive relat ions (6.28) or (6.33) and find 
In t he plastic case we use the flow rule (7.9), which states that the curvatures 
arc normal to the von Mises yield surface, shown in fig. 7.3. T he cu rvature state 
corr<~sponds to the localized curvature in a yield line parallel to the x2 -axis. In 
the yield line the twist is zero, Kt2 = O, and the principal coordinate direct ions 
are orientated as the yield line, which means that the torsional momen t is zero, 
M12 = O. We t hus just find the one point on t he von Mises yield surface , which 
has the normal vector (~>n ,~>n) = (1, 0). This givesus the foliowing moments in 
thc plastic case: 
In bo t h the elastic and the plastic case i t is seen that a uniaxial curvature K t t or K, 11 
rcsu lts in a transvPrse momrnt M22 • It is also noted that the maximuro moment 
for thc perfectly plastic von Mises material is higher than the referencP moment 
.\1P. This is due to biaxial state of stress in the plate. lf, instead, we had usccl 
Trcsca's or Johansen 's yield surfaces the maximuro moment in the yield linr would 
hc cxactly Mp . 
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s 
Fig. 7.5: A virtual hinge line of width /::,.b and curvature liK-nn· 
Virtual Work, Ringe Lines and Yield Lines 
The yield eriterion is assumed to be independent of both axial forces and transverse 
shear forces. The assumption is also made in the plastic hinge theor·y for bearns. 
For tbe assumption to be valid the plate must be thin enough compared to thc 
spans of the plate, i.e. the shear forces must be small enough. Tbe yield criteria 
can bederived using the kinematic assumptions of the Kirchhoff plate theory and 
a general plane stress yield criterion. Let us not get into the impl ications of thc 
assumptions made. The flexural part of thc virtual work functional ou which the 
yield line theory is based: 
(7.11) 
m which 8a13 = - 8w,ø are the virtual middle surface inclinations and liK-<>13 = 
-8wcr13 are tbe virtual curvatures, both derivable from the virtual middle surfa.cc: 
dispiacement Iiw. Furthennore, a load factor ). has been introduced, so that. t.hc 
total transverse load intensity ;/ is given by p! = ).p. (This). is not related dirccLly 
to the flow rate proport ionali ty factor.\ in the previous subsection) . 
The virtual work in a virtual hinge line is the basis of the derivations of thc 
upper and lower-bound theorems. Let us consider a band with the witlth !::,.b, which 
only has virtual curvature in the normal direction liK-nn as shown in fig. 7.5. The 
band is deseribed using a local (n, s )-coordinate system with the n-axis as a normal 
and the .s axis in the direction of the band. At oppositc sides of the band the edgc 
moments M,.n and Mns are assumed equal. The principle of virtual work 8vV = O 
gJVCS US 
o .u. 
(7.12) 
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in which the integration index L is t he length of the hinge line. The normal moment 
and the mutual rotations are related to the original coordinate system as follows: 
(7.13) 
60 6a~ - 6a~ = ~( 6crn) 
n ø( 6a; - 6a~) = n ø~( 6crø) (7.14) 
Thus, the internal virtual work in a hinge line 6W;711 is found by integrating the 
produet of the moment Mnn and the virtual mutual rotation 68 in the line, i.e. 
6Wint = [ Mnn6B ds (7.15) 
Using only virtual dispiacements with hinge lines and rigid plate parts the virtual 
work functional takes the foliowing form 
Virtual work functional (for virtual dispiacements with hingc lines) 
6W = L 1 Mnn6B ds - .>. 1 p6w dA 
hin~e line:5 L A 
(7.16) 
If the hinge line is a yield line, then we can find the yield moment in the line 
Mnn = Mt by use of the flow rule. In the yield line the curvature state is given by 
""" with K,,. = K n s = O. The normal to t he yield surface is given by the curvature 
state and we can find the yield line moment by identifying a point on the yield 
surface with this normal. Por the yield ~ urfaces shown the moment in the yield line 
is found to be: 
Th c moment Mnn in a yield line is 
von M ises' yield eriterion (7. 17) 
Tresca 's yield erilerion (7.18) 
Johansen's yield cr·it erion (7.19) 
1rher·c thc positive values correspond to yield lines with positive mutual rotation 
60 > O and th r negative values to yield lines with negative mutual rotations 
60 < o. 
Thus, lhe non-negative plastic vir·tual work in a yield line is 
(7 .20) 
whrr·c a b·lmighl yirld line has bcrn assmned in the last equality. 
In yield lint>s thC' rnoments are given dircctly by t.he Aow rule , but it must. lw 
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emphasized that the hinge line is assumed to be a real yield line. The plastic 
virtual work functional takes the foliowing form: 
Plastic vi1·tual work functional (for virtual dispiacements with yield lines) 
8Wp = . L j Me8B ds - >.P j p8w dA 
y1eld line~ L A 
(7.21) 
The virtual work functional 8W and the plastic virtual work functional 8WP will be 
used in the next two sections for evaluation of the upper and lower-bound theorems 
for plates. 
The determination of the internal plastic viriual work rnay sametimes be sirn-
plified as deseribed in the following. For straight yield lines we may define the 
foliowing components Lø of the yield line length L and likewise the mutual rotation 
88 as : 
(7.22) 
The length L2 is the projection of L on the x1-axis and the length L1 
is the projection on the x2-axis. (Note t hat 80p = ~(8aø)) . The introduced 
components enable us to rewrite the in ternal virtual work as fo llows: 
MeL80 = MenøLø80 = MeLøn1180 
MeL~80, (7.23) 
With ibis format we can decompose the rnutual rotations in convenieni coordina.tc 
direct ions and use t he projections of the yield line length on these directions. The 
assumpt ion of straight yield lines is not necessa.ry, but may be easier to understa.nd . 
• E xample 7.2 A rectangular plate with opposite edgc supports. 
A rectangular plate with simple supports at two opposite sides is loadcd hy a 
uniform transverse load p = l kN /m2 • Thc pla.tc is isotropie with a rcfercncial 
plastification moment of Mp = 8 kNrn/rn and follows Trcsca's yicld critcrion. Thc 
geometry with a = 2m and the assurned yield line is shown in fig. 7.6. For a. 
Tresca matcrial the moment in the yield line is Me = Mp. Assuming tha.t the yield 
line is the correct one we use the principle of virtual work b'WP = O to find thc 
load-carrying capaci ty as follows : 
r Me88 ds - >. P r pow dA }[, j A o 1,1. 
fnc 2 bw M 2- a - A p2a -
P a P 2 o .!J. 
A _ 2Mp 
P - pa2 
16 kNm/rn 
l kN/m 2(2 m)2 
= 4 
!f t his is the correct yield line lay-out at failure, t hen the tota.lload-ca.rrying capacity 
for a uniform transvcrsc load is p1 = ;t kNjm2 
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Fig. 7.6: A s imple yield line example . 
Reinforced Concrete Piates 
In rcinforced concrete piates with orthogonal reinforcement the amount of rein-
forccrncnt in the iwo directions may vary and ihe yield eriterion therefore becomes 
orihoiropic. Let us use a main xv-coordinate system with axes along the orthoiropic 
direciions, i.c. orientaied as the reinforcement. The refcrencial plastification mo· 
ments are Mpth i.e. with M."1 corresponding to the plastification moment with rein-
forcemeni in the x 1 direction and M."2 corresponding to the plastification moment 
wiih reinforccmcni in the x 2 d irection. There may also be a difference between 
posit ive and negative plastifica t ion moments and we thus introduce the sign as an 
upper index as M:,, for positi ve and M;,, for negative plastification moments . Jo-
hanscn's generalizcd yield surface for reinforced concrete piates is shown in fig. 7.7. 
Thc moment Mt in an ort hotropic yield line can be fou nd usi ng the defini t ion of 
t he normal moment Alnn as follows 
M c n,,naMa11 
n~M11 + n~M22 + 2n1n2M12 (7.24) 
For Johansen 's generali%ed y i el d surfa.ce, which has M12 = O in the p lastic zone, 
thc• moment in positive or negative yield lines is given by: 
(7.25) 
Thc vi rtual work in an orthotropic yield line using Johansen 's yield surface is t hen 
given by: 
LMe80 
jL(niMp1 + n~Mp2)80 l (7.26) 
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Fig. 7. 7: Johansen 's generalized yield surface. 
This formula becomes easier in practical analysis if we project the length L of Lhe 
yield line onto the reinforcement axes as Lø , and likewise Lhe mutual rotation 50 
as 5Bø· Using (7.22) tbe virtual work takes Lhc foliowing form: 
(7.27) 
Note that the definition of Lø = nøL implies that L 1 is along the x2 -
axis and L2 is along the Xi-axis. In Lhe isotropie case the formula reduces Lo 
5We = 1MrLø5B 13 1, whicb has in faet already been shown . 
• Example 7.3 A simple orthotropic skew pl ate. 
A skew plate wi th simple supports at two opposite sides is loaded by a uniform 
transverse load p= J kN/m 2• Thc plateis orthotropic with referencial plastification 
moments of Mpi = 8kNm/m and Mp2 = 0.5Mpl· The plateis a rein forced concrete 
plate (RFC) and it follows Johansen's yield criterion. The geometry with a = 2m 
and the assumed yield line is shown in fig. 7.8 . 
For the shown yield line the normal vector has the componcnts 
ni cosv = ../2/2 
n2 sinv = h/2 
Since the mutual rotat ion in the yield line is bO= 2v'2 bwfa the rotation compo-
nents hecome 
2bv·/a 
2bw/n 
Thc> lcngths of the yield line projections arc Li = L2 = a. 
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Reinforcement 
Fig. 7.8: A simple yield line example for an orthotropic RFC-plate. 
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Assuming that the yield line is the correct one we use the principle of virtual work 
oWp = O to find the load-carrying capacity as follows: 
[ .YfeMJ ds - >.P i pow dA o JJ 
ow ow 2 ow o JJ aMp12- + aMp22-- App2a -a a 2 
3Mp1ow - Ap p a
2 ow o JJ 
Ap = 3 Mp1 = 24 kNm/m 
pa2 lkN/m2(2m) 2 
= 6 
If tilis is the correct yield line lay-out at failure , then the totalload-carrying capacity 
for a uniform transverse load is p1 = 6 k N fm 2 • 
7.1 Upper Bounds by the Yield Line Method 
In this section the upper-bound theorem will be introduced in much the same way 
as in the chapter on plastic hinge analysis. The use of the principle of virtual work 
8W = O to find the load-carrying capacity is based upon the use of the real moment 
field M<>ø· However, t hrough the use of a kinematic approach we may obtain an 
upper bound on the load-carrying capacity by exchanging the real moments in a 
virtual hinge line with the plastified moments. By anticipating that themomentin 
the virtual hinge line is t he plastified normal moment Mf we violate the principlc 
of virtual work by increasing the internal virtual work, since IMel ~ IMnnl and 
therefore the plastic virtual work is greater than the real ,·irtual work, i.e. 8WP ~ 
8W = O. T his leaels to the upper-bound theorem for plates: 
The upper-bound theorem 
An upper bound, >.+, for the plastic load-carrying capacity, Ar, can 
b e found by introducing kinematicly admissible virtual dispiacements 
with virtual yield lines into the virtual work functional and using that 
this virtual work is greater than or equal to zero, 8WP ~ O. 
Th e in~.-quality leads to the foliowing formulation: 
L j Me50 ds - >.P J p 8w dA ~ O 1). 
yie ld ltne :> L A 
whcre the uppc1·-bound load factor is given by 
{ p8w dA 
}L 
(7.28) 
(7.29) 
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Fig. 7 .9: Uniformly loaded rectangular plate. 
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Therc are many formulations of the upper-bound theorem. In many texts thc 
equat ions are derived in an energy rate format, but the present formulation gains 
through the use of thc concept of virtual hinge/yield lines. 
Today thc best way tovalidate the upper-bound solutions is through the use of 
advanced computationa.l techniques which utilize the concepts of modern piasticity 
theory. llowever, cven with these modern techniques the final flow mechanism 
may be difficult to obtain, even though the load factor is very close to the found 
upper-bound load factor. A few analytica.l examples exist, where both upper and 
lower-bound rcsults can be found . lt is time to illustrate the practical use of the 
upper-bound thcorem. 
• Example 7.4 Uniformly loaded rectangular plate. 
A rectangular plate of isotropie perfectly plastic material is loaded by a uniform 
transvPrse load >.p, where p= l kN/m2 . The plate geometry with a = 2m and the 
antic:ipated virtual yield layout is shown in fig. 7.9. The plastification moment is 
M p = 7 kNm/m for both positive and negative moments. Let us find thc upper-
bound load factor)..+ for the shown virtual yield line lay-out. 
Thc virtual work of the external load can be found as follows, sinc:c thc distriiHJl('d 
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load is constant: 
where JA o w dA is tloe mlume of t he traverses pace. Using this we find: 
Alternatively we can calulate the external work as the sum of t he work performed 
by the resultant load on each individual rigid part of t he plate. This method is 
used for more complicated load cases. 
T he internal work of the yield lines is straightforward for the central yield line, 
where the mutual rotat ion is oB = 2owfa, whereas the diagonal yield lines become 
more difficult. However , by Ioaking at a section through the plate which is perpen-
dicular to the diagonal yield li ne we see t hat t he mutual rotation becomes vfiowfa. 
The internal work becomes: 
ow ~ rn6w 
MtL6B = Afta2- + 4Mcv2 av2-
a a 
T hc upper-bou nd theorem resu lts in 
l 0,\1/cow 
~pa26u: 
30 Mc 
7 pa2 
If the material has Johansen 's or Tresca's yield eriterion t hen M t = M p and we 
find the foliowing upper-bound load factor : 
15 
2 = 7.5 
lf, however , the material has the von Mises yield eriterion then Mt = "3JMP and 
we find >.+ :::: 1.15 · 7.5::::8.6 "'hich is 15% higher. 
To find t he lowest possible upper-bound load factor different variable y ield line lay-
outs must b c t ri ed and minimized. However, we are ncvcr sure, t hat we have fou nd 
t he lowest possible up per bound, unless of course we can find a correspondi ng lower-
bound solu tion. However, the minimum is usually very flat and the upper-bound 
technique is in faet used in practice withou t consulting lower-bound techniqucs. 
Practical Solution Technique 
The internat work in the v irtual yield lines mav be calculated in a m ore practical 
manner , where the problem of determining t hc mutual rotation in a y ield line is 
circumvented. Each rigid part o f the plate is considered individually a nd thc total 
virtual work is found by s umn1ation ove r the individual r igid parts . Thf: vir tual 
wo rk of t he shear forres is Il('glccted, since they do no t con tribut.<' to the total virtual 
work. Til<' virtual work of thc yield moments in a rigid part I o[ t he plate, which 
has a constan t inclina.t.ion, /io:, ran h<' found . lising that thc normal incl inat ion is 
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Fig. 7.10: Calculation of internal work for each rigid part. 
5a~ = n ,5a~ and thai the component lengths L ø are found by the integral of npds 
along the line, i.e. Lp = h n"ds, i t follows that: 
l Me5a~ ds = k Mc5a~ n" ds 
MtLp5a~ (7.30) 
wherc ih<' yield moment Me is assumed io be constant and L 1 is the y ield line 
projcction on thc x 2-axis and L 2 is the projection on the x 1-axis, (summing up 
overlapping parts). If ihe yield moment is piecewise constant, the calculation can 
bc perfonned piecewise. !f the coordinate system is orientated with an axis parallel 
to ihc axis of rotation, ihen the calculation only involves one term. For example 
if t.hc local x1-ax is is chosen parallel to ihe axis of rotation for part I, then the 
iniemal work becomes 5~Vi~t = MtL25aL since one inclinaiion vanishes, as shown 
in fig. 7.10 , i.c. 5af =O. 
• Example 7 .5 Uniformly loaded rectangular plate, revisited. 
Let us try the more praclical technique on the previous, fairly simple example, 
shown in fig. 7.9. The individual rigid parts of the plate rotate about the support 
lines, which in t his rectangular case are parallel to the chosen coordinate system. 
i\11 thc plate rotations in t he currenl yield line lay-out a re identical and equal to 
6wfa. Thc projecled lengths of the yield lines are L2 = 3a for parts I and II I, 
and /q = 2a for parts I l and IV . Thus, the intern al virtual work can simply be 
ralculated as: 
~ 6w 
L MeL ,6a13 = Me(3a + 2a + 3a + 2a) - = lOM,6w a 1•a.rl ,; 
which of course is thc same as found previously. The practical technique becomes 
thc casicst melbod for complicated yicld line lay-outs. 
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F ig. 7 .11: Calculation of internal work in an ort hotropic rigid part. 
For orthotropic reinforced concrete piaLes Lhe solution technique is pradically 
Lhe same. The diffe rence Iies in t he choice of coordinate axes. In Lhe ort hoLropic 
case we choose Lhe orLhotropic axPs as shown in fig. 7.11. The intern al work of Lhe 
moments along t he boundary of each rigid part is calculated and the contributions 
from all parts are sumrned. The rotat ion 80 in a yield li ne bet ween two rigid parts 
can be spl it into the inclinations (rot ations) of the individual parts oa on eiLher 
side o f the yield line by 80 = o a~ - o a;; . The intern al work in a y i el d line is t hus 
determined as fo llows: 
i Mt8et~ ds 
i (n~ Mp, + n~Mp2)8a~ ds 
i Mp, n , oa~ n ,ds +i Mp2 n28a~ n2ds 
i Mp, oa f dx, +i Mp2 oa~ dx2 
M", L,oai + Mp2L28a~ (7.31) 
w!tcrc iL is irnporLanL to noLe tha L the coord inaLe axcs and the rcinforccmenL axc•s 
must. be identical. Thc inclinat ion 0(/ of the rigid part considt>rcd must be dccom-
posrd in inclination components along t he reinforccmcnL axes as oa{ and oa~. 
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• Example 7.6 A simple orthotropic skew plate, revisited. 
Let us revisit thP orthotropic skew plate of example 7.3 show n in fig. 7.8 and analyse 
it by considering the individual rigid parts. The inelirration angle (rotation) of the 
rigid part is detE>rmined by the rotation about the line support and the central 
dispiacement as : 
o a o w = howja 
Lia 
2 
The coordinate axes are orientated as the orthotropic reinforcement, and the line 
of rotation has the normal (in thi s example u= v): 
n1 cosu = h/2 
ii2 sin u = h/2 
The inclination components are thus given by: 
oa1 n1oa 6u•/a 
6a2 ih6et = 6wfa 
The length of the yield line is L = ha and the yield line projections on the 
wordinate axes are also in this example given as: 
a 
a 
The internal work in one rigid part, part J, can then be found using equation (7.31 ), 
which gives us: 
since there are two identical rigid parts and since Mp2 = 0.5Mpl the total internal 
work becomes: 
The external work is also in this cxample found to bP: 
The upper-bound load factor can thus be found as 
>.+ 3 Mpl = 6 
p a 
whirh was also found in example 7.3. 
• Example 7.7 Unifo rmly loaded rectangular plate, revisited once again . 
Let the rectangular plate analysed in examplcs 7.4 and 7.5 bc an orthotropic rc-
inforced concrete plate with reinforcement directions parallel to the edges, so that 
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the reinforcement in the x1-direction leads to M"1 = J~Mp and in the x2-direct.ion 
to Mrz = Mp. 
The intern al works by the rigid parts l and Il, show n in fig. 7 .9, are found using 
equation (7 .31) as follows: 
Mp2Lz6cx~ = M p 3a 6w/a = 3Mp6w 
Mp1L1oaf 1 = fLMp 2a6wfa = 2~Mp6w 
The total intern al work is t hen found by summation of t he in tern al work performed 
by each rigid part as: 
6W;nt = 26W/nt + 26W;;,'t = (6 + 1~)Mr6W 
The extcrnal work has been found in example 7.4 as 6Wcxt = ~A+pa26w and t.h e 
uppcr-bound load factor thus bccomes: 
A+ = ~(6+4~)Mr 
7 pa2 
By inserting fL = l the result is identical to that. already found for thc isotropie 
rectangular plate in examples 7.4 and 7.5. 
Admissible Yield Line Lay-Outs 
The yield line lay-out must be geometricly possi ble, so that the virtua.l d ispiace-
ments only in\'Oivc discontinuities in the plate inclinations 80 = !-,(ocx_, ) at yicld 
lines and not discontinuities in Lhe \'irtual displacement, i.e . .3.(8w) =O. If a rigid 
part of thc platc is supported by a column, then the rotation axis of this part. must. 
go through thc support point. Through geometri c analysis i t can be show n t.hat. t.hc 
rotation a.xcs and thP. yield line between two connected piates must int.crscct. i\n 
intersedion point. at infinity is also acceptable. Tilis lcaw:s us wit.h tlw foliowing 
statement.: 
Ccomet1·icly admissiblc yirld line lay-out.. 
The yield line lay-out is geometricly admissible, if the intersection 
point of the rotation axes of mutually connected rigid parts is also 
intesected by their mutual yield line (and its extension) . 
The rotation axis of parts supported by columns must intersect the 
support point. 
For plat.Ps support<>d along the edges some geomctricly admissible yield littc· lay-
outs are show n in fig. 7. 12 and fig. 7.13 some admissiblc lay-outs arc shown for a 
plat<- support.cd by Lwo columns and along an edgc:. 
Corner Levers 
Plat.Ps a.r<' more or Jess gromcLricly fixeJ a.L corners where both edges a.re support<'rl. 
lhw t.o t.ltis 1.1wn· is a. tcndency for t.hr~ yid d lines to separate and form socall<"d 
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Fig. 7.12: Geometricly admissible yield line lay-outs. 
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Fig. 7.13: Geometricly admissible yield line lay-out including columns. 
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Fig. 7.14: A corner lever. 
4a 
M/ 
p+=?. l az 
Mt =o 
F ig. 7.15: A rectangular plate. 
cor·ner levers with a negative yield line, as shown in fig . 7.14. For smal! corner 
angles t.he Lendency of Lhe existence of a lever is increased duc Lo firmer fixation 
a t thc corner. Thc corner levers usually give a smal! corrcdion to thc original 
upper bound, and Lhe best way to find a minimum uppcr bound is firs!. to find thc 
minimum y ield line lay-out and Lhen introducc corner levers . The smal! influcncc of 
rornf'r levers is illust rated in the in fig. 7.15 and 7.1 6 for uni formly loaded isotropie 
rein forced roncrete piates with Mi = O. 
Concentrated Shear Forces 
Since the shear fo rces have been negleeled in thP y ield criteria we must bc sure 
that the shear forces can be sustained by the plate, especially at thc yicld lines. 
Thcre a rc concentrated shear forces at the conlers and wc have to be sure that t hei r 
magnitude is acceptable. At the free edges of a plate wherc a yield line cnds LherC! 
are also concentrated shear forces. We may estimatc thcsP forces by use of thc yicld 
li ne lav·out, which mus t be close to Lhe lay-out of thc real flow mcchanism. 
Let us usc a local coordinate ~ystem as shov. n in fig. 7.17 with t hc x 1-dirC!dion 
parallc~ l to thc yield line and just analy~c onc part of the platc. Thc angle bdwc·c·n 
thc yirld line a nd t hc C!dgc of thC! platcis <p. T he moments in thc yield line arc thc 
prin ci p,d mornC!nt.s and t.hereforc /\122 = M, and M12 =O. On th e edgc wc assurnc 
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Fig. 7.16: A triangular plate. 
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Fig. 7.17: Yield line section at an edge. 
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that t he normal moment Mnn is given, for example for a free edge or a simply 
supported edge Mnn =O and for a fixed edge with a negative yield line Mnn = Mi . 
We need to find M", along the edge. To do so we consider moment equilbrium 
about the x1-axis as fo llows: 
(- M ns sin <p - Mnn cos <p )ds + Me cos <p ds =O U. 
M ns = (M e - Mnn) cot <p (7 .32) 
The concentrated shear force is given by equation (6.83), which m the present 
system with J\.121 =O takes the form: 
Q Jli1ns - M21 = Mns 
(Me- Mnn) cot <p (7.33) 
At a free edge with Mnn = O the concentrated internal shear force must be deter-
mined at either side of the yield line. On one side of the yield line the edge shear 
force is 
Qedge = Me cot <p (7.34) 
and on the other side of the yield line the edge shear force just changes sign, 
since cot ( 1r - <p) = - cot <p. At cot·ners there are two rigid parts of the platc eacb 
contributing with one concentra.ted shear force . There are two angles, <pi and <pli 
at sucb a corner. The corner shear force has to be transferred to the supports. For 
two simple supports meeting at a corner the concentrated shear force is: 
(7.35) 
For corners with two fixed supports (with negative yield lines along the edges) wc 
find: 
(7.36) 
These shear forces are only approximations and they are only realistic if the yield 
line lay-out corresponds to the real plastic flow rnechanism for the pla te . For th in 
piates the concentrated shear forces are transferred over yield lines or to supports 
over an in-plane distance approximately equa.l to the thickness of the plate. Note 
that cot <p changes sign around <p = 1r /2 so t hat for angles lower t han rr /2 the sbear 
force is positi\·e and directed downwards. 
Point Loads 
At point loaels or at column supports local circular or elliptical flow mechanisrns 
have to be checked. For isotropie piates with point loaels the flow rnechanisrn has 
d negative outer circular yield line and positive internat radial yield lines. For 
anisotropic plate~ tbe outer yield line is elliptical. It is also inten"'sl ing that t he 
upper bound does not depend on the diameter of t he flow mecbanism, as we shall 
~ee in the following. Let us analyse an isotropie plate withapoint load, for exarnple 
the onc shown in fig. 7.18. Let dc.p be the angle between the radial yield li1ws. T hc 
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r 
Fig. 7.18: Isotropie plate with a point load. 
central displaccm<'ut is hw and the radius is r. Thus, the external work is 
(7.37) 
The intcmal work can be found by projection on the axis of rotation for the indi-
vidnaJ rigid parts. The individnal part rotates owfr about the negative yicld line, 
which has thc lengtf1 rdcp. Onc rigid part thus contri butes to thc internal work 
with 
(7.38) 
Thc total internal plastic virtual work hecomes: 
{ 2-:r 
5W;", = lo (Mt + IM(I)ow dcp = 21T(Mt + 1Mil)8w (7.39) 
Thc principle of virtual work, oW = oWint - oW,:::t = O, then gives: 
(7.10) 
For piates with eqnally positive and negative yield moments wc thus find that 
p+ = 111T M e. At corners the abovc principles rnay be used and the formulas 
rnod ificd adcquatcly. 
7.2 Lower-Bound Theorem 
A lo wc~ r bound 011 the plast.ic load factor can be found by a static approach. Thc 
idca is Lo nsc statically admissibk moment. fields M 0 ø, which a.rc within Liw yic·ld 
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surface and therefore safe, i.e. f(,Waø) ::; O and thereby find a lower-bound load 
factor >..- . Statically admissible moment fields are moment fields which satisfy the 
static equilibrium equat ions: 
Mcxø,cxø+P 
M11,11 + 2Ml2,12 + M22,22 +p 
o .!). 
o 
In a virtual hinge line the statically admissible normal moment is given as 
(7.41) 
(7.-12) 
If the moment field is safe the moments in the hinge lineare within or on the yield 
surface J(Mcxø) ::; O and therefore the normal moments are Jess than the yield line 
moments, i.e. IMsl ::; !Mel-
To show the lower-bound theorem for piates let us firs t use the yield lines of 
the real flow mechanism to find an exact expression for the plastic load factor .\P, 
then let us use a safe statically admissible moment distribution with the real yield 
line lay-out and show that this gives a lower bound .\- . Let us begin. The real 
flow mechan ism with MJ =O and 5w =w is introduced into the principle of virtual 
work 5W = O and it is used that the moments are plastified in the yield lines, i.e. 
M,.n = Me . This gives us the real plast ic load factor as follows: 
5W = I: fr MeO ds - >.. j pw dA = o 
h in11:e h n~-; L A 
h in~neo l MefJ ds 
lpwdA 
(7.13) 
Next let us use a statically admissible moment distribution ,\Is in equi li brium with 
the load .\-p. The principle of virtual work is exa.ct fo r a given equilibrium state 
and we can use a ny virtual d ispiacement fie ld to find the load factor. This load 
factor is a lower bound if we make sure that the statically admissible moment. field 
is safe, i.e. f(Mcxø ) :S: O everywhere or equivalently that IMsl ::; IMel is sat isficd for 
any hinge line lay-out. Since we can use any virtual hinge line lay-out let us try 
the y ield line lay-out of the real flow mechanism. This gives us: 
5W = L j Ms 50 ds - .\- j p5w dA = O .!). 
h in~e hne' L A 
L j Ms80ds 
lun ,!;e line ,; [_. 
L j MsOds 
hi nge Ianes L 
l pwdA (7A-l) l p8w dA 
where the last inequality is obtained using (7.43) and that MsO::; MeO , since thc 
statically admissible moment distri bution is safe everywhere. 
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The lower-bound thw1·em 
If a statically admissible moment field, M"11 , in equilibrium with the 
factored externalloads, >..-p, is safe, f(M"ø) ~O, then the load factor, 
>..-, is a lower bound for the real plastic load factor >..," i .e. >..- ~ >..P. 
The lower-bound theorem is very seJdom used in combination wi t h the upper-bound 
theorem, since i t is very difficult to find good lower bound values. T he linear-elastic 
p late theory results in lower-bound solutions if they are scaled to satisfy the yield 
eriterion everywhere in the plate. 
The Strip Method 
Foliowing Hill erborg [36] statically admissible moment fields may be found by taking 
t he twisting moment as zero, M 12 = O, and carrying the load in two orthogonal 
directions through the moments M 11 and M22 • If the twisting moment is zero in 
thc static eq uilibrium equation (7.41) for transverese loads, we obtain the foliowing 
equilibrium equation: 
Mu,11 + M n .22 +p = O (7.45) 
This cquation can be spli t into two by separat ing the transverse load p into the 
part 'lj;p carriedin the x 1-direction and the part (1-'l/J)p carr iedin the x2 -di rection, 
where thc parameter V; governs the dispersion of the load in the two directions. 
This leads to thc foliowing set of equations: 
M 11,11 + 'if;p 
Mn,22 +(l- .,P)p 
o 
o (7 .46) 
T hese cquat.ions are cquivalent to two beam equilibrium equations. T he idea of 
approximating a platc by orthogonal beams is ol d , and Hillerborg gives a systematic 
trcat.ment of thc subjcct with respect to reinforced concrete plates. Hillerborg 
considers the "bcams" as stri ps of plate in which the load is carried in the strip 
d ircction. In reinforccd concrete beams thc reinforcement can then be chosen for 
thc individual stri p. This is the main advantage of the strip method. However, 
today rcinforcement is seJdom varied much in the pl ate, due to prefabrication of 
rcinforccment. Re inforccd concrete plates, howe\'er, usually have a boundary zone 
with increa~cd top reinforcement. 
A plateis subdivided into different regions in which the d ispersion parameter 'lj; 
is constant .. The dispersion parameter is usually chosen so that the load in a given 
point is carried/ dispersed in the most optimal direction. For a rectangular beam 
with uniform transverse load two such subdivisions are shown in figs. 7.19 and 7.20 . 
In fig. 7.19 the platcis s imply supported at all edges, and t he subdivision has been 
relatcd to thc yield line lay-out of a probable plastic flow mechanism and in each 
subplatc thc load is carried in one direction only. In fig. 7.20 the rectangular plate 
has one frcc edgc and thrce simply suported edges. The subdivision ineludes an 
edge strip , which transfers load to the supports. 
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Fig. 7.19: Subdivision of rectangular plate. 
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Fig. 7.20: Another subdivision of a rectangular plate. 
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• Example 7.8 Lower-bound solution for plate in fig. 7.9. 
The rectangular plateis loaded by a uniform transverse load p= l kN/m2 and the 
geometry is shown in fig. 7.9 with a = 2m. The referencial plastification moment 
is Mp = 7 kNm/m. Let us assume that thc load is carried by orthogonal stripsin 
the x1 and x2 directions. The strips have pinned ends and the maximuro moments 
in the strips are t hus determined by kpL2 • The optimal choice o f the dispersion 
parameter is thus determined by the square of t he span lengths. For a Tresca 
material the moments in the two transverse directions should be equal and we thus 
choose the dispersion parameter by equalizing the moments in the two transverse 
strips as follows: 
l 
8(1- Ø)p(2a)2 
4a2 4 
4a2 + 9a2 13 
The maximum moments thus become: 
4-9 2 9 2 
M n = M22 = 13. 8pa = 26pa 
Let u s scale the load s and thereby the maximum moments by a load factor >--, so 
that thc central moments are on the yield surface: 
, . 9 2 < 
" 26pa -
.x-
Mp .J). 
26Mp ~ 
9pa2 - 5.1 
which should be compared with the upper bound .>,+ = 7.5 found in the pr('vious 
example. The lower bound .x- = 5.1 is also a lower bound for the von Mises 
material, sincc the point (Mil, M22) = (M p, Mp) is on the von Mises yield surface. 
Rectangular Plates 
A simple statically admissible moment distribution, which satisfies the plate equi-
li brium equation (7.41) ineluding the torsion al term can be found for uniformly 
loaded rectangular piates as ouUined in the the following. 
The equilibrium equation only ineludes second order partial derivatives of the 
moments N/11 and M22 in the directions x 1 and x2, respectively. It also ineludes 
a mixed second order derivative of the torsional moment N/12 . The solution could 
therefore be parabolic in N/11 and N/22, and hyperbolic for the torsional moment 
M12 . Such a moment distribution is gi\·en by: 
a10 + a11 x1 + a12x~ 
a2o + a21X2 + anx~ 
ao + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x1x2 (7 .4 7) 
whcre thc constants a depend on the boundary conditions and boundary moments 
chosen . luserting the moment field into the equilibrium equation results in: 
(7.48) 
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Fig. 7.21: Optimal choice of y for a rectangular plate. 
which corresponds to di vi d ing t he load between the three moment distributions. By 
analysis of the moment distribution the boundary terms are found to be conslanl, 
as briefly deseribed in the following. The normal moments Mn = Mnn areconslant 
a.long t he boundary. The torsional moments !If. = Mn.- arc transformed into con-
stant shear force contributions Ms,s = Mns,s along the boundaries and into point 
shear forces at the corners. The non-torsional shear force is Q = l'vlnn,n + AJ,..,,s 
and the total equi\·alenl shear force is Q + Ms,s = Mnn,n + 2fl1ns,s· Sincc Lhe 
partial derivative of the torsional moment is in the tangential direction t hi s con-
tribution also becomes constant. The concentrated shear forces at corners arc 
-2!1fs = -2Mns· The solution is trcated thorough ly by Nielsen [30] for d iffcrcn t 
boundary con di tions. 
• Problem 7.1 
For the nniformly loaded and simply supported rectangular pla te shown in fig. 7.21, 
fin d the optimal distance y which minimizes the uppcr bound for the load-carrying 
capacity and compare with y = a in the prc\'ious example. Thc gcometry is given in 
the figure . (!t. may be used t hat an extremum of a fraction ~is also an cxtremum 
of thc fraction of the numerator and denarninator derivatives, i.e. ~, whcre thc 
prime corresponds to differentiation with respect to y) . 
What is the upper-bound load factor if t hc material is a Trcsca material and if 
the load is p = l k N fm 2 , the distance a = 2 m and the plastifi cation moment 
Mp = 8 kNmfm. 
• Problem 7.2 
Analyse the uniformly loaded angle plat.e with simple supportsand two frcc cdgc.'i 
shown in fig. 7.22 . 
a.) Find the uppcr-bound load fartor for thc shown yield line lay-out. 
b) Find the nodal shear force:; at the two comers and state the direction o f tlH' 
shca.r for re and t h(' corner reartion. 
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Fig. 7.22: A special geometry including a negative yield line. 
• Problem 7.3 
Find upper bounds for the unifo rmly loaded square plate shown in fig. 7.23. T he 
plate has three simply supported edges and one free edge. Try at least two different 
yicld line lay-outs and optimize the best lay-out. 
For thc final lay-out, find thc concentrated edge shear forces. 
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Fig. 7.23: Find the lowest possible upper bound. 
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